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This ttresis presents the self-portrait of Ricarda Huch

as depicted in the collection of Ïrer autobiographical

writings entitled "Autobiographische Schriften", which v/ere

published in the eleventh vol-ume of her Collected Works in
L974.

A brief outline of the history and form of auto-

biography places the essays in this volume into an historical
perspective. This outline also provides examples of repre-

sentative autobiographies with which to compare Ricarda's

"Autobiographische Schrj-ften" and decipher their formal as-

pects. 'An in-depth examination and discussion of their con-

tent follows, delineating the changes and developments

Ricarda undergoes.

In illustrat.ing how and why these changes come about

Ricarda's developing self-portrait is revealedr äs well as

the circular nature of her life. From a young child Iiving
in the realm of fantasy and daydreams she matures and seeks

realityr only to return to a dream world in her old age.

fhis thesis furnishes the insight that Ricarda's writ-

ten, poeti-c self-portrait develops in much the same lvay a

person develops: in sÈages. Each stage portrays that indi-
vidual's total life experience up to a particular point in

time.
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The following brief outline of the history and form of

autobiography is meant to serve as an introduction and base

toRicardaHuch'sownautobiographicalwritings.Itwill
place these works into an historical perspective as well as

provide a means fot comparison. The main source of infor-

mation used in the development of this chapter was Roy

Pascal 's book Design and Truth in Autobi raphy, I and the

opinions regarding specific individuals and their works, the

particular periods of hj-story discussed, and many of the

trends in autobiography mentioned here are his. This book

was used extensively because of its thoroughness and organi-

zation regarding the subject. It !ì/as, therefore, also prag-

matic to use it as a basis for approaching the second chapter

on formal aspects of Ricarda Huch's "Autobiographische

Schriften".

lRoy
( London:

PascaI, Desi n and Truth in Autobio ra h
Routledge & Kegan au
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History

The creation of autobiography began in ancient times

with Augustine's Confessions.I These were a unique and

personal story of the events and feelings that he had expe-

rienced, and not merely an account of his activities'

Through his creative expression of his life and a|l that

affected it, Augustine had turned autobiogfaphy into an

ari-.2

During the Middle Ages, life was chaotic, violent and

unpredictable. Such an atmosphere v/as not conducive to the

writing of true autobiographies because of a lack of the

proper basis necessary to find and establistr a meaningful

coherence to }ife.3 The only autobiography written during

this time that v/as comParable to the Confessions was

Abelard's Hi storv of mv Calamities, which he wrote primarily

to demonstrate Ïris deference to God. Its uniqueness lay in

Abelard's attempt "to recapture the past, to see his life as

a whole, to find within its vagaries its one rapture and

the one indivisible personality. "4 This was not only

lPascar,

2Pascar,

3Pasca1,

4Pasca1,

p. 2L

p. 23

p. 25

p. 24

3



trueautobiographybuteventuallybecamet}rebasisofmodern

autobiograPhY '

The Renaissance period brought with it a dramatic

changeinthestyleofautobiography,resultingfromttrefact
that man's view of Ïrimself had also changed'I Petrarch's

tter to Pos teritv (f351) was an example of this and ex-
LC

pressedane$'directionofinterestandself-confidence'
He

!úas mainry concerned with "displaying himself as a type' in

an ideal form, too concerned with generalities t"'l that

often served to hide the actual truth"'l His was not true

autobiography--asoulsearctringforandtryingtounderstand

itself--but it did introduce a new theme:

the untroubled concern for the inward dimensions
of att" "ãii, 

springing not from any exte-rnal ne-
cessity, self-defence or wtratever it' might be'
but rroå ã-ãã*p"rsion to meditate upon oneself;
and he released the self from the hegemony of-
faith: "he is less concerqed for salvation than
for the cult of his soul"'2

Most of the autobiographies tl.at had appeared before

thesixteenttrcenturyhadbeenlimitedtocertainthemes.In

the sixteenth century, Ïrowever, three autobiographies were

written which fulfilled a new attitude' while they all stilI

lPascal, p

2Pascar, p

26

27
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basíca1ly dealt with personal thoughts, feelings and expe-

riences, their individual lives were also viewed in terms of

their concrete achievements and fortunes. I Cellini 's auto-

biography was one of these. He was almost sixty when he be-

gan writing it and did so out of a preoccupation with his

identity, with his concern for the young man he once was and

the old man he had become. This is "one of the decisive

stimuli of modern autobiography."2 CeIlini's desire to see

and present himself in a certain light may have distorted

some of the facts in his work, and this raises doubts as to

the validity of its truth. However, his intentions appear

honest. "Cellini's life as well as his account comes from

the heart".3 He saw his life as only he could see and

express it, anq as such it is true autobiography.

Cardano's Book of my Life, another one of these auto-

biographies, exhibited extraordinary psychological insight.

Whereas Cetlini had presented himself the way he believed he

should be as a result of his experiencês r Cardano sought

"the truth of his personality, his feelings, impluses

and ideas".4 He was more concerned with analyzing his

lPascal, p. 26 and footnote 2 on the same page

2Pascal, p. 27

3Pascal, p. 28

4Pascal, p. 29
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inner self, both his good and bad qualities, and, although he

"looked under the surface of his temperament and behaviour

for the real man"rl his confession "is a mere statement of

fact, " l This v/as also reflected in the general style of

his autobiography, wttich was divided into chapters with such

headings as "Friends", "Health" and "Sports". As a result,

individual aspects of his life and personality appear to be

in "pieces", separate from the whole being.2

Saint Teresa's Life (f563-65) was also confessional in

style, but it related her inner experiences by weaving them

with the concrete occurrences of everyday life. Its basic

theme was

the peculiar religious experience to which she
was subject, the levitations and visions, her
probing into hersel-f and testing^of tTrem, with
the help of spiritual directors.z

The energy she displayed in her self-examinations, in which

she was "as much concerned for the quality of her soul as for

the actual character of" her visions,3 added another dimen-

sion to autobiography:

lPascal, p

2Pascal, p

3Pascal, p

30

3l

32
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It is a v/oman speaking, not a "souI" as in so
many religious autobiographies, ahrare of her need
for guidance, often il1 and puzzled, but shrewdly
distinguishing between poor and good advice,
persuasive even when she humbles herself, and
ál*ays purposeful and energetic. l

In general, the seventeenth century was the age of mem-

oirists and diarists. The "mémoires scandaleuses", espe-

cialty, $/ere highly popular for ttreir interesting scandals

rather than for the personalities of their authors.l Their

nature was more simplistic than that of previous autobiog-

raphies. Instead of analyzing or describing, they recorded

the events, feelings and persons known to their authors.

There was no display of psychological insight, spiritual de-

velopment or depth of character.

However, in the eighteenth century a g,reater sense of
the value of autobiography evolved. During this period a

demand for confessional autobiographies of outstanding per-
sonalities had arisen. rt therefore became necessary to
begin classifying the more famiriar works. From this assess-

ment emerged the view that autobiographies had documentary

value since they recorded knowledge gained by man about him-
self and the worrd. As well, their usefulrness as a means of

lPasca1, p. 33
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seLf-improvement' whether through instruction or warning' was

seen. No longer was their value only in the entertainment

they provided'

some of the most significant and unique autobiograpTrers

of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were

Franklin, Gibbon, Rousseau, Wordsworth and Goethe' I

Franklin'= !!þ resembled a moral primer'1 In it' Tre

repeatedly recommended his mode of beTraviour to others by

noting only those incidents which illustrated a problem and

its solution. He recounted his successes as well as his

failures with a practical attituder mentioning emotional

problems onty in passing since they were not a significant

part of his Lífe.2 Gibbon, in writing about his historical

and literary studies, included. numerous types of experiences

that he believed contributed to his development as an his-

torian. His \¡ras the first autobiography which reviewed

,,a whole life as the shaping and fruition of a specific skill

devoted to one absorbing enterprise' "3

Rousseaurolltheotherhand,believedthataperson-

ality could not be measured only in terms of outward achieve-

ment but that it was much more important to be true to one-

lPascal, p. 36

2Pasca1, p.37
3Pascal, p. 3B
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seLf .I Thus, Tte viewed autobiography as being more than a

mere recounting of accomplishments or knowledge' It v/as,

father, "a search for tl're true self, and a means tO come tO

terms vrith it . " I In his Confessions, he asserted that

man 
¡ s innermost nature--his true self--was of Supreme impor-

tance, and that one's goal should be to discover and display

Lt" "2

It is this general insight into the nature of the
personality, and not simply the t. . .1 psycho-
logical observations, that makes this work the
opãning of a new era in autobiography.3

Wordsworth's The Prelude also dealt with and asserted the

supremecy of the deeper in poetic form. He was the

using the form to express

self, but

do this,first autobiograPher to

his realization that

each man constructs out of his world a unique
framework of meaningful events, and that the
deepest purpose of autobiography is the account
of ã fifè as a proiection of the real self t. . . l
on the world.4

The Prelude is not usually considered an autobiography be-

cause of its unconventional form but, since it relates the

true story of the development of a soul and the shaping of a

life by that soul, it is considered autobiographical.

Goethe went even further in his understanding of man.

lPasca1, p
2Pascal, p
3Pascal, p
4Pascal, p

39

4L

43

45
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He reaLized that man was a being r^Iþ9 underwent constant

change and, therefore, would never be able to completely kncnr

himself. According to Goethe, "one is never oneself, one be-

comes oneself. "I His P and Truth therefore, did

not have an actual end but closed at a particular moment in

his life. Thus, it is an autobiography with more description

than analysis. He Ïrad written it sporadically during his

life, and it wasn't until he arranged the works chronolog-

ically that they became a "conscientious and exhaustive

Iiterary history"l, one that ted to philosophj-caI reflec-

tions and established a philosophical focus for the work.

wrote:In its preface, Goethe

"For this seems to be the chief task of biog-
raphy, to depict a man in the circumstances of
his t.imes, and to show to what extent the whole
stood in his wâ1zr to what extent it favoured him,
how he shaped out of it an outlook on the world
and on mankind, and, if he is an artist, poetr or
writer, how he in turn reflects it . so that
one may well say that each man, were he born a
mere ten years earlier or later, would have
become a quite different personr âs far as his
own inner development^and his effect on the outer
world are concerned. "J

Ttre period

to influence the

from Rosseau to Goethe (1782-1831) did much

European middle class with respect to

2

lPascal,

2Pasca1,

3Pascar,

p. 47

p. 48

as cited on p. 48
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grea ]er understanding of the self. I since it was realized

thatamancouldontytrulybeknownintermsofhisentire

and complex life, autobiography became a means for achieving

newinsights.Asaresult,itwasnotboundtoastrict
form. Ttrere were autobiographies of childhoods' of

professions, of personal philosophies' and also some

emptoying such unconventional methods as worki-ng backwards

and forwards from given points in time' as writing

biographies of ot}ters while actually writing of oneself, or

as timiting the autobiography to a single significant

relationship. None of tTrese forms, Ttowever, took into

consideration the entire being and his process of

develoPment.

Two evolving views affected both the scope and tech-

nique of autobiography. one was the realt-zai_ion that since

the time being described was in the past, it could alter the

memory of details. The other was the a\^/areness that an indi-

vidual's development represented a part of a general social

process and was, therefore, a focal point of history. Many

autobiograpTries of modern times which arose from this con-

sciousness were not motivated by such former needs as con-

fessing guilt, relating religious experience' reflecting on

lPascal, p. 50

ll



philosoPhical matters, oF teaching moral standards. They

.,,ad, instead, a purely sociological interest--a new moti-

vation of inner necessity, not of guilt irut of memories an<l

't

er<perLence.I The modern view of autobiography is that it

has become

the means to review one¡s life, to organise it in
the imagination, and thus to bring the past ex-
perience and the present self into balance. The
object is not so mucTt to tell others about one-
self as to come to terms with oneself, not neces-
sarily explicitly and morally, but simply by
grasping oneself as a whole.r

'','', .

lPascal, p. 59
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Form

Autobiography, however, is not a simple concept. It

encompasses a variety of stylesr perspectives and moti-

vationsr ãs weII as numerous other aspects which contribute

to its form. A definition is only the beginning to under-

standing this complex idea. According to Webster's fhird New

Internat ional Dictionary, I autobiography is "the biog-

raphy2 of oneself narrated by oneself. "3 This may be

accomplished through such means as a diary, journal, memoir,

reminiscence, self-portrait, and other forms of autobiog-

raphy.

fhe diary, journal and memolr are similar in that a1l

three record and focus on events, feelings, persons and

thoughts in the writer's life. In the diary and journal the

"moment" is important, that is, the events, thoughts and

feelings that are most prominent at a particular moment. The

memoir, on the other hand, is more factual and official.

lwebster's Third New International Dictionar of the
E lish an a e r êd, ed. IN ch e , p coc

ove spr ng le ld, Massac usetts: G. & C Merriam Company,
1981 ).

2webster's, p
f
p

2L8, definition #1: a
a person's 1ife"."written history o

3v,Iebster 's, L47

l3

biography is the



Its main purpose is to supply information.l It is less

personal than the diary because of its emphasis on puÌr1ic

events, but is just as significant in the autobiographical

sense. The reminiscence is "an oral or written account of a

memorable personal experience".2 t-t concerns itself more

with private relationships, recalling people and places for

whieh the author cared. The portrait t ot self-.oortrait, is

not necessarily a pictorial representation of its subject,

but can be "a graphic portrayal in words: a verbal descrip-

tion".3 It is a picture created by the writer of his ovrn

character and personality, surrounded and influenced by the

people and events in his life.4

All these forms are at a writer's disposal, both di-
rectly and indirectly, in the development and writing of an

autobiography. As well, there are different types of auto-

biographies which Roy Pascal feels bear special consider-

ation.5 First, there is the autobiography of a childhood.

Iceorg Misch, A History of Autobiography in Anti-
gqity, trans. E.
University Press,

2webster's,

3webster's,

4r=Þ!9{=,
5In almost all cases,

chapter to each type.

Massachusetts: Harvard

#3b

#4

#2

devoted an entire

W. Dickes
1951 ) , r,

p. L92O,

p. L769,

p. 206I,

(Cambridge,
p. 7.

definit ion

definit ion

definit ion

Pascal has

T4



Its basic theme is that of growing up, of the interaction

betv/een inner developments and outer events. Since memories

directly affect an individual's personal developmentr âs a

result of the feelings associated with them, childhood is

important to true autobiography. Here are found the

beginnings of the experiences that helped shape the later

individual and his achievements. Autobiographies of

chi Idhood

show the formation of a temperamentr not a public
or even a private character, and for this reason
they can bg taken as the purest form of auto-
biography. l

There are also the religious and philosophical auto-

biographies. These relate not only the writerrs lifestyle

but, more importantly, the formulation of a philosophy. This

philosophy or attitude "constitutes the main substance of

their activity, and determines what in their experience they

value and record."2 The previously mentioned works of

Augustine and Saint Teresa are good examples of this type.

However, such autobio.graphies are only convincing if taken in

the context. of the experiences related and, therefore, they

lose much of their objectivity:

The autobiographies themselves direct attention

lPascal, p

2Pascal, p

B5

96

15



to the uniqueness of their personalities rather
than the general validity of their ideas. The
autobiography altogether is not an appropriate
means to urge the objective truth of a doctrine--
though it may reveal more profound and general
truths of I
formulates.

iI fe which the doctrine only partially

The autobiography

reveals about the nature

of a poet2 is ímportant for what it

of the author:

Events and achievements of a public kind are not
so decisive for Ïrim as the more intimate impres-
sions and responses, and events become important
for him not in themselves, but for what he puts
into them. His life-story is the story of how
his imagination is kindled by occurrences or per-
sonalities tlrat may intrinsically be quite in-
significant. 3

Wordsworth's fhe Prelude, for example, is the story of the

development of a soul and the shaping of a life by that soul.

Wordsworth reaÌized that "the deepest purpose of autobi-

ography is the account of a life as a projection of the real

self t...] on the world."4 In Goethe's Poetry and Truth,

as well, orfe is never oneself but becomes oneself. For

Goethe, the chief task of biography was to depict man in the

circumstances of his times and to show how tre shaped his out-

IPascal, p. lll
2O.r p. 133 in his book, Pascal defines "poets" as all

imaginative writers.
3Pascal, pp. I33-34
4Pascal, p. 45

l6



look on the world and Ïrow he

poets maY have lived in the

marilY concerned with

reflected it. I

thick of events,

Although these

they were pri-

the problem of how being a writer
specific attitude and behaviour.
pre-occupation is their peculiar
rience, of response to the world,

affected their
Their chief

mode of expe-
as poets.2

The autobiographical novel is a form best suited for a

younger person who wants to reveal his future potential. It

is not for the mature individual whose potential has already

been realized and who has, therefore, a different reason for

writing his life-story. The style of the autobiographical

novel is much like that of the novel. A novel's writer is

free to create characters, thoughts, emotions, motivations

and situations, whether imaginary or not, to suit his per-

ception of the final outcome. The protagonist is, therefore,

described from an objective point of view and is a complete

character within a complete story. The writer of an auto-

biography, on the other hand, must stick as closely as pos-

sible to the people and events as he remembers and perceives

them. He is also the protagonist and, therefore, describes

himself. This description is highly subjective and selective

in order that it remain relevant to the future character in
the work. The reader of an autobiographyr âs a result, will

lPascar,

2Pascal,

as cited on p. 48

p. 135

-L7



never know everYthing about

autobiograPhY a better means

the truth of a PersonalitY.

Finally, there is the

the protagonist.

than a novel for

This makes an

delving into

form that Pascal refers to as

autobiographical writings. These

limit themselves to one particular experience or
group of experiences that bare the core of the
personality t.. . I To this category belong many
books of travel, books of spiritual experience in
war, and so on.l

Pascal believes that all "good autobiographies are in

some sense the story of a calling, [. . . ] of the realisation

of an urgent personal potentiality. "2 In some cases this
calling merges i-nto a profession, and the private personality

becomes a public one.2 Autobiographies of scientists,
politicians and poets, for example, âI1 have unique perspec-

tívesr purposes and treatments. Eactr one may have been pri-
marily written for the public in order to satisfy its curi-
osity about the writer or to shed light on the achievements

of that individual, but the most underlying drive was more

Iike1y the need for self-revelation.3 tnis need

is applicable not only to autobiographies of
every sort, confessions, apologias, or simple
narratives, but also to the works which a cre-
ative writer brings forth out of himself as some-

lPascal, p. L2

2Pascal, p. LL2

3Misch, p. g

1B



thing objective, such as Shakespeare's sonnets,
or the lyrics of Goethe t. . . I These works exist
independently of the author's person and Ïrave no
need of reference to his own life in order to be
understood, and yet they are self-portrayals in
the sense that in them the personality of the
poet or thinker is preserved, that his "spirit"
is "objectivated" in them. r

By dividing autobiographies according to their authors'

particular professions, Pascal demonstrated the different

attitudes and various directions inherent in the writing of

them. As another example, he offered the autobiographies of

biologists to illustrate that these appear to be motivated

instead by the need for self-assertion, "tTIe instinct for

self-preservation, and in general t. . . I ttre struggle for

lífe".2 Autobiography, therefore, "is not only a special

kind of literature but is also an instrument of know-

ledge."2 This, then, is the primary and all-encompassing

motive of autobiography: self-knowledge.

True autobiography aims to give the truth about its

writer,3 but this varies with each autobiographer because

of individual memoryr perspective, style and intention. The

quality of this truth can, therefore, only genuinely be

judged by its sincerity. An autobiography's value "depends

rMisch, p.

2Misch, p.

3Pascal, p

9

IO

61

t9



ultimatelY on

fhis qualitY

the quality of the spirit of the writer.,,I

readers the av/areness of the driving force in his life.l

Thus, the best autobiographies do not merely recollect

events, people and circumstances but become

the framework, in some sense the embodiment, of
the personality of the writer as a man pledged to
life, and one must be set free from them as his-
torical facts, and from the concern with their
accuracy as historical d.ocuments, in order to
savour the guality of the central person-
ality. 2

Roy Pascal sums up well everything that a good auto-

biography is:

autobiography is a shaping of the past. It im-
poses a pattern on a life, constructs out of it. a
coherent story. It establishes certain stages in
an individual life, makes links between them, and
defines, implicitly or explicitly, a certain con-
sistency of relationship between the self and the
outside world t. . . I This coherence implies that
the writer takes a particular standpoint, the
standpoint of the moment at which he reviews his
life, and interprets hís life from it. The
standpoint may be the actual social position of
the writer, his acknowledged achievement in any
field, his present philosophyi in every case it
is his present position which enables him to see
his life as something of a unity, something that
may be reduced to order [.. . ] this realisation of
a meaningful standpoint, the emergence from sha-

comes from the writerrs success in creating in

lPasca1, p
2Pascal, p

I9

20

20



dows into daylight,.is a condition of autobi-
ograPhY altogether. I

Ricarda Huch's "Autobiographische Schriften"2 exem-

pü-fy such an autobiography. In them she has created a pic-

ture of her ov/n character and personality, surrounded and

influenced by the events, people and feelings that she expe-

rienced during her lifetime. A closer examination of their

form will demonstrate their similarities and differences,

with the autobiographies and forms already mentioned, and

also their own unique style. An examination of their con-

tents will then demonstrate Ricarda Huch's self-portrait as

depicted in her autobiographical writings.

lPascaI,

2Ricarda

pp. 9-r0

Huch, "Autobiographische Schriftenr " Ricarda
Huch. Gesammelte Werke, Bd. I1, Ed. Wilhelm Emrich u. Bernd
alzer (Köln: Verlag Kiepenheuer & Witsch,B

2L

L974).



Formal Aspects of

Ricarda Huch's

"Autobiographische Schriften "
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Basic Form

Certain qualities and aspects of Ricarda's "Autobio-

graphische Schriften" resemble those of some of the repre-

sentative autobiographÍes in history, As with Augustine's

Confessions, Ricarda's writings are j-n their own v/ay "a

poetic re-enactment and creation"l--a unique and personal

story artistically expressed. Both autobiographies deal with

descriptions of significant events in the authors ' lives.

For Ricarda, some of these experiences were her move to

Switzerland, special relationships, marriage and motherhood,

and Ermanno Ceconi's death. Her autobiography also resembles

that of Cellini. Events and feelings in both are of such a

nature that only the authors themselves could have known,

experienced and then duly expressed them. Ricarda's affair
with her brother-in-1aw, for example, could only have been

described by her. No one else knew of their secret nightly
meetings and only she could have expressed her particular

experience of passion: "Ich stand in Flammen, die Welt war

veränder t . "2

In the eighteenth century autobiographies were viewed

lPascal, p. 23

2 "A,rtobiographische Schriften", p. L54
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as being a means of instruction, by using events in the

author's life as examples to illustrate a certain point.

This had never been Ricarda's intention in any of her auto-

biographical essays and, therefore, this aspect does not sur-

face. However, the final essay, "Tag in Jena L945", does

express her view that she felt she could offer her companions

comfort through her demeanor. She believed that by por-

traying an attitude of calmness during the horrendous expe-

rience of an air raid she would, in turn, be able to in-

fluence their reactions.

Franklin's and Gibbon's autobiographies centred not

only on their personal histories but also on how each related

to the world around him. Each presented himself as posses-

sing some unique and innate quality and illustrated how it

developed as a result of stimulation from the outside world.

Ricarda could not consciously do this because she never pur-

posefully set out to write her autobiography. Her individual

essays did not lend themselves to the capacity of such a

task. Instead, they illustrate a variety of skills that she

possessed, probably the greatest of 'wtricn was her talent for

writingr but they do not concern themselves with delineating

the development of any one particular quality. Also, they

depict the development of an individual as seen from a vari-

ety of perspectives. Rousseau believed that a person had to

be true to his inner nature since his personality cou1cl not

be measured only in terms of his outer achievements. His
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nfe s sions were, therefore, a

terms with

search for Ïris true self and a
Co

rneans of coming to it. This is what Ricarda

attempted throughout her life. She longed 'to acquire

and harmony within herself, to bring al1 her complex

balance

polarities together,

FinallY, her w

to grasp herself as a wtrole.

riting s also resemble Goethe's Poetry and

Trut]r_, Both works illustrate the development of the mature

individuals they became, and also conclude in the same

manner: neither one presents an actual ending to their story

but closes at a particular moment in each life. With Ricarda

this takes place on March L9, L945, the day the entire inner

city of Jena was bombed.
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Comparisons, Perspectives and Motives

Because Ricarda's autobiographical essays were written

at dífferent times in ?rer life and, hence, from varying per-

spectives, it is only natural that variances in style also

occur. Some selections in the "Autobiographische Schriften"

resemble a memoir, which focuses on events rather than on

personal relationships, and on other persons rather than on

the writer.l Basically it records events, feelings,

thoughts and persons with which the writer is familiar. His

relationship to the world around him, therefore' is passive.

He is an observer, not an active participant. "Jugend-

bilder", "Braunschweig in meiner Kinderzeit", "Mein erstes

Jahrzehnt" and "Harzbriefe" are examples of such a style.

They do not dwell on Ricarda's inner feelings or delve into
profound relationships but simply delineate these and other

events of lasting significance in her life. In "Jugendbilder"

she describes what she can remember of her childhood home and

relatives, in a basically factual manner. Her physical and

emotional development are not mentioned although some sub-

jects close to her heart are, such as her attachment to

animals, her love of the Harz region and trer interest in

rPascal, p. 5
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death. These topics are itemized under appropriate headings

and, thus, supply only glimpses of her personality. No ac-

tual development is described. Ricarda has merely presented

pictures of ?rer childhood. These pictures do not i1l-ustrate

how she changes but only show aspects which affect Ïrer devel-

opment. They do not describe or explain how one thing led or

developed into something eIse. "Braunschweig in meiner

Kinderzeit" offers a closer look at life in Braunschweig aS

Ricarda remembers it during her childhood. she mentions such

things as her favourite shops, holidays like Christmas and

Easter, family acquaintances in Braunschweig, family tra-

ditions and customs, the theatrer etc. A better picture of

her childhood emerges from this, but it is still only sket-

chy. "Mein erst'es Jahrzehnt" contínues in this same vein,

providing some additional information on Ricarda's early

life. Again, hoq¡ever, these are onty gtimpses. Here Ricarda

admits that she has trouble remembering events of so long

ago: "Ich kann Hokuspokus sagen, soviel ich wiII, " she

writes, "es taucht nichts auf als ungewisse Bil-dchen wie nach

einem Traum, und niemand fråtte mehr Ursache als ich t...] zu

fragen: Hat mir mein Leben geträumt, oder ist es waTtr?"I

Perhaps this is the reason she did not elaborate on her

childhood and why it lends itself so well to the memoir

l"Autobiographische schriften", p. L23
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style, Hovrever, the examples stray from this form because

theyãirenotsimplyrecordsandreportsbutareartistic
writings. "He.rzbriefe", which was written about a much later

períod in trer life, also falls into this category' Rather

than describing this stage of Ricarda's adulthood, however,

it deals with reflections that are triggered in her by being

in the Harz region. Even though it is as factual and unpro-

found as a memoir, it is an example of artistic writing' an

example of her creative abitityr that reveals another aspect

of her personality. Whereas distortion of facts, resulting

from the passing of time, may have hindered Ricarda in de-

picting a development during trer chi'ldhood, "Harzbriefe" v¡as

written at the time she was actually living the experience'

Although the time periods and perspectives of "Jungend-

bilder", "Braunschweig in meiner Kinderzeit", "Mein erstes

Jahrzehnt" and "Harzbriefe" are different, they are alike in

that they present a memoiristic approach to describing the

author.

The three examples dealing with her childtrood, espe-

cially, establish some fundamental aspects in trer life ' for

experiences during this stage are relevant to later develop-

ments and achi-evements. For example, Ricarda trad described

an interest in the theatre, and this had manifested itsetf in

her childhood througtr her participation in skits that would

be presented on special family occasions. Her artistic

intersts and abilities were, thus, already present in her
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youth and were encouraged by her family. AnotTrer quality,

whích Ricarda maintains was inborn, was her republican

orientation. This caused her dislike for much of the poli-

tics in Germany during her life. Such an interaction between

inner feelings and outer events resembles the autobiography

of a childhood, which shows the beginnings of the formation

of a temperament. The three examples dealing with Ricarda's

childhood were written much later in her life, when she was

able to see not only how she had developed but also those

things that had influenced her development. Unfortunately,

they fall short of being an autobiography of a childhood

because they are simply too sketchy and do not show an actual

development, but merely state facts. For this Ricarda almost

seems to apologize when she writes: "es taucht nichts auf

als ungewisse Bildchen wie nach einem Traume".l They do,

howeverr rêmâin autobiographical writings and provide

information which is indispensibte to the development of her

personality.

Some of Ricarda's experiences were

her than others. Generally, she was more

sonal relationships, recalling people

she cared, than with outside events.

not affect her as profoundly âs r for

more memorable to

concerned with per-

places for which

two world wars did

and

Even

example, her friendship

I"Autobiographische Schriften", p. 123
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v/ith Anna Ktie. This friendship affected her so deeply that

s.,'e dedicated an entire essay to her friend entitled

ng¡innerung an Anna KIie". It is a reminiscence Of a very

special person and relationship in Ricarda's life. As short

as the essay is, Ricarda was successful in expressing the

depth of Ïrer feelings. Two more examples are the essays

entitled "Richard" and "Die Ehe mit Richard.". Both of them

concern themselves v/ith her relationship with her cousin at

two very different times in Ïter life. In "Richard", Ricarda

is a naive teenagerr paSSionately involved with her handsome

cousin and brother-in-1aw. All she knows is that she loves

this man and ttrat this love is, therefore, true and right.

That she is hurting others by her behaviour does not enter

her mind. This love is the only thing that exists for her.

In "Die Ehe mit Richard", Ricarda is a mature woman in her

forties, finally married to her true love. She is still in

possession of Trer naive notion that the passion she once felt

for trim continues to exist. Indeed, it does, but Rictrard's

love for her is based on her naivet6 and on the subservience

and submissiveness of her youth. Ricarda, however, has grovJn

into an independent adult whose life no longer revolves

around one single person. Richard is no longer the be-all

and end-all of her existence. Ricarda wrote both these essays

very closely together and at a time in her life when she was

far removed from the experiences. Factual correctness is

irrelevant, for ttre ctarity of her emotions demonstrates all
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she \',/ishes to convey '

A diary, like a memoir, records events, feelingsr per-

sons and thoughts in the writer's life. Wtrat differentiates

LE, 
'trowever, is that the moment is of utmost importance. The

ð,Lary records whatever is prominent at a particular moment.

"Mein Tagebuch" deals with a diary that Ricarda kept in her

childhood and to which She refers. She has taken several

entries from it. and expanded on them. As a result, it no

longer has the traditionat form of a diary but has become a

narrative. "Kunterbunt. Das Notizbuch zweier Weltbür9êr",

howeverr possêSSêS the traditional form. It is an actual

diary kept by Ricarda and Ïrer daughter while on holiday. It

begins \¡/ith Ricarda's remark: "Eben hat Busi einen Vers

gemacht".l This particular entry, insplred by the fact

that Busi had just written a poem, then goes on to describe

the thoughts, feelings and experiences that had transpired

within the last day or so. This form continues throughout

"Kunterbunt" and the duration of their holiday. The title'

itselfr points to the manner in which this diary was kept as

well as to the disposition of its authors. The word "kunter-

bunt" means topsy-tur.qy2 and suggests a kateidoscopic

l"Autobiographische Schriften", p. 4OI

2scnðfrter eis. Wörterbuch der e lischen und
deutschen ra e sch-En rw n e is und
r ch e ìt, Stuttgart:

L974), p. 562.
Auflage

eu
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anð htelter-skelter collection of hurridly made notations'

Be¡ng on holiday, and merrily imagining themselves as world

travellers, set the light-hearted tone of this diary.

ïn the autobiography of a poet, the writer's feelings

and emotional responses to the world around. trim are more im-

portant than actual events or personal achievements. This is

very t.rue of Ricarda, who could physically live through a war

yel remain largely disinterested in it. Her concern was more

for the emotional and physical day to day needs of her daugh-

ter, grandson, close friends and especially herself' As

well, the fact that she had "o*" Success as a writer was un-

important to her. She much rather preferred that people seek

her company for her character rather than for her social

achievements. In this type of autobiography, the development

of the individual is of greatest importance and reïeals how

occurrences and people kindled his imagination.l "'Donna

Diana' von Moreto" is a critique of a performance of that

play put on by a literary circle to which Ricarda belonged at

the age of seventeen' That she not only acted in and di-

rected it, but also reviewed it, demonstrates the manner in

which it kindled Ïrer imagination. Another and much better

example is "Früh]ing in der Schweiz", which encompasses ten

years of Ricarda's life. Here, Ricarda develops from a

lPascaI, pp. f33-34
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naive young student into a mature career v/oman. Her expe-

rLences along the way not only help her in discovering her-

self but also provide inspiration for more concrete achieve-

nents. A young chemistry student sl.e met while in Switzer-

land often told her stories of his home and childhood.

Coupled with his violin playing, Ricarda's imagination en-

abled her to write "Der Mondreigen von Schlaraffis".
,'Frilhling in der Schweiz" was written while she was in her

seventies. This mature perspective made it possible for her

to see that time of her youth as a process, and enabled her

to delineate her experiences and responses as developing in a

particular direction. This development is carried over into

"Bremen und Wien", where she finally realizes that her real

desire in life is to write. "Unser Mannochen" illustrates

another line of development in Ricarda: it. follows her

relationship with Ermanno Ceconi and how it affected her

life. Her feelings for him, in fact, come full circle,

beginning and ending with her realization that in him she Ïrad

found her perfect mate. "Kurt Eisners Todestag" was written

as a response to an event which she hadn't even witnessed.

At this stage in her life Ricar<la no longer required direct

experiences to provide Ïrer with the inspiration and infor-

mation to write. Second-hand reports of this event v/ere now

enough to provide her with a wealth of responses and, thus,

writing material. "Tag in Jena L945", although relating a

first-hand experience by Ricarda, does not directly deal with
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the historical occasion itself but, instead, with the effect

it had on her. In fact, the event seemed to be taking place

in another world, for by this time Ricarda was withdrawing

more and more into herself, finding no satisfaction with the

outside world or even a desire for it. With Goethe and

Wordsworth, their chief preoccupation had been "their

peculiar mode of experience, of response to the world, as

poets."I This same poetic response manifested itself in

Ricarda in the development and final embracing of the

dream world she created.

In philosophical autobiographies, the individual's

philosophy undergoes changes as a result of experiences.

Ricarda's autobiography is not solely a philosophical work,

but it does incorporate this quality. In her desire for

self-knowledge, Ricarda would write. Her book on Romanti-

cism, for example, v¡as undertaken as a means of formulating

and clarifying her personal philosophy. The essays in the

"Autobiographische Schriften" were also a means of concep-

tualizing it. In autobiographies of this type, the writer's

philosophy or attitude "constitutes the main substance of

their activity, and determines what in their experience they

value and record. "2 Ricarda had realized that it. was im-

lPascal, p

2Pascal, p

135

96
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portant for her to write, and this occupation was a vehicle

for getting to know herself better. What she learned from

this \¡/as that, instead of finding meaning in life by living

it for a person or an ideal, her true purpose v/as to

experience life to the fullest, to experience it through

everything and everyonerl

was ich an Weltanschauung hatte, v/ar eine Rich-
tung auf das Leben, ich kðnnte sagen auf das
Schðne, das Grosse und Echte. Ich wollte vor
allen Dingen leben und erleben.2

This philosophy modified itself in Ricarda's old age. In her

youth she had actively sought these experiences, but with age

she was content to sit back and concentrate on her inner

self, on her responses to whatever entered her private

sphere. Autobiographies which depict a personal philosophy

naturally tend to be more subjectíve than objective. The

manner or style of writing chosen often reveals as much about

the author as does the information he gives. Thus, the sub-

ject.ivity displayed by Ricarda in, for example, "FrühIing in
der Schweiz" is not only philosophical in style but also

shows how subjective she was. Satisfying the needs of her

being was of utmost importance to her. Indeed, this was true

throughout her entire life. The story of her years of study

lgl friede Ricarda Huch. Ein Beitrag zvr
Geschichte der Epik (Leipzig and Berlin: Druck und
Verlag B.G. Teubner, L9L4), p. 49.

2"Autobiographische schriften", p. 228
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and employment in Switzerl-and is a very personal account of

her experiences, as well as one in which she sought to find

herself and her purpose in life. Repeatedly, private

relationships, feelings and emotions took precedence over

achievements and outside events. She had become a librarian

and teacher, but felt bored and unfulfilled in these profes-

sions. This caused her to give up a secure life in order to

find something more fulfilling and exciting. For Ricarda it

\i/as important to feel that she was experiencing everything

that life had to offer. Without this, there was simply no

joy in living. Philosophical autobiographies focus their

attention on the uniqueness of the author's personality,l

and the uniqueness of Ricarda's personality is certainly the

focus of "studium und erste Berufs jahre" if not, indeed, tlre

"Autobiographische Schriften" in general.

Ricarda's collected works in volume eleven of her

Gesammelte Werke are truly autobiographical writings, for

each one deals with particular experiences in her life. They

are also a self-portrait, imprinting her visual image on the

mind through words. Each stage of her development is

accompanied by an image complete in itself, yet incomplete

with regard to the final picture.

What provokes an individual to write his autobiography?

lPascal, p. Ill
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The reasons vary from person to person. Sometimes it is the

desirer perhaps vain, to inform the public about himself and

his achievements. Other times it is the need for self-

revelation, self-assertion, or self-awareness. What all

these needs have in common is the desire for self-knowledge,

and this is the motive behind modern autobiographies. They

are written from an inner necessity to unburden memories and

experiences because of a feeling that these have not been

grasped and absorbed into the system of one's life and prop-

erly utilized. l They have become

the means to review one's life, to organise it. in
the imagination, and thus to bring the past ex-
perience and the present self into balance. The
object is not so much to tell others about one-
self as to come to terms with oneself, not neces-
sarily explicitly and morally, but simpty by
grasping oneself as a whole.r

This wholeness is what Ricarda attempted to achieve in her

life.

Ricarda's autobiographical writings do not adhere to

any one particular form. This is due to the fact that each

one was written at'a different time and that, therefore,

Ricarda's mood and perspective were also different. That

these writings would eventually be assembled and published as

a book of her life-story also may not have occurred to her as

lPascal, p. 59
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she wrote the individual essays. Yet, they form a coherent,

entertaining, original and thorough account of her life.

In each stage of her development, Ricarda has .oor-

trayed not only a unique picture of herself but also an on-

going process. Each stage is a portrait in itself, but it is

also only a part of the entire picture. T'Ïì,e f inat portrait

is not complete until the individual is complete. An

examination of the contents of the "Autobiographische

Schriften" will depict the process and completion of

Ricarda's self-portrait.
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Methodoloqical Introduction

Ricarda Huch's "Autobiographische Schriften" make up

the major part of volume eleven of Ïrer Gesammelte Werke. A

brief overview will provide a better understanding of the

structural naturer ês well as the content, of the autobi-

ographical portion of this volume. The editors, in their

compilation of this work, collected and chronologically

arranged an assortment of published autobiographical essays

and unpublished manuscripts and drafts with the intention of

presenting "eine fast lückenlose eigenhåndige Lebenschronik

Ricarda Huchs".l Because Ricarda Ïrad never consciously set

"out to write her life story,2 their undertaking of such a

collect.ion and organization of relevent material was dif-

ficult indeed. As a result, the various essays in the col-

lection are an assortment of styles and moods, depending on

the time and perspective from which Ricarda wrote them.

Since they were individually written and published over the

course of many years, each one illuminates certain experi-

ences during a particular phase of her life and is an

l"Autobiographische Schriften", editorial preface p
11.

2"Autobiographische Schriften", as cited in the
editorial preface p. lt.
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excellent example of individual stages of her development.

The first chapter of the autobiographical writings in

volume eleven, entitteA "Kindheit und frütre Jugend", spans

Ricarda's chitdhood and young adulthood in Braunschweig.

The first subheading, "Jugendbilder", can be likened to a

photo album. The pictures that one sees are of Ricarda's

childhood--of the different subjects that were important to

her: the garden, house and people where she lived; animals;

the Harz region in Germany that she loved so much; and her

attraction to graveyards. Further and more developed essays

in chapter one expand on this period of her life and take

into consideration special relationships with Anna Klie and

Richard Huch, a diary she kept as a small child, and even a

personal review of the reading of a play entitled "'Dona

Diana' von Moreto".

Ckrapter two, "Studium und erste Berufsjahre", also con-

tains a variety of entries, beginning with Ricarda's "Erzäh-

lung" entitled "rrühling in der Schweiz". This "Erzä?rluhg",

which appeared in f938 as an individually published work,

spans approximately ten years of her young adulthood and life

in Switzerland. "Vita", which follows, is merely one para-

graph in length and is the curriculum vita that appeared in

her dissertation in IB9l. "Bremen und Wien" covers only

approximately a year in Ricarda's life and is basically a

transitional period for her. The outcome of these months,

however, resultecl in her marriage to Ermanno Ceconi.
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Chapter three r €rìt it led "Ermanno Ceconi " , is the

longest of the chapters in the "Autobiographische Schriften".

Obviously, Ricarda's husband and the nine years during which

sTre was married to him formed an extremely important part of

her life. In fact, aÌmost the entire chapter is devoted to

"Unser Mannoch€rr", with "Erinnerung" and "Schwabing" being

basically a repetition and an addition respectively to this

fj-rst essay in the chapter.

The fourth and final chapter, "Die zweite Lebens-

hälfte", spans the largest part of Ricarda's life and yet is

also ironically the shortest chapter. During this period

Ricarda became more deeply concerned with her inner self and

the development of a lasting personal philosophy. This is

reflected in and by the historical and theological works that

she wrote during this time. Autobiographical material, per

s€r was scarce. As well, the entries in this chapter are

quite strort in length' averaging from six to thirteen pages

each, with the exception of "Kunterbunt. Das Notizbuch zweier

Weltbürger". This selection covers twenty pages in volume

eleven and is a travel diary that Ricarda and her daughter

kept while on a sojourn in Switzerland during World War I.

The important role that Switzerland played in Ricarda's life

was first evident in "Frühling in der Schweiz", and her

attachment to this country is again given full expression

through the diary. The last essay, "Tag in Jena 1945",

though only six pages in length, is the picture of a mature
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individual whose deveropment is complete. Although Ricarda

lived until L947, there was nothing new that she could or

wanted to experience. Thus, "Tag in Jena L945" is an approp-

riate ending--the final brush stroker so to speak, of
Ricarda's self-portrait. Through the editors' collection and

arrangement of her autobiographicar writings her rife is
presented as a whole. The result is a coherent serf-portrait
with a definite sense of direction.

In dealing specifically with the content of the "Auto-

biographische Schriften", two approaches presented them-

serves. The first, and perhaps more analytical and investi-
gative, approach would have dealt thoroughly with such indi-
vidual aspects as fate, death, Romanticism, religionr €tc. to

illustrate the development and changes that Ricarda Huch

underwent personally and professionally during her life.
This course was not folrowed for a number of reasons. First
of all, it would have entailed an enormous amount of skipping

back and forth in time in order to depict the beginnings,

developments and changes of the numerous aspects dealt with

in the "Autobj-ographische schriften". This in itself was not

a problem. However, such an approach would also have neces-

sitated a good deal of repetition of the events in the

various stages of Ricarda's life in order to elucidate how

the changes came about and why. Most importantly, though, it
would have taken ah/ay from the idea of a developing self-
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portrait, since a portrait

with one particular aspect

ning with the next one.

This thesis furnishes the insight that Ricarda's writ-

ten, poetic self-portrait develops in much the same \¡/ay a

person develops: in stages. Each stage portrays that indi-

vidual's total life experience up to a particular point in

time. This next part of the thesis, Èherefore, follows very

closely the form and chronology established in the "Auto-

biographische Schriften". This approach was the better of

the two in terms of presenting Ricarda's self-portrait as

depicted in this collection of her autobiographical works.

Throughout, personal comments and opinions vrere inclu<1ed to

bring attention to the changes and developments that v/ere

taking place within her and to discuss them more fully. As

weII, Else Hopp e's book Ricarda Huch. Weg, Persðnlichkeit,

Werk, I Ueing the most thorough work to date on Ricarda, was

used extensively in order to support, reinforce or add to

personal observations and conclusions and to fifl in

occasional necessary background information regarding the

"Autobiographische Schriften" .

lE1se
( Stuttgart :

Hoppe, Ricarda Huch. Weg, Persðnlichkeit, Werk
Dr. Riedeærrag, 19511 .
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Young Ricarda: A Portrait of Youth and Innocence.

Development of a Consciousness

"Jugendbilder" j-s the title of the first essay that

deals with Ricarda's childhood. In it she tells of the

places and people that made a lasting impression on her.

"Jugendbilder" begins v/ith a description of the yard that

surrounded her childhood home and which is the setting for

the very first picture that she remembers of her life: her

grandfather holding a tiny Ricarda by the hand. This picture

is so clear in her mind that she can describe every branch,

every flower in detail. For a long time this yard was her

entire outside world and, t?rus, it played a significant role

in her childhood. Many important influences find their

origins here. Although the yar"d was paradise for Ricarda,

the well and the outhouse represented horror and foreboding,

feelings which become a constant part of her life and re-

curring themes in her works. The well v/as a dark and myste-

rious entity within the magnificent garden, and the outhouse,

with its repulsive worms and bugs, represented horror and

ugliness in Ricarda's beautiful world. In looking back on

this innocent time in her life, she remarks: "Es war da und

musste da sein, das Grausige musste in das tägliche Leben

eingeordnet werden, nichts konnte davon befreien. "1 The

l"Autobiographische schriften", p
references
numbers in

to this work
parenthesis.

will be indicated
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pleasant memories of this garden, however, are just as power-

fur as the unpleasant ones. The trees, whose "music" v/as the

first sound that Ricarda recalls hearing, and the thunder-

storms that enthralled her are positive infruences and ele-
ments in her life. "Mit unzåhligen würzerchen" she writes,
"senkten sich die Erlebnisse des Gartens in unsere seere,

wuchsen fort und trugen Früchte, zum Teir ohne dass uns ihr
Ursprung zum Bewusstsein gekommen wäre" (p. 27). For

Ricarda, and her brother and sister, this garden presented

them with Iifelong influences.

The house she lived in as a child also formed an im-

portant part of her tife. Ricarda goes into great detail
describing it, its many rooms, and who occupied which areas

of the house. An especially rasting impression was made by a

short dark hallway in this house, which filred Ricarda with

terror. Anytime that she had to pass through it, she would

hord her breath in anticipation. she courd never explain the

origins of this fear:
Die Furchtsamkeit, unter der ich mein Leben lang
sehr gelitten habe, muss mir wohl angeboren
gewesen sein, wenigstens erinnere ich mich nicht,
dass mir in früher Kindheit Spukgeschichten
erzåhlt worden waren, durch die õie hervorgerufen
worden wåren. (pp. 39-40)

ïn this house,

Three walls of

heroes of the

for Ricarda at

the dining

War of 1870.

too, Ricarda's disinterest in wars formed.

pictures of tl'reroom v/ere hung with

These pictures held no attraction
all:

ganz reizlos und so

"Es waren

ungeeignet

Lithographien, kahl, flach,

wie möglich zum Schmuck eines
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Raums" (p. 33). She betieves that this effect had an in-

fluence on her with respect to the feeling of boredom she

always associated with \^/ars. Her father, a patriot who was

especially fond of Bismarck, v/as of the opinion that every

German sTrould be grateful to Bismarck for being Germany's

"Reichsgrìlnder" (p. L26). This very strong opinion, seem-

ingly shared by no one else in the family, caused an air of

stress in the home. This stress Ricarda indirectly attrib-

uted to Bismarck himself. Naturally, these negative feelings

carried over into her general attitude regarding wars, and

yet she was extremely interested in family discussions

dealing with this subject and in playing war games with toy

soldiers. It was the historical aspect that attracted her.

Her grandfather had sparked trer interest in it, and trer his-

tory teacher Ïrad enhanced it. Being a chitd, she naturally

hated the evil tyrants and loved the good and heroic rebels

of bygone battles.

The section entitled "Die Menschen" unfolds as a veri-

table family tree. In great detail Ricarda's relatives and

ancestors are introduced, the jobs held by various family

members are mentioned, an explanation is given as to how her

father's business came to originate in Brazil, and even the

ne'er-do-wells were important enough not to be forgotten--a

very colourful picture indeed. In speaking of trer father,

Ricarda again mentions the deep Ttonour and respect he had for

Bismarck, and also the fact that the other members in the
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household most tikely did not share Ïris enthusiasm. She uses

this opportunity to state that she, herself, was a born re-

publican (p. 55). This, mixed with her basic understanding

of good and evil, carried over into her contemporary world.

Ricarda was about seventeen years old when she began to

analyze human relationships and to become a\¡/are of the in-

equalities that existed between the classes in society and

between men and women. She was furious, for example, when

she learned that any v¡oman who bore an iltegitimate child was

scandalized and Ïrad to atone heavily for it, while the man--

to whom Ricarda attributed the greater part of the blame-*

was able to continue his life as before. In her mind,

society and these men \¡/ere tyrants, and she believed that any

man who refused to marry the mother of his child should bear

the penalty of death. Just as troubling to her was the

realization that the weII-to-do were able to take extended

vacations, while the poor working class had to labour from

morning 'til night almost every day of the year. These

things bothered her even more when she found no understanding

whatsoever for the people in these situations. Her dis-

comfort with the status quo also took on a more personal

note. Ricarda remembers tv/o women who had been employed in

her home while she was still quite young. Although these

v/omen were respected and loved by the family, and were

practically part of it, Ricarda was distressed by the fact

that they were treated as the mere servants they were. These
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early experiences remained with her and influenced her in

later life, especially with regard to the more compassionate

understanding she had for the less fortunate than did others

of her class.

Animals of all kinds, both toy and real, were special

to Ricarda. Although she had particular favourites at

various times, cats were her greatest love. What she espe-

cia1ly admired in them was their independence, and this trait
existed in Ricarda and was also to influence her life to a

great extent

A childhood trip to the Harz regionr âs described in

"Der Harz" o reinforces some of the basic t.raits already

present in Ricarda. She expresses how she loved the beauty

of this area but also how these feelings were always accom-

panied by an equatly strong sense of danger. She possessed a

fear of not only the real physical danger that existed but

also of the more indirect danger represented by the poisonous

spotted mushrooms. It is significant to note that Ricarda

finds herself attracted to this danger, just as she was

attracted to the horror and ugliness in her own back yard.

This polarity, exemplified here by her love of both beauty

and ugliness, lies at the core of her being and produces a

struggle within her.

"Friedhðfe" expresses Ricarda's preoccupation with
death, a subject which frequently and painfully troubled her.
She relates how her grandfather's death, which occurred when
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she was twelve years old, caused her to become withdrawn and

moody. Although she didn't fully understand what death was,

she remembers a period of dull sadness and bitterness asso-

ciated with it: "Ich war nicht mehr das Båchtein, das plau-

dernd neben der Grossmama und der Mama einherlief" (p. 87).

With her grandmother's death, Ricarda also becomes withdrawn.

Perhaps this time it v/as partly due to her preoccupation with

the passionate relationship that now existed between her and

her brother-in-Iaw. However, her withdrawal also strongly

introduces her ability to remove Ïrerself from reality and to

merely observe it from the safety of her own private world.

Ricarda writes:

Der Sarg stand in dem grossen Zimmer im
Erdgeschoss, t. . . ] ich sah wie aus einer weiten
Ferne die vielen schwarzgekleideten Menschen zu
beiden Seiten des Sarges stehen. (p. 97)

Her father died four years later in Hamburg, by which time

Ricarda had already begun her studies in Zurich. She attends

the funeral, but returns to Zurich the same day without even

going to Braunschweig for a visit. It is clear that she

feels no attacTrment to Ïrer remaining relatives there, except

to her grandmother and brother. The feelings of alienation,
caused by the affair with Richard, give her no reason or de-

sire to return. Her life is now in Zurich, where she has

begun to feel at home, The death of her grandmother had the

greatest effect on her. By this time Ricarda was already

married and a mother. Her grandmother had been the person to
whom she had felt the closest, and her death came as a
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terrible shock. The moment Ricarda read of it in a letter

she burst out crying, and it took a great effort to stop.

Even years later, whenever she thought of Ïrer or heard her

name, slre'd begin to cry. Oncer on a return visit to

Braunschweig after twenty-three years, she went to the

cemetery to view tÏre graves of her family. Upon seeing Ïrer

grandmother's grave she remarks:

Das Herz zog sich mir zusanmen--es war--als sei
nun erst bewiesen, dass ich sie verloren hatte,
dass ich sie nie mehr sehen wljrde. (p. 106 )

This illustrates the great depth of feeling of which Ricarda

is capable and to which she often refers in her autobio-

graphical writings.

The portrait, which has developed of Ricarda so far, is

one of polarities. The attraction the young girl feels

equally towards beauty and ugliness, and her disinterest in

v/ar but love of rebels and revolutions, are but two examples

of this essence of her being. She also felt a keen bond with

nature. FIer overwhelming attraction to trees was almost one

of reverence. The rustling of leaves was bewitching and

musical. Thunderstorms were also magical. Ricarda explains

how everyone at home would gather in the hallway at night

during thunderstorms and watch them through the open door.

This description illustrates the close bond between the ele-

ments in nature and Ïrer senses:

für mich war das jedesmal ein wundervolles
Ereignis. Man sah durch die ge8ffnete Haustür
die iuckenden BIitze, h8rte die klangvolle Stimme
des Donners und den niederrauschenden Regen, man
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atmete den fruchtbaren Geruch der erfrischten
Luft ein. (p. 30 )

Books also played an important part in her early devel-

opment. Ricarda's grandmother, who was the reigning spirit

of the household, required Ricarda to read to her from a

devotionaL book from time to time. This, no doubt, affected

Ricarda's basic attitude toward religion. "Ich tat das sehr

ungern, " writes Ricarda, "denn für meinen Geschmack war das

eine hohIe, ðtig. Salbaderej-, und ich kam mir heuchlerisch

und ungeschickt Vorr wenn ich das laut las" (p. 60).

"Braunschweig in meiner Kinderzeit " begins with a des-

cription of the street on which Ricarda lived, some .of the

people who lived on the same street, Ricarda's route to

school-, the shopping district' the shopkeepers, the toy

store. Ricarda 's world trad expanded beyond that of Trer trouse

and garden. She reiterates Ïrer love of animals and the

attraction she felt to thunderstorms. Certain childhood

memories, such as Christmas and a visit to the dentist, are

also included.

"Mein erstes Jahrzehnt" is basically a repetition of

what Ricarda has already written. WTrat is important here is

what she realizes about the manner in which she remembers

Bismarck and the War of 1870. She didn't experience this war

in any concrete walr but remembers an impression of boredom

associated with it. Ricarda, who adored rebels and revolu-

tions, realized that it was the official aspect of war which

caused her boredom. She admits Ïrer arrogance in discussing
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matters about which she knew very little, but also excuses

herself because of her belief than an individual's lack of an

experience is as influencial in the formation of his char-

acter as is an actual experience. Tttus, by not encountering

that \,i¡ar, she was unaffected by it. However, it was also her

nature to see and know only those things that she wanted tor

and to ignore others. She, therefore, missed out on some of

life's experiences and admits: "Aus t...] diesem kðnnte man

den Schluss ziehen, ich frätte das Leben stets nur in seinem

Abglanz geliebt, die Spiele der Phantasie der Wirktichkeit

vorgezogen" (p. I27). The truth of this statement--seen in

her creation of a dream world--is reinforced throughout trer

life.
As a young child, Ricarda kept a diary. "Mein Tage-

buch" consists of various experiences and elements that she

remembers as she reads through this diary. She mentions that

its contents are unimportant and boring and that the diary is

sígnificant only in that it triggers her memory. She finds,

for example, that she always wrote about the weather, espe-

cially the rain: "Der Regen sickert wie ein trüber Faden

durch mein Tagebuch" (p. f30). As Ìras already been noted,

nature greatly affected her. Another recurring theme is that

of the horror and ugliness in life. This motif was intro-

duced in Ricarda's descriptions of, for example, her house

and yard. Now, she mentions the time her sister Lilly got

lost in the forest white berry-picking. For the young
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Ricarda, the forest was "unendlich, undurchdringlich, voll
unbekannter Schrecknisse" (p. 133). Her vast experiences

with nature in the Harz made lasting impressions on her--not
only the breathless beauty but, more especially, the trorror

and ugliness:

Uberhaupt hat alles
Anziehungskraft für
mich zugleich lockte
erfülrre. (p. r35 )

Schaurige eine getätrrtiche
mich, in der Art, dass es
und mit wilder Furcht

This example again demonstrates the

In reading through her diary,

cursory nature of the entries. This

polarity within Ricarda.

Ricarda notes the rather

she questions:

Ob man aus Tagebüchern von Kindern einen Einblick
in ihr Leben gewinnen kann? Aus dem meinigen nur
einen oberflächlichen in mein åusseres Lebèn, und
ich glaube, dass 9as fiìr die meisten gilt t...1
Die meisten Eindrücke, die ich empfing, d.rangen
nicht sehr tief und liessen nur schwache Spuren

It -zurück, oder sie wurden in den Traum einbezogen,
der in der Tiefe spielte. Aus diesem Grunde
gehen meine Erinnerungen nicht weit zurück und
sind undeutlich wie Bilder, die aus Träumen
bleiben. (pp. f 34-35 )

This dream that Ricarda mentions eventuarly deveroped into
her private world and became an integral part of Trer being.

She also admits: " ich war sehr lange in die Atmosphäre des

Traums eingehürlt, der die Aussenwelt f ernhått,' (p. r35 ) . rn

fact, this v/as the case al-most her entire life for, whenever

she felt the real world becoming intolerable, she courd slip
into the one she had created. This dream world was at times

her only reality and existed throughout her life with varying
frequency and intensity.
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"Erinnerung an Annâ Klie" is a very profound recol-

lection of one of Ricarda's dearest friends. Although Anna

was six years older than Ricardar ând was at first Lilly's

friend, the two girls initially developed a bond because of

their mutual feelings for the beauty of poetry. This essay

also again reinforces that Ricarda was attracted not only to

beauty but also to ugliness, and that this formed the only

difference between the two friends. of Anna, Ricarda writes:

"Nur darin wichen wir voneinander âb, dass sie von den

Untiefen des Lebens, von unvers8hnbaren Gegensätze nichts

wissen wollte" (p. 137). Ricardar on the other Ïrand, was

very much interested in this aspect of life, for it affected

her directly. The polarities within her own being confused

her, and through poetry she hoped to be able to gain a better

understanding of this force within her.

The next selection in the "Autobiographische Schriften"

is entitled "'Donna Diana' von Moreto". It is a critic's

review of a comedy in which Ricarda and her sister and

brother-in-law took part. The critic, who is not identified

here, reviews the performances of the individuals involved.

However, it becomes apparent that this was not a play staged

in a theatre but was, ratherr ârI informal reading. Ricarda,

as it turns out, belonged to a literary circle which would

meet evenings and read various dramatical works. On these

occasions, refreshments were served. Why is "Donna Diana",

however, included in the "Autobiographische Schriften"? How
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is it autobiographical, when it is written seemingly by some-

one else and reveals nothing personal about Ricarda? Since

the answers are not found in ttre text, other sources had to

be consulted. In Else HoPPe's book Ricarda Huch. Weg,

Pers8nlichkeit, Werk, it is made clear that the critic is

actually seventeen year o1d Ricarda Ïrerself.I This sheds a

whole new light on the essay. Not only does Ricarda describe

the social etiquette of her time but also the literary milieu

in which she grev, up. Since she had always been interested

in reading, especially poetry, her creative ability was

already quite sophisticatedr ãs was her imaginative capacity.

On the other hand, though, she was rather naive in matters

dealing with the real world, such as her belief that a

husband and wife could create a child merely through a kiss

(p. 154). What is especially evident in this selection is

her love of, and talent for, writing:

In dem sicheren Verständnis für alIe formalen
Seiten des Künstlerischen zeLgt sich die <lichter-
ische Anlagei in der råhigXeit auch, sich in die
Rolle des Rezensenten zrr versetzen und als sol-
cher sich selber zu kritisieren. Denn Ricarda
Huch nahm an den..Lesungen aktiv teil, erhielt
sogar die Regie ütrertrãgen und schloss sich von
der Kritik, die sie schrieb, nicht aus. Der
Wunsc¡, die Liebhaberkünstler nicht zv verletzen,
tritt sympathisch hervori die innere Nðti$un$r
Kunst auch im Dilettantenkreise ernst zv nehmen,
überwiegt diesen zúgî am kråftigsten zeLgl- sich
die angeborene Lust am Schreiben, der unab-
weisbaie Trieb, sich zlJ äussern und dem Reichtum

rHoppe, p.39
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der Gedanken
verleihen. I

selbstgenussvol len Ausdruck z\r

Her ability to separate herself from her surroundings, âs

evidenced by the fact that she was the objective critic of

"'Donna Diana' VOn MOreto" as well as One Of the Subjective

participants in this comedy, is reinforced when recalling

that Ricarda lives in a dream world at times. Just as she

can sit back and objectively review a play in which she had

taken an active partr SO, tgo, can she remove herself from

real life and observe it from the sidelines.

The essay entitled "Richard" introduces the person who

becomes one of the most important people in Ricarda'S life.

It is througtr her brother-in-law that Ricarda's world changes

significantty, for it is Richard with whom she first expe-

riences love. Up until now Ìter exPeriences with men had been

extremely innocent. She was interested in them only as

friends, although the reverse may not always have been true.

A young man named Lutterloh, for example, who once lived with

her family, v/as only a friend to Ïrer. His feelings for her

she discovered in a love-letter she received from him. Since

Ricarda did not share ?ris feelings, she stopped associating

wittr him. This was the sensible thing to do she believed

and, thus, sþe felt no guilt about it. Her ideas, regarding

how men reacted when jilted, appear mature beyond her years

and experience. Perhaps she developed these theories from

lHoppe, pp. 3B-39
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the relationships she had observed or from the many books she

had reacl. "Liebeskummer ", she believed,

gilt namentlich bei Månnern nicht vieli bekommen
sie die eine nicht, neTrmen sie eine andere.
Leiden sie wirklich eine Zeítlangr so geschieht
das den lr4ånnern recht, die den Frauen so oft weit
schwereres, nicht wiedergutzumachendes Leid
zufügen. (p. I50 )

Her reaction is understandable in light of Ïrer views on the

social inequalities that existed between the sexes, espe-

cially with regard to unmarried pregnant women. Let men

suffer from unrequited love I She believed they deserved it.

This rather tough side to Ricarda's nature is in direct

contrast to trer terribly romantic and passionate side, which

sometimes caused her to imagine or read too much into a sit-

uatj-on. For example, Ricarda had a particular liking for a

certain young man in the literary circle to which she be-

Ionged. This feeling had developed as a result of her belief

that he loved her. She rationalizes this belief from the

slight innuendos of his body-language:

Trotzdem er nie ein Wort zv mir sagte, dass ich
als Liebeserktårung tråtte auslegen-können,
glaubte ich, er liebe mich. Ich schloss es aus
der Art, wie er mich ansah, wie er mit mir sprach
und aus lauter kleinen Anzeichen und hatte das
sichere cefühl, dass er meine Liebe erwiderte.
(p. Ist )

Ricarda was so sure of their mutual feelings of love that she

believed they woul-d eventually marry. Unfortunately, this

was not the case, and this realization caused her great pain.

Was this pain, however, a result of unrequited love? Evi-

dentty not, for Ricarda explains that it was the result of a
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much more personal realizaLion: "Ich hatte lange ZeLt- in dem

Cefünf gelebt, und es tat weh, mich von dem lieben BiId

loszureissen" (p. 153). She had suddenly been Èorn from her

dream world and thrust into the pain of reality. fhe pro-

found depth of this dream world made it difficult and painful

for her to adjust to the real one. Her passionate nature is

revealed in a number of other examples as well, such as when

she writes of her feelings for her baby nephew Roderick:

"ich f ing bald ênr es zårttich zLt lieben" (p. l5l ), "mein

Herz wurde durch den hilflosen Schmerz mit überschwenglicher

Liebe erfüttt" (p. 152), and "Bis zu seinem Tode ?rat Lrol_z

vieler Erschütterungen das ceeüfrf zårtlichen Einverständ-

nisses zwischen ihm und mir bestanden" (p. L52). For her

friend Anna Klie she also had strong feelings:
Meine Freundschaft zu Anna Klie war der
Sonnenschein, der in diesen Jahren alle Wolken' zerstreute. Der Tagr an dem ich sie nicht sah,
schien mir verloren t...] Welches Glück, \¡/enn sie
kam! (pp. 152-53)

Ricarda also passionately loved beauty. Whenever she read,

she would quickly find those places she felt were the most

beautiful or exciting and then revel in them. This passion,

however, is most evidently revealed in the relationship she

developed with Richard. Feeling heartbroken over the fact
that the young man she had loved didn't love her, Ricarda was

comforted by Richard, who came often to visit her. It v/as on

one of these occasions that they declared their love for each

other, and which Ricarda describes:
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Mein Schwager legte den Arm um mich und sah mich
an. Von diesem Augenblick an liebte ich ihn. Es
war ein Augenblick reinen, vollkommenen Glücks
t. . . I lch stand in Flammen, die WeIt war
veråndert. (p. I54)

This love was like nothing Ricarda had ever known: "Dass sie

wie ein verzehrend Feuer ist, immer wachsend., nie gesåtti9t, "

she soon discovered (p. f 54)"

Ricarda's ideas about love were stitl quite naive. She

was unaware that a physical side existed, believing that love

was purely spiritual. As a result, she .felt that there was

nothing wrong with her affair with her brother-in-1aw:

So wie ich war, konnte ich mir einbilden, eine
Liebe kðnne wie ein sch8nes Licht überatl
ausgebreitet seinr €s gäne eigentlich in diesem
Sinn gar keine verbotene Liebe. (p. f54)

Ricarda didn't feel guilty because she had genuinely not

expected Richard's declarations of love, nor had she the

desire to steal her sister's husband away from her. All stre

wanted was to give Richard her treart and soul--to belong to

him. As their love progressed, they became more daring in

their attempts to see each other. Ricarda's extreme passion

is evident in her description of one of these episodes:

Ich stand in Flammen. Es gab nichts mehr als
diese Leidenschaft. Ihr Recht war ihr Gewalt.
Machte sie andere unglücklichr so waren wir
selbst noch unglücklicher. Wir konnten uns nicht
besitzen, denn an Scheidung der Ehe meines
Schwagers dachten wir nicht. Diesen Verzicht
warf lch in die Waagschale. Die fltichtiq
geraubte Seligkeit musste uns dafür g.råñrt
werden. Es gaþ keinen Kampf in meinem Innereni
denn jedes cefüfrf wurde ,rotr diesem einzigen
unterworf en . (p . I5 5 )
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Ricarda's desire had to be satisfied, regardless of what this

rnight do to others or to herself and Richard. As far as she

!r/as concerned, she and Richard were doing nothing wrong.

That their actions could hurt others naturally concerned her,

but she was powerless to stop the flood of emotions.

Ricarda's love for Richard was significant not only

because he was her first and most passionate love but also

because, through this affair, she experienced for the first

time the rel-ationship between the sexes "in seiner naturhaft

ursprünglichen Konstellation".I Richard's social position

and age obviously made him superior to her and this, Ricarda

believed, \¡vas how it was supposed to be: men s/ere naturally

superior physically and socially, while women were superior

in spiritual matters and in the home. These positive expe-

riences with Richard contributed to the fact that Ricarda

never became an advocate of the male-TrostiIe attitude prev-

alent in the women's movement of Ïrer time.2 Instead, she

developed and maintained a great understanding fot, what she

considered to be, tlre natural status of the sexes.2 This

love was not one-sided but mutual. Richard loved Ricarda

just as passionately as she loved him. What was tragic about

this relatj-onship was that he was married and had a family'

lHopp", p

2noppe, p

46
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Yet, Ricarda could not bring herself to end it, and this
reinforces the fact of her need to satisfy her desires.

Else Hoppe explains:

It4an darf diese Haltung nicht bagatellisieren und
nicht beschänigeni siã muss verõtanden werden als
symptomatische lVesensåusserung dieses Menschen,
der in keinem anderen Grunde wurzelte als in
seiner Persðnlichkeit. Bei einer polaren Natur
ist es oft nicht einfach, die eigentliche,
dauernde Meinung, den letzten Kern zv erfassen.
Der aber offenbart sich dennoch und unmissver-
ständlich im Konfliktsfall, wenn es darum geht,
nicht nur Ansichten zLt åuss"rn, sondern Hand-
lunsen auszuführen. In allen solchen r'älten sind
für-Ricarda Huch die Bediirfnisse ihrer Persön-
Iichkeit ausschlaggebend gewesen. I

As

infor-

fact

who was

Eventually she came to realize that, for everyone's sake,

this situation had to end and that she would have to insti-

gate

cou ld

this change. Although wrapped up in her emotions, she

see the hopelessness of the situation and that she was

the stronger of the two. One of her girlfriends had informed

her that Swiss universities had begun to accept female stu-
dents. Ricarda was not real Iy

to end

interested in studying, but

recognized that in order the relationship she would

have to leave Braunschweig and become independent. She was

encouraged to consider Switzerland by a

a "Polterabend", who was also interested

professor she met at

in the "Frauen-

studium". He was able to give Ricarda quite a bit of

mation concerning it. His positive attitude, and the

that he gave her the address of a female acquaintance

lHoppe, p.47
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studying in Zurich, were added incentives in considering this
alternative. Ricarda had no burning desire to go to univer-

sity simply for the sake of learning. In fact, it was almost

irrelevant to Ìrer what she studied. The most important con-

sideration was simply to get out of Braunschweig and become

financially independent, and a university degree was a means

of accomplishing this. It was a practical solution to the

problem, even though no one in her family was happy about the

fact that she was going to do "et!,/as Auffallendes" (p. f60)--

a term that aptly describes Ricarda during the next years.

With this decision, Ricarda embarks on a new phase in her

life.

Basica1Iy, in this first part of the "Autobiographische

Schriften" Ricarda has portrayed herself as a passionate

young girl with many contradictions, and has presented

reasons and influences behind such a portrayal. Initially,

this picture may seem too sketchy to be considered properly

autobiographical. The glimpses she has given of her child-

hood do not contain enough substance and, thus, have pre-

sented only the basic outline of ttre individual that will-

develop. Yet, this is exactly the way a portrait begins--

with a sketchy outline--and, therefore, such a beginning to

Rj-carda's self -portrayal is most definitely appropriate.
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The Tumultous Twenties: "Romantic" Ricarda

Ricarda arrived in Zurich on January l, 1887. For a

young woman of twenty-two, who was not only in a strange new

country but was also on her ov/n for the first time in her

life, things were difficult. However, Ricarda loved the

chatlenge. Being in new surroundings, and having undertaken

the arduous task of preparing herself for university entrance

exams, would occupy every moment of her time now and also

perTraps make it easier for her to forget Richard'

The first person Ri'carda met in Zurich was Frau Wanner,

who managed the boarding house where she rented rooms. The

two took an immediate liking to each other. Ricarda wrote:

Frau Wanner hatte ein rasches Wesen und ein
Iustiqes Zwinkern in den Augen; ich war sofort
$¡ãirå"gt, dass wir uns ver;tehen würden. (p'
r63 )

Sie hatte einen
Appenzeller Art
Hand. (p. 167 )

guten Verstand und war nach
immer mit witziger Rede bei der

It was the energy and spirit of this woman that attracted

Ricarda and that were some of the qualities that endeared

Ricarda to Switzerland as a whole. Another boarder at Frau

Wanner's was a young law student, Oskar Kellenberg, who fell

in love with Ricarda. Although Ricarda did not feel the same

toward Oskar, and made this clear to trim, she nevertheless

enjoyed his company. springtime, Ïrer youttr, a broken love

affair, and the attentions of this young man all made her

passionate, romantic nature soar3
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Die gfückfichen Zwanzigjätrrigen-!. Ein magisches
Rosenlicht umspielt sie und berückt di.e, die
davon angehaucht werden. An diesem rrüfrfings-
zauber hatte ich damals teil und nahm als etwas
Selbstverständliches, ja fast ohne es zu merken
hin, dass man mir Liebe entgegenbrachtei war ja
auch mein Herz empfänglich für alles, was ich saTr

und erlebte. (PP. 167-68)

is obvious that Ricarda still lets her emotions guide her.

live, to experience, was essential to Ïrer being--as theTo

Romantic "Kind der Elemente" she had to follow the dictates

of her heart. The other side of Ricarda, however, worked

hard to prepare herself for university, getting up no later

than 7 a.m. and going to bed no earlier than midnight. This

hras not easy for Ricarda to do, since such conscious, delib-

erate actions vtere in direct contrast to the emotional and

fatalistic being she was. It was truly an effort to prepare

herself for the exams, but she knew she could accomplish this

if she put Trer mind to it. Ironically enough, such delib-

erate actions actually revealed the Romantic side of her

nature at times:

rlir das Tatsächliche hatte ich îlberhaupt nicht
viel Sinn. Bei dem mir angeborenen Haãg für die
Historie hatte ich ziemlich viel Geschichtswerke
geleseni aber ich liebte die Geschichte als den
farbigen Strom des Geschehens, aus dem grosse
persðátichkeiten auftauchten, die ich kämpfen und
siegen oder unterliegen sah, als den Stoff in den
meine Phantasie hineingriff, um ihn dramatisch zn

gestalten, und merkte mir nur, wag mich in bezug
ãarauf interessierte; viel zuverlässige
Kenntnisse hatte ich nicht. (pp. f6B-69)

It was the aesthetic appeal of history that interested

Ricarda, the

material she

revolutions and the reJoels.

found boring. However, she
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master and accomplish everything that she had undertaken:

Ich war damals voller Arbeitslust und Arbeits-
kraft. Ich hatte seit meiner Schulzeit etwa acht
Jahre lang nichts Ernstliches getan,..nun war ein
Drang in mirr grossê Aufgaben zu ¡ewältigen. (pp.
16e-70 )

Whether following the dictates of her heart or striving to

prepare herself for her entrance exams, Ricarda appears

driven to seek and attain all that life has to offer.

Ricarda had always loved nature, and Switzerland gave

her the opportunity to indulge this passion. Whenever it v/as

warm enough, Ricarda enjoyed studying outdoors. She also

loved to go on hikes and especially on long walks along the

lake, to which she felt the same sinister attraction as to

thunderstorms:

In dem ersten Winterr v/o ich noch wenig Menschen
kannte, ging ich oft weite Wege aIlein, besonders
am See entlang, der dunkel unter wogenden Nebeln
starrte, und, das waren besonders gIückliche
Stunden ahnungsvoller Träumereien. (p. f70)

Ttrese ¡'Träumereien" had. been a part of Ricarda since the

beginning'of trer childhood. They !ì/ere as important to her

being as was passion, for this is what constitutes the

Romantic concept of the child of nature. True, Ricarda also

displayed a side of herself that was dríven t.o concrete

actions and accomplishments, but this side was not the main

force within her at this point. It was there mainly to

assist her in living her life to the fu1lest.

Ricarda breezed through her "Maturitätsexamen" and

began her university studies. During her first semester she
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met Hans t'tütler, a student who introduced her to the ideol-

ogies of socialism. Although Ricarda didn't kncx¡.r much about

its theories, she had always been interested in ways that

would improve the lot of the poorest and lowest class of

people. As well, she also possessed a natural interest in

anything that had to do with rebels, revolutions and freedom.

She, therefore, willingly attended a course on socialism.

However, Ricarda discovered that she wasn't all that inter-

ested in the lectures and didn't understand many of them.

What really attracted her were the people attending the class

rather than the political theories that were discussed:

die Zusammensetzung der Zuh8rerschaft interes-
sierte und belustigte mich [ . . . ] Die Spur, die
die Berührung rnit ãen jungen Sozialdemãkraten bei
mir trinterliess, eeriet poetisch und historisch!
Ich schrieb eine l(o*öAiel die ich zvr Zeit der
Dreissig Tyrannen in Àthen spielen liess. (p.
r75)

From these comments it is obvious that Ricarda is not a

politically active individual.. Instead, it was the aesthetic

aspect of any and all experiences that appealed to her. She

was simply being true to her nature whenever she began to

daydream.

Ricarda continues her descriptions of her university
life, especially of her professors, and in so doing she

divulges some ne\¡/, and reiterates already known, information

about herself. For example, one professor she described as

"äusserlich nicht gerade anziehend; aber er bezauberte mich "

(p. L76). This illustrates her attraction to the unusual,
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unique, even ugly. Another professor is described as "ein

of fener, Iiebenswerter Mensctr" (p. I76 ) . TTre professor who

personally interested her the most, however, was Professor
¡¡

Salomon Vögelin:

In seinem sehr markanten Gesicht war etwas
Schwermütiges, etwas Zweifelndes und Problem-
atisches, ãas mich ¡eschäftiqtei dazu kam, dass
mit einer gewissen Zurückhati.ung von ihm ge-
sprochen wurde, als sei etwas Rñst8ssiges an ihm,
!{as besser versc}rwiegen bleibe. (p. L77)

Ricarda found him disturbingly attractive. This attraction

to the unattractive was a characteristic that Ricarda already

possessed in her childhood. fhis may have aroused her

interest in V8gelin, who always looked so melancholy. Per-

haps she saw

These simple

writer than

something of her own "Verzweiflung" in his face.

descriptions indirectly reveal more about the

about trer subjects. This is important to note,

for it is characteristic of Ricarda to write in this manner.

Professor von lVyss, one of the examiners on her thesis com-

mittee, commented on this in a letter he

her dissertation. Ricarda refers to this

wrote her regarding

Ietter:

In dem Brief, den er mir darüber schrieb, kam
eine Bemerkung vor, die ich ausserordentlich fein
fand, nåmlich, ich bringe das Wesenttiche gern in
einem Nebensatz, anstatt es in den Hauptsatz zu
setzen. Dies liegt mir erscheinlich so im B1ut.
(p. re3 )

Such an approach in style naturally lends itself well to

autobiography, in which the true subject isn't found in the

written material anlrway, but in the person who is doing the

writing--the author.
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her lifelong friend:

Marianne Ïratte eine entschiedene, knappe Art,
- ttsich auszudrücken, und hielt sich grade; der

Ricarda formed some

she met in her courses.

letzte Umstand war e
ich sie jahrelang fU
habe, ¡gährend das Ge
ist. Uberhaupt sche
Vertrauen; wenn uns
überraschte, war ich
schon Schaumkrånchen
solange ich Marianne
ihr Gesicht sich in
schien, glaubte ich,
und legte mich nachd
17e )

very close friendships with \^/omen

One of these, Marianne Plehn, became

s wohl, der bewirkte, dass
r gråsser als mich gehalten
genteil durchaus der Fall
nkte ich ihr unbedingtes
auf dem See ein Wetter
unbesorgt, wenn sich auch
auf den Wellen bildeten,
unbekümmert sah, erst wenn

ernste Falten zu legen
dass Gefahr im Anzuge sei i

rücklich in die Ruder. (p.

Ricarda admired the firm and concise manner in whi-ch Marianne

expressed and handled TrerseIf. The description portrays her

as being cool-Ïreaded and clear-thinking--a northern

"Ref lexionsmensch" --v/hereas Ricarda is emotional. This

attraction between opposite poles is an element which is con-

sistent in Ricarda's life and is an essential part of her

being. Another friend, Hedwig Waser, "die sich immer mit

Klugheit und Feuer äusserte" (p. 180), appears to be

l,larianne's opposite. Ricarda described Hedwig as:

ein flinkes , zLerliches Persönchen t.. . I die mir
durch ihre schðnen sprechenden Augen und ihr
schwarzlockiges Haar auffiel, was zusanmen ihr
ein feurig trotziges Aussehen gab. (p. L79)

Hedwig resembles tTre southern "Lebensmensch" of Romanticism.

Her eyes and hair particularly stand out and lend her at-

tractiveness a highly emotional quality which, no doubt,

appealed to Ricarda. The same is true of Salomá Neunreiter,

a friend who studied medicine:
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Sie hatte ein unregelmässiges Gesicht, das dunkle
Augen, in denen es oft heiss aufflammte,
anáiehe.td machten; sie war klug, tätig, tüchtig
und sehr temperamentvoll. (p. 18f)

Ricarda is attracted to Romantic qualities not only in

people but also in nature, It \aras during her second semester

at the university that she spent almost Ïrer entire summer

holidays in Rüti ob Meiringen. The natural beauty of this

area brought joy to Ricarda:

Besonders die letzten Wochen meines Aufenthalts,
als es Herbst wurde, sind mir wie ein Traum-
gesicht, unsåglich schön und unvergesslich, in
Erinnerung. In der durchsichtig werdenden Luft
brannten aie roten Beeren, aus dem Walde tðnte
nachts das seltsame, klagende Lachen der Eulen.
Ich lag im Kraut und machte Verse, von denen
manche wenigstens für mich den Zauber jener Tage
eingefangen haben. (p. 188)

The dream-líke atmosphere, the colours and the music of

nature are also important Romantic elements. What especially

stands out in the last few descriptions are Ricarda's

repeated references to fire, which to her represented

passion. She reacted passionately to almost everything

around her, frequently living in a dream world. She is still

the same person in this respect as stte was during her child-

hood and early teen years, "a truly Romantic figure, [whoJ

thinks only of the moment and is a slave to the dictates of

her heart".l Although she is engrossed in her studies

lJoan Sanders, "Development of the Woman in the Major
Short Stories and Novels of Ricarda Huch" (University of
British Columbia, L962), p. 79 (Sanders applies this descrip-
tion to a character in one of Ricarda's literary works ).
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at the university, working hard to obtain a doctorate, she is

also the eternal Romantic who lets fate and her emotions

guide her. l

Upon receiving her doctorate in 1891, Ricarda began

looking for work. Having no money left, she was under pres-

sure to find a job quickly. Teaching in Germany v/as out of

the question for a number of reasons. However, a position

\das soon offered her at the Zurich city líbrary. Since she

nov/ felt very much at home in Switzerland, she accepted the

offer and was happy that she could stay in the country that

sÏ¡e had grown to love. The history and politics of this land

were more akin to her o\¡/n idealism anyway. In explaining why

she felt alienation toward her own country, Ricarda reveals

an innate poliÈicaI consciousness:

Das neue Reich war, fand ich, etwas von Grund aus
anderesr ês schloss sich nicht an das Mittelalter,
sondern an den Absolutismus. Den hasste ich; ich
war Republikaner, ohne je, soviel mir bewusst ist,
in dieser Richtung beeinflusst worden zv sein, ês
war mir angeboren. Im damaligen Deutschland
konnte man nur entweder Beifall klatschen zu dem,
was die jeweiligen Regierungen anordneten, oder
schweigend und verårgert, von allen verketzert
beiseite stehen; die Schweizer konnten mitwirken
und gegenwirken nach der eigenen Überzeugung. In
der Atmosphåre, die dadurch entstand, war mir
leicht zv, atmen. (pp. I98-99)

Despite her interest in the historical and political back-

ground of Switzerland, she lived very much in the present,

lSanders, p. 15
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plunging Ïread first into the new life that was opening up for

Trer there.

Ricarda's position at the library was only part-time

and, thus, not sufficient to support herself. As such, when

she was offered a teaching job at a private school she ac-

cepted, although she didn't have much confidence in her

ability to teach:

ich konnte eine Gelegenheit, GeId zu verdienen,
mir nicht entgehen lassen und hatte ausserdem den
Grundsatz, jede Handhabe zú ergreifen, die das
Schicksal biete. (p. 20I )

Naturally, any person in Ricarda's position would accept an

opportunity to earn money. However, it is essential to note

that Ricarda mentioned fate. Fate plays a strong part in her

life--she allows Ïrerself to be guided by it rather than by

her ov/n volÍtion. Her teaching job turns out to be more

difficult than she expected. Her shortcomings, in explaining

German grammar to trer students, were one thing. Even more

difficult for her was having to analyze and explain poetry to

her class. According to the teachers' manual, she was

expected to lecture on each poem for at least an hour. Ïn

this manual, Ïrowever, the poems were "mit pedantischer Lust

abgeschlachtet und kleingekäut, bis an die SteIIe der

natürlichen Freude am Gedicht der EkeI davorgetreten sein

muss" (p. 2O2). For Ricarda, who found beauty to be a

spontaneous and personal matter, such an analysis of poetry

was an odious and useless undert-aking:
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Das Studium dieses Buches bestårkte mich eher in
meinem Widerv¡illen gegen das schulmässige
Erklåren von Gedicf¡leñ, âls dass es mich in eine
brauchbare lvlethode einfünrte. Es gibt gewiss
einen Wegr jungen schülern die Bedãutung und
Sch8nheit eines Gedichtes zugänglich zu machen,
wobei man mehr ZeLt verbrauchen kann, a1s ich ztJ
tun pflegte; aber ich verfügte.-ï-l¡"r diese Kunst
nicht. liir schien, entwedei tünre man die
Schånheit oder man tünfe sie nicht, und den, der
sie nicht tüfrfer solle man dabei lassen; mit
Erklårungen kånne man nur den Schmelz abstreifen.
(p. 2o2)

Ricarda possessed "einen leidenschaftlichen Hang für das

Schåne" (p. f 99). Finding beauty in something v/as an

emotional experience for her. AnalyzLng the hows and whys of

beauty only spoiled the experience.

Gradually Ricarda became dissatisfied with her job at

the library. The work was tedious and boring, and left her

little time and energy for writing. Not being able to ful-

fill her writing plans depressed her. This situation changed

when she was offered a position at the "Grossmünstersctrule".

Here she was required to do more teaching, and being busier

made her feel better. She also moved into a new pension

where she met Edouard Marmier, a chemistry student. His

dark, almost negro-Iike face and mysterious black eyes at-

tracted Ïrer. He never tired of describing the unique beauty

and customs of his hometown, and his love for it, to Ricarda.

So enchanted was stre by his stories

town in a small "Märchennovelle".

that she wrote about the

Edouard

represented the Romantic figure because of

pearance but also because he was musically

Marmier not only

his physical ap-

inclined. In the
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evenings he would sit in front of his open window and play

his violin. On such occasions Ricarda, who lived one floor
below him, also sat by her open window and listened to his
ptaying: "es war dann, êIs ob die Nacht auf dem totenstillen
Platze selber zv singen beginne" (p. 206).

Besides Marianne Plehn, Hedwig Waser and Salomá

Neunreiter, another close friend was Marie Baum. In Marie,

Ricarda recognized a variety of Romantic motifs. Her des-

cription of her friend mentions colours and emotionsr âod

also alludes indirectly to music:

Mit iTrrem blonden, lockigen Haar, ihren braunen
Augen, ihrem raschen Wesen und dem Jugendglanz,
der sie umgab, erschien mir Marie Baum, als ich
sie zuerst sah,. wie ein blühendes Apfelbäumchen,
mit dem die früntingsluft spielt, uñd es kam mir
von selbst auf die Lippen, dass ich sie Båumchen
nannte. (p . 206)

Marie, although resembling the coor-headed "Refrexionsmensch"

in physical appearance, is effervescent and passionate,

living through her senses. This is what attracted Ricarda to

her. Wtrat stands out in the description is the association

Ricarda makes between Marie and trees. True, Marie's last
name is "Baum", but this is not the reason Ricarda gave her

the nickname "Bäumchen". The first time Ricarda saw her,

even before knowing her name, i"larie gave her the impression

of being a flowering apple tree enveloped by spring air.
This reference to nature is very Romantic, but what is also

important is that Ricarda specifically compares Marie to a

tree. Trees represented music to Ricarda, the rustling of
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Ieaves being one of the first

hearing (p. 25). However, it

that she ever recalledsounds

wasn I t

aestTretic qualities that Ricarda became such good friends

with these women. In discerning the reasons for their strong

and purpose in life, religion as

ðfige Salbaderei" (p. 60) to her.

simply because of these

a whole was still a "hohle,

their feeling

friendship, she makes reference to religion:

Der katholische Katechismus beginnt mit der
Feststellung, der I'lensch lebe, um zu Gott zn

kommen. Nun waren wir damals ni-cht bewusst
. ttreligiös gerichtet; aber den Sinn unseres Lebens

suchten wir doch, ohne darüber nachzudenken,
jenseits der Welt. Wenn man Gotteskinder und
!,feltkinder unterscheidet und unter Gotteskindern
im weitesten Sinne solche Menschen versteht, die,
obwohl sie ihren irdíschen und weltlichen Auf-
gaben mit voller Hingebung, ja Leidenschaft
genugen, doch.-durch sie nichi ausgefü1lt sind,
sondern ein hðtreres sein darüber áhnen, und die
infolgedessen der Welt gegenüber durch eine
gewisãe Naivitåt und unóeËümmertheit charak-
terisiert sind, derzufolge sie in der Welt oft
zurückstehen, so habe ich mich unwillki.irlich zu
solchen immer besonders hingezogen gefünft. Es
pflegen gtìtige lulenschen und-Menãchen voll Humor
zu sein. Schliesslich entscheidet bei so
innigen, dauernden, das Persðnliche. (p. 2O7)

Ricarda's attitude toward religion Ïras not real1y changed.

Although recognizing that there must be some greater meaning

that there was some greater purpose

However,

to life drew them to-

getherr ês weII as some more personal reasons. One of these

v/as the affinity they all shared for laughter:

Ein besonderer Reiz Båumchens war ihr glocken-
helles melodisctres Lachen, das so oft, so oft in
jener glücklichen Zeit ert8nte t...1 Zvtat haben
wir damals überhaupt viel gelachti aber besonders
Ieicht und grundlos erklang dieser Akkord
zwischen eåúmchen und mir. (p. 2o7)
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From this it appears that life was all happiness, music and

Iaughter. NaturalIy, they were also affected by sad and

serious matters, "aber das Dunkle nahm in der Freude des

Zusammenseins leicht ihre lichte Farbe an" (p. 208). Nothing

could spoil Ricarda's good spirits and lust for life. "Wir

fütrtten uns gesund und kraftvoll, und die Zukunft war unser",

she wrote (p. 208 ) .

At this time Ricarda became closely acquainted with a

young couple, Hermann and Emmi Reíff, that was extremely

well-off financially. Rather than display their wealth

through dress and manner, they downplayed it and spent much

of their time and energy on charity work. Their philosophy

regarding money interested Ricarda:

der reiche Mann müsse sich als den Verwalter
seines Reichtums zugunsten seines Volkes ansehen,
seine Pflicht sei, sich persðnlich im Genusse des
Reichtums bis zu einem qewissen Grade zu besch-
ränken, um den Bediìrftilen in vernünftiger Weise
davon zukom¡nen zu lassen. Wohltåtigt "ii *.r eine
Pflicht, die der Besitzende dem besitzlosen Teil
des Volkes gegenüber auszuüben hatte. (p. 213)

Emmi's charity work consisted basically of advising poor

v/omen how to manage their households more economically, which

Ricarda considered hypocritical because Emmi personally spent

own

but

an enormous amount of money daily on the running of her

home. Hermann's charity was lending money to the poor,

theironly to those who could and would actually improve

existence. Ricarda also

dächten, was sollte dann

eine mangelhafte Anlage

questioned this: "wenn alle so

aus den Allerårmsten werden, die

zum Aufstieg hinderte?" (P.

76
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Ricarda

had long

did not hide

discussions

her feelings from the Reiffs,

wittr them. According to her

and

way

often

of

thinking, charity should not have any strings attached:

SolIte einen nie das natürtiche Erbarmen hin-
reissen, das der Anblick des Elends im Herzen
erregt? So1lte man nicht geben, wie der Christ
gibt, weil Gott der Freund der Armen ist und
geboten hat, sie z\t lieben und ihnen mitzuteilen?
(p. 2L4)

Charity should eittrer come naturally from the heart--an

emotional response--or from the Christian teaching of love

tor one's fellow man and compassion for his sufferings. It

is obvious that Ricarda is still thinking with her heart-

Her initial lack of understanding for the Reiffs was due in

large part to the fact that she could not put herself into

their situation. Since .organized religion was having no

great success in narrowing the gap between the very rich and

the very poor, Ricarda soon conceded that the world truly was

a better place because of the Reiffs and others like them,

nicht nur, weil sie unabhångig sind oder weil sie
die Kunst f8r,1ern können, sond.ern auch, weil ihre
wohltätigkeit persönlich und zufättig und deshalb
glücklicher veiteilt und wirksamer iÁt als die
des Staates. Reiffs haben vieien Armen in
grossartiger lrleise geholfen. (p, 2L4)

organized religion was seen by Ricarda as being completely

useless in this respect.

It was also during this period in Zurich that Ricarda

became involved with a young man, Emanuel zås1in. She found

him so attractive that stre was soon engaged to him. This was

a passionate action. She had never intended this engagement

to result in marriage and, thus, called it off a short time
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later. Ricarda had simply been doing what she always wanted

to do: experience life to the fullest. Although she was

truly attracted to this young man, breaking the engagement

was not only the sensible thing to do but was also even more

exhilarating than becoming engaged had been. It taught her

how much she valued her freedom. This situation revealed not

only a rational and sensible side to Ricarda, but also her

view with regard to male-female relationships. Men, she

believed, recovered quickly from broken affairs because they

easily found new love interests. Womenr orr the other hand,

did not recover quickly or easily. They $/ere destined to

suffer from unrequited love. Although this female destiny

did not apply to Ricarda's relationship with Zåslin, it had

been the case with Richard. Ricarda was now at the height of

her life, encountering many experiences, feeling alive, in

control and happy, but, like the true Romantic figure, also

feeling unfulfilled. The ultimate experience--true Ïrappiness

and fulfillment in love--is denied Ïrer.

Two great concerns of Romanticism are music and the

concept of "Vergehen". Music and its various forms--for

example, the rustling of leaves, the sound of words in a poem

--were consistent throughout Ricarda's 1ife. The importance

of music to her is seen in yet another example, in which she

loves to hear Marianne play the "Polenlied". The bewitching

qualities of the swaying and fanciful melody especially

appealed to her emotional, passionate nature. Equally
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important to her is the concept of "Vergehen". In many of

her writings during this period words such as "Tod" and

"Herbst" appear frequently, "und das bei einer Dichterin, die

im Frütting des Lebens stand".l Ricarda's preoccupation

with death was already evident earlier in the auto-

biographical writings. This preoccupation, although a prom-

inent concern of the Romantics, was also an innate part of

Ricarda's nature. More specifically, there was a deep sad-

ness that t¡/as basic to her disposition, and which became more

profound through her unfortunate Iove affair with Richard.

This sadness is typical, too, of an indívidual who refuses to

see the world as it is and, insteadr prefers to live through

her imagination and experience life as she sees it.1

Closely connected to the theme of death is that of per-

ishing orr as in Ricarda's case, impermanence. For ten years

she had lived in Zurich. For ten years it had been her home.

In fact, she felt more at home here than "1. ever had in Ger-

many. This city, that she loved and knew so well, however,

had changed. It was no longer the Zurich of old, but had be-

come a more modern city over the past years, and Ricarda dis-

Iiked this. Her teaching job had also begun to satisfy her

less and less. Ricarda was in a rut. Her life was monot-

onous and boring. Even though she still loved Zurich, she

was unhappy:

lHoppe, p. 94
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In Zürich war ich in den Besitz meiner sel-bst
gekommen, heir wurde mir zuerst das Bewusstsein
def eigenen Persönlichkeit und der eigenen
Kråfte; denn zv Hause wird man als Glied einer
Familie ohne eigenes selbståndiges Wesen in eine
vorhandene Rubrik eingeordnet t. . . I Hier hatte
ich Freunde, t...1 hier hatte ich eine geachtete
und gesicherte Stellung t. . . ] fm Grunde war es
aber gerade diese Stel-lung, dieser Schulberuf ,
der mich dazu brachter so teure Bedingungen zu
Iðsen, eine so grossmütige Heimat aufãugeben.
Mein Beruf befriedigte mich immer weniger. (p.
227 )

Although Ricarda has changed dramaticatly during her ten

years in Switzerland, her passionate nature remains as strong

as ever:

v/as ich an Weltanschauung hatter wâ
tung auf das Leben, ich kånnte auch
Schöne, das Grosse und Echte. Ich
allen Dingen leben und erleben, und
mich die Schule zu hemmen. Es war
a1s sei ich in eine Meeresstille ge
228)

r eine Rich-
sagen auf das

wollte vor
darin schien

mir zumute,
raten. (p.

Realizíng that she coqldn't go on like this, she jumped at

the opportunity to go to Bremen, where she Ïrad been offered a

Iecturing position. In this instance, the change Ricarda has

undergone is quite evident. Whereas previously she let fate

and her emotions guide her, she has now learned to direct Ïrer

own destiny by not allowing herself to wallow in depression

and self-pity and by taking action against the stagnation she

fee1s. This is not an easy task for someone whose attitude

toward fate is passive. Only once before had Rícarda taken

the reigns of her life into her own hands: when she Ïrad left
Germany ten years earlier. Now she is again leaving the

security of home and friendsr but this time for a much dif-

ferent reason. Her passionate nature and creative drive, her
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being, were suffering. There was nothing left in Zurich any-

thus, she decided on anmore that

uncertain

could stimulate her and,

future in Bremen:

Kämpfe, uühen und nrschütterungen aller Art
standen mir bevor, aber gewonnen hatte ich doch
das stürmische Leben, das ich vermisst hatte und
zLt dem das Schicksal mich drängte. (p. 229)

At this point in the "Autobiographische Schriften"

Ricarda's vita, from her dissertation of 1891, appears. It

is an extremely brief autobiographical sketcTr, dealing pri-

marily with her educational background, to which she added a

sincere acknowledgement. The editors of Ricarda's "Auto-

biographische Schriften" u/ere quite clever in inserting this
seemingly unimportant piece of writing immediately after

"Frllhling in der Schv/eiz". In doing sor they provided the

perfect summation and closing to a particular phase in
Ricarda's life, which she immortalized in many of her

writings. Else Hoppe, in her book on Ricarda, elaborates on

some of those writings, thereby illustrating that even

Ricarda's creative works were autobiographical:

Gross wie das Glück, das ihr in der Schweiz
widerfuhr, ist der Dank, den Ricarda Huch der
Gastheimat in ihrem Werk zv vielen Malen abge-
stattet hat. Abgesehen von der Feier, dj-e sie
der Hochgebirgslandschaft in einer ganzen Reihe
von Gedichten angedeihen Iässt, spielt die
Schweiz a1s Land der Sehnsucht in dem Ursleuroman
eine bedeutsame Rolle und bildet in dem Roman
"Vita somnium breve" den Schauplatz der Ereig-
nisse. Den Helden des Romans, Michael Unger,
Iässt die Dichterin erleben, was sie selbst
erlebt hat: ein Studium in Zürich, der "Stadt
der Jugend und der HoffnurrÇrrr und viele Episoden,
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In the fall of tB96 Ricarda arrived in Bremen. A1-

though she loved Zurich, she knew it was time for Ïrer to

leave and that she needed a change. Her job in Bremen re-

quired fewer hours and less responsibility of her, since she

would be lecturing to women instead of to children. This

left her more time and energy for writing. The only drawback

was that Bremen was close to Braunschweigr ârid thus would

make it all the more tempting for Ricarda and Richard to want

to see each other. But Ricarda's need for a change was too

great to let this stop her:

Das cetüfrl und die Notwendigkeit einer 'd,nderung
überwogen; \ivas ich vor einiien Jahren fi:r
unmðgIích gehalten hatte, eieignete sich, dass
ich freiwillig meine Stellung aufgab und die
Schweiz verliess. (p. 231)

die ihr in der Wirklichkeit b
in die Dichtung hineingewoben

to

egegnet lvaren, sind

one embodied something of the same

Whereas a

that she

desirable

Of the

Ricarda was teach,

life asspirit toward Ricarda did:

Sie war blond, hell, fräfrtictr und offen, [... ]
sie strahlte Leben und Freude aus, schien
das Leben zv geniessen [. . . ] Jeden Augenblick
voltegfüllt ztJ erleben, darauf kam es ihr an.
(pp. 232-33)

lHoppe, p.78
B2
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earlier she would never have imagined

Switzerland, she nov/ sees this as a

and necessary undertaking.
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And this is exactly what Ricarda wanted: to experience life

to the utmost. As a result, her relationship with Richard

resumed. Richard had finally decided to leave his family,

and Ricarda's dream was about to come true. The man whom she

had loved for so many years lt¡as about to be hers, and she

his. At the last moment, however, Richard changed his mind

again. He simply could not bring himself to make the final

break with his family--he loved his children too much to

cause them such pain. It is at this point that it dawns on

Ricarda how painful the whole situation must have been for

Richard. Up until now she had only been concerned with how

she had felt and the suffering she was experiencing. Never

had she given a moment's thought to what the affair might

have been doing to Richard and his family. She is surprised

that she had never realized this before. For once Ricarda is

not wrapped up in herself. She realizes that there are other

people involved who have also suffered greatly. This newly

gained understanding reflects a Ricarda who was overcoming a

selfish preoccupation with her own feelings. Another

realizatj.on, and equally as important, also reflects a new

person emerging. Ricarda saw this affair in a completely nev/

tight:

Diese Liebe war seit dreizehn Jahren der Kern
meines Lebens gewesen, ich hatte an sie geglaubt

. Ich hatte mein Gewissen einem Trugbild
geopf ert. (p . 235)

Her

her

Iove for Richard had

dream world. She had

been an illusíon, a farcer part of

finally faced reality, but this
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only increased her suffering. Instead of succumbing to her

emotions, though, she once again roused herself to action:

"Ich musste mich abfinden mit dem, v/as nicht zrt ändern v/ar.

Es wurde mir klar, dass, wenn ich weiterleben wollte, ich

mich ans Leben anpassen musste" (p. 235). Ricarda had such a

vitality for life that she was determined to carry on3

Sie war unzerbrechlich, weil der Reichtum ihres
Wesens und besonders die Verbundenheit mit dem
Leben als solchem t.. . ] ihr immer neue
Ansatzpunkte zeigten, vor¡ denen aus es sj-ch
lohnte zv leben. r

The negative experience with Richard not only made her

stronger, but also rnade her aware of the sufferings of

others. With the realization that she was vulnerable, she

became more receptive to those around her. The rude

awakeni-ng she had experienced caused her to see reality more

clearly and to grasp life all the more intensely. Although

she felt completely destroyed emotionally, she was able to

see that her life would go on and that she had to make the

best of it. She hung onto life just as the characters in Ïrer

writings did, with all its pain, refusing to find comfort in

the thought of life in the hereafter.2 Most important had

been, and still was, to live life to the fullest:

lHoppe, p.2oL
2cottlieb, p.47
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Wir sollen nicht für irgend etwas leben--sei es
eine Pflicht, eine rdee, ein Gefünf, oder auch
ein Mensch--sondern wir sollen durch alles leben.
Das se
leben.

l_
I

unser erstes und heiligstes Streben2 zv

Nothing lasts forever.

Das Leben
das Leben
lich und
keit. 2

ist überschwenglich sch8n [. . . ] Aber
ist auch nur ein kurzer Traum, vergång-

schmerzlich in seiner Vergänglich-

These could well have been Ricarda's own words, describing

the Romantic experience of "Vergehen", in which everything--

even the truest and most loyal love--eventually dies anC

makes way for something nêw. Not even the most genuine

emotion is steadfast and everlasting. Even the greatest

passion eventually dies out.

Several weeks lateÏ Richard wrote to Ricarda declaring

his love for her all over again. Ricarda's reaction to this

was realistic, almost hard. Her pride had been great.ly

wounded. She found it impossible to start up a relationship

again which had ended so abruptly and horribly. In her re-

sponse to Richard's request, her determination to finally put

an end to this impossible relationship is evident:

Ich hatte mit Aufbietung meiner xråfte die
Flamme, die Lüge, aus wãIcher mein Leben ge!{esen
war, erstickt. Nun wollte ich nicht wieder daran
rühren. (P. 236)

lcottlieb, p. 49

Pers8nlichkeit und2Ricarda Huch. Werk in Darstellun
ihrer reun õ er n3 At s-Verlag, 1-934 p' 96,ant
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rn her decision not to get back together with Richard she

took fate into Ïrer own hands rather than a1low herself to be

controlled by it. spring had arrived and she fert renewed:

"Wie die gåume sich belaubten, füfrtte ich auch wieder Lebens-

str8me quellen, füf¡fte das Leben doppelt neu" (p. 236),

Ricarda 's close bond with nature is again apparent. ,Just as

a rainy day could depress her, sor too, could a beautiful
spring day make her emotions soar. All Romantics felt such a

bond with nature. For them, it was the embodiment of God,

and close emotionar and physical proximity with it was close-

ness to the Absolute. rn this respect, earthly problems took

on their proper insignificance
Ricarda's highly agitated emotional state, resulting

from Ì¡er break with Richard and from the effects of spring,

caused her to fall in love with a young Bremen man. She

realized that her passion had not diminished as a resurt of
her experience with Richard, but that it burned as strongly
as ever and was the reason sTre so quickly became involved

with another man: "das Feuer, das so lichterloh gebrannt

hat, kann nicht pf8tzlich erlðschen, es flackert weiter und

sucht irgendeine Nahrung" (p. 236), Although this newly

found love made Ricarda feel happier, she vras dissatisfied
and bored with her job in Bremen. She needed something to

make her feel more directly involved with life--someone whom

she could truly love and not just use to mend her broken

heart. Being a creative individual, she was able to utilize
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her sufferings as inducements to write, finding some solace

in this undertaking. Since there was nothing keeping her in

Bremen, not even her new boyfriend, she returned to Zurich

and devoted her time to writing. Ich "wollte mich nun der

tåtigfeit ganz hingeben, " she recollected, "zu der ich mich

berufen füntte" (p. 237). She understood that she must not

allow love to dominate her life if sTre was to keep on living

and, in her search for other values, she had turned her

attention to writing. The book she was working on helped Ìrer

to get to know herself . It. dealt wit.h Romanticism, and she

saw the essential characteristic within herself to be the

same as that of Romanticism--a "Zerspaltung menschlicher

Einheit. "I To her, Romanticism represented a constant pu11

between opposing forces, such as in nature's puJ-l between the

north and south poles:

Der siiaen [ist] also aIles, was gefåhrlich,
lockend und verderbend ist, das dunkle Reich der
Leidenschaften und der Sinne, des Rauschs, des
Traums, der Unbewusst?reit. Der Norden aber
Wachheit, Kl-arheit und Bewusstheit. 2

The

her

her

southern force had been the stronger of the two so far in

life and in her affair with Richard. Her passions and

dreams had led her to an immoral relationship with her

cousin, and she had ended up living a lie for many years.

lPersðnlichkeit und Werk, p. 90

2Persðnlichke it und !,/erk , p. gL
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The northern force had just begun to gain a stronger foothold

within her. This had shown Ìrer the lie she had been living

and the need for values in life other than love. Love was

still important, but not the passionate selfish kind that

inevitably led to disaster. What she now wanted from love

\¡ras the Romantic ideal, which acknowledges

'eine schðne' Synthese von Sinntichkeit und
Geistigkeit t. . . I ¿ie alles K8rperliche als Aus-
druck des Seelischen ansieht t.. . I wobei die
Geliebte die Mittlerin zwischen dgm Geliebten und
dem Universum, der Gottheit wird. I

This would be possible, she believed, by bringing her polari-

ties into balance. Ricard.a's view of love has changed. From

an all-consuming, purely passionate, physicalr sêlfish ex-

perience, she now sees it as an intensely spiritual one. But

how was she supposed to bring her polarities into balance,

how was she supposed to mend her own "Zerspaltung"? OnIy

"durch äusserste Steigerung des Willens und der Emp-

findung".2 Ricarda's highest goal was to achieve a

blending of the se1f, to harmonize all the conflicting

aspects of Ïrer personality. If she wanted to achieve this

she would have to work very hard. Since writing was her

IEva Gillischewski, "Das Schicksalsproblem bei
Ricarda Huc}. im Zusammenhang ihrer Weltanschauung, "
Germanische Studien, Heft 35 (Berlin L925; Kraus Reprint
Limited: Nendeln/Líechtenstein, L967), pp. 38-39.

2cirlischewski, p. 3r
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chosen means, she devoted herself totalty to it.
Ricarda's desire to forge ahead was due in part to the

influence Caroline Schlegel had on her. Caroline SchlegeI

\¡/as regarded by Ricarda as a great Romantic figure. Ricarda

no longer agreed with the Romantic concept of woman as a pas-

sive ideal and, therefore, Iacked sympathy for the passive

attitude toward life that these women displayed. I In

Caroline, she found a kindred spirit. Although both she and

Caroline possessed the passivity of the female Romantic in

that they believed in fate, their lives vrere fil-Ied with

action. Caroline's lifer âs Ricarda's, r¡/as one of turmoit

and struggle but, unlike the passive Romantic stereotype,

she

rouses herself to action and doggedly begins Iife
again, thinking only of the problems of the
moment. Although Ricarda t. . . I is in no v/ay com-
promised as Caroline is, she is faced with the
choice of either sucçumbing to her emotions or
beginning life .ner.2

Again, Ricarda has taken fate into her own hands. She

realízed that allowing herself to be controlled totally by

her emotions was dangerous. If she wanted to press onward,

ob jecti vity.

could nor would

she had to learn to temper her emotions with

She was wise enough to know that she neither

completely cut off her emotions and that, therefore, she Ïrad

lsanders, p. 3

25anders, p. I
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to cultivate a more realistic approach to life:
She has cast aside considerations imposed upon
her by her emotional life and determines to
devote trer life to a more worthy goal, wheqe both
the Romantic and the realist have a place.l

The determination of both \^/omen goaded

driving them to reconcile emotion and

them to action,

reality to the point

that their lives became

fuse the two extremes.

In her quest for

a "Kampf", a constant struggle to

inner Trarmony, Ricarda was also in-
fluenced

the image

another Romantic figure. Rather than advocating

the ideal man and the ideal woman, Ricarda hras

achieving the image ofinspired by Friedrich Schtegel into
the undivided being:

"Was ist håsslicher als überladene Weiblichkeit;
was ist so ekelhaft als übertriebene Männlich-
keit, die in unseren Sitten, unseren Meinungêh,
ja auch in unserer besseren Kunst herrschen . .
Man muss den Charakter des Geschlechts keineswegs
noch mehr übertreiben, sondern vielmehr durch
starke Gegengewichte zv mildern suchen . Nur
sanfte ¡,1ännf lchkeit, nur selbständiqe Weiblich-
keit ist die echte, wahre und sctränð ."2

Above all, though, Ricarda's goal was simply to carry on as

best she could. Rather than console herself with the Roman-

tic quest for infinity, she hung onto life with aI1 its pain,

refusing to find comfort j-n the thought of a life in the

lsanders, pp. 32-33

by

of

2Thomas Mann, "Zum
Huchsr " Thomas Mann.

sechzigsten Geburtstag Ricarda
Gesammelte Werke in dreizehn Bä.nden,

430-31 (Friedrich Schlegel is
2nd ed. (r rankfurt am Main: S. Fischer Verlag, L974), X, pp.

quoted by Ricarda Huch).
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hereafter,

etwas leben

Such an excessive

personal yearning

herl--fulfirlment

and believed that: "Wir sollen

[...] sollen durch

living was a

nicht für irgend

alles leben. "l

direct result of a

unattainable to

sondern wir

passion for

for something

in love.

which was

Throughout her years in Zurich and Bremen, Ricarda had

been concerned only with herself. Her studies and her re-

lationship with Richard occupied her mind constantly. !Íith

the final break of this relationship, a different Ricarda

started to emerge:

Die
maclr
Seit
wuch
SchI
von
umfa
ein.

nrschììtterung, die ihr Sein erfahren hatte,
te es aufnahmebereiter für die leidvollen
en des Lebens; an dqr eigenen Leiderfahrung
s ihr Verståndnis für frãmde Not f. " . I Letzte
eier der Kindlichkeit v/aren ihr zwar unsanft
den Augen genommen, aber der Blick grLff nun
ssender um sich und drang tiefer in die Dinge
2

The self-portrait nov¡ is that of a determined and in-

dependent young woman who sets goals for herself and then

musters her courage and energy in order to attain them. She

no longer allows fate to determine every move she makes.

Little by little she learns to control her own life. Her

desire to support herself and ease the tensions caused by an

illicit affair led her to university and a career in

lcott r ieb,
2Hoppe, pp

p. 49

20L-O2
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Switzerland. Her desire to find herself caused her to quit

her jobs and make a new life by devoting herself to writing.
From a passive, dreamy-eyed, emotional being, Ricarda

has developed into an assertive \doman who has decided what

she wants out of life and Ïras gone after it. Although still
very much the Romantic figurer R€cêssity has caused another

side of her nature to come to the forefront. The self-
portrait nolv reveals these two opposing natures. There is

conflict in the imager âs well as the struggle to achieve

balancer or harmony. There is also, however, a newly formed

strength that has become apparent. This strength proves to

be invaluable as Ricarda continues through life.

Shortly after returning to Zurich in L897, Ricarda

decided to accompany Marie Baum on a trip to Vienna. This

signalled the start of another phase in her life. Although

Ricarda lived in Vienna for only a short while, it was there

that she met her future Ïrusband, Ermanno Ceconi. This

encounter vras to bestow upon her "die folgenreichs?e

Begegnung ihres Lebens".I

lHoppe, p. 2o2
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Passion, Fantasv and Reality

In the pension where stre stayed while in Vienna,

Ricarda met Ermanno Ceconi. Among the first things she no-

ticed about hj-m were the matronly sway of his walk, the fine

shape of his head and face, his high wide forehead, bent

nose, and beautiful mouth "der weniger für das materielle

Ceschäft des Essens und Trinkens als zum Sprechen, Låcheln

geschaffen schien" (p. 245). Although physically not a par-

ticularly handsome man, Ricarda found individual traits and

his regal bearing attractive. She could also not help but

notice that there was something lonely about him. From what

the other guests told her about him, she found out "dass er

bald Entrüstung, batd ä.tg"t, bald Bewunderung und Beifall

erregte und dass er immer originell und eigenartig war" (p.

245). How could stre not find such an interesting person

attractive?

Unfortunately, Ricarda did not feel comfortable in this

pension. Since she had become used to the atmosphere of

physical and emotional steadiness and respectibility in

Switzerland, the pension in Vienna impressed her aS being

"ej-n wenig schlüpfrig i. . . I so dass ich zunåchst ein leichtes

Grausen nicht los wurde" (p. 246). Here, again, the ever-

present horror in Ricarda's life makes an appearance'

Another factor that disturbed her here was the treatment

given a sickly and dying mother by her two daughters '
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Ricarda, however, said nothing to them because she did not

want to get involved in an unpleasant situation. It was im-

portant for her to keep her life and emotions on an even

keel. "Ich war so wie jemandr " she wrote, "der ein sauberes

weisses Kreid trägt und immer in sorge ist, es kBnne schmut-

aig werden" (p. 246). fhe best policy, she believed, vy'as not

to become involved in other people's affairs. If she kept to
herself, her own life would run smoothly. At one point

during her sojourn in Vienna, however, Ricarda found it
necessary to see a dentist, something which she greatly
feared" Ceconi came highly recommended by the other guests

in the pension, and it was as a result of this that Ricarda

paid hi-m a visit. Unwittingly, a relationship developed

between them and, little by littre, her feetings of affection
for hj-m grevr.

One evening some of the pension guests asked Ricarda to
read Ceconi's palm--a

determine whether or

talent she possessed--in order to
not he was a liar. Ceconi, it appears,

What

Ricarda was able to determine she couldn't remember, but the

impression his hand made on her stre would never forget:
das Erlebnis, das ich im Gedächtnis behalten
habe, h/ar, die braune Hand in meiner zu halten,
die mir so lieb wurde und die mit keiner anderen
vergleichbar wâr. An den Linien [. . . ] fiel einem
besonders auf, dass die Herzenslinie stark und
gerade waagrecht durchging [...] und f .-r.l eine
iie¡e bezeichnet, die áas Geliebte beglücken witl
t. . . I ns ging mir durch den Sinn, dass es schän
sein mussr so geliebt zu werden t...1 Vielleicht
\¡/aren es weniger die Linien a1s der allgemeine

94
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Charakter der Hand, der mich bewegte. Sie war
Xrättig und männlich, mittelgross, schlank, fest;
aber in aer hðchst pers8nlichen Form, die sie von
a1len anderen Håndeã unterscl'tied, driìckte sich
Kindliches und Gütiges aus. Es war eine hilfs-
bereite Hand, bereit zu helfen, wie ein Vogel
bereit ist, sein Nest zu bauen; ihre Natur war
so. (pp. 250-51)

These impressions reveal glimpses of the

and especially sensual side of Ricarda's

she had not long ago

romanticr pêssionate

nature. Although

these qualities, the

denied. While

decided

existed

Ceconi 's

to suppress

could not befact that they still

reading

to her

the lines on palm, she also made reference

own heart line and what it indicated:

Die meinige t. . .1 deutet [ " . . ] auf Naturen, die
den geliebten Gegenstand an sich reissen wollen,
um ihn zu besitzen [...] ich war wirklich sor
dass ein direkter Impuls, wenn ich liebte, v/ar,
den Geliebten an mich zu reissen. (p. 25O)

Passionate, impulsive and possessive in matters of love,

Ricarda always had to satisfy her own needs. This was also

evident when she found she had to move to a room directly

across the halt from the dying woman. Her first concern was

not for the woman, but for how she could avoid coming into

contact with her. Fortunately Manno, as she now called

Ceconi, lived on the same floor in the pension and sav, to it

that he took care of the woman's needs. Ricarda, however,

feared the time that he would not hear the woman's cries and

when she, therefore, would have to help her. "Davor graute

mir, " Ricarda wrote, "abgesehen davon, dass ich unerfahren

und unbeholfen in solchen Dingen war" (p. 252). Ricarda's

lack of desire to help those in need might be interpreted as
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callousness, but this is not so. She was merely being true
to her nature, not wanting to become involved in other

people's problems, so that her own life could remain happy,

carefree and uncompricated. she was st.iII "the perennially
youthful, gloriously uninvolved 9ir1"l of her Zurich years.

Her fear of death--of all the dark, negative, "grausige,,

forces--affected her too strongly to want to confront it.
Thus, her avoidance of the dying r^/oman could arso be inter-
preted as an act of serf-preservation. she did not want to
become paralyzed by this fear and hoped that by ignoring it,
it would not touch her life

In direct contrast to Ïrer is Manno. Ricarda noticed

how he was always ready to help, not only the old dying woman

but also anyone who truly needed it. But she also noted ttrat
he was no saint:

Er war kein Heiliger, der alle Menschen liebte_ _ttund für alle sein Blut vergiessen mochte; aber
wenn er jemand leiden sah, musste er helfen und
fiebte ihn in dem Augenblicker \¡/o er half . (p.
25r )

She saw Manno quite clearly. He did not love mankind but

had compassion for those who suffered. Although he was re-
pulsed by the sight of the old woman, he was always there

when she needed him. As Ricarda learned more about him she

discovered that he had suffered greatly both

physically during his childhood. His mother

he

Isanders, p. 15
96
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v/as only eight, and his father had married a very beautiful

but uneducated, Iazyr greed! and unscrupulous young woman who

treated Manno and Ïris siblings like a wicked stepmother.

Ricarda got very upset that Manno's fatTrer had allowed such

treatment of his children. She saw him as a father "der

seine Kinder nicht nur nicht verteidj-9te, sondern sogar im

Banne einer blinden Leidenschaft misshandelte" (p. 253). She

was also amazed that Manno did not hold this against his

father but loved him all the more for it. Manno, even as a

child, trad understood his father's weakness, confusion and

helplessness, and it was simply his nature to love those who

suffered. Besides, he was not so perfect himself, as Ricarda

soon discovered: "er konnte vulkanische Heftigkeitsausbrüche

haben" (p, 254). Physically, Manno had suffered much. While

still quite young he had burned his entire body. After some

years this had caused a skin disease to developr which lasted

several more years and required his entire body to be covered

with a foul-smelling salve and wrapped in bandages. Ricarda's

heart went out to him as he told her of these things, and she

discovered that she Ïrerself suffered as a result of this. Her

reaction is noteworthy: she has become involved in the

sufferings of another. Even more, she has fallen in love with

him. This was not the passionate and physical love that she

had felt for Richard, but an entirely different kind:

Ich liebte den einsamen Jungen mit den mandel-
fðrmig geschnittenen, opalig schimmernden Augen,
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die so überirdisch und so schelmisch blicken
konnten t. . . ] fs hrar das erste Mal, dass ich an
einem lebenden Menschen Augen sah, wie die
Heiligen Giottos oder die Engel Fra Angelicos sie
haben. Die Augen aber konnten auch geiätrrtictr
stechen, so wie dieser Kindermund auch spotten
und hðhnen konnte und wie in dieser Seele ebenso
stark wie der Trieb, anzubeten und zu bewund.ern,
der Trieb, selbst das Geliebte zv verletzen und
zu entheiligenr war. (p. 255)

She was not blinded by passion, as she

pointsbut recognized Manno's negative

had been with

as well as his

Richard,

praise-

worthy ones. what was unique about her love for Manno was

that she almost seemed to worship him. she didn't see him as

a saint, however, but as someone who had suffered and wtro, as

a result, could not help but reach out and feel compassion

for those who also suffered. compassion was an emotion that
was foreign to Ricarda. She had come from a family that had

been passionate, frivolous, wasteful and unconcerned and

that, whether rich or poor, had always felt itself to be on

top of things (pp. 255-56), She realized that Manno also

possesed some of these qualities but that he had also experj--

enced the horrors in life and, therefore, saw matters in a

different light. Through him she came to understand

dass die Anforderunqen des
schwer drücken t8nnénr âls
Sch8nen verlangen könnte;
Notwendige zehrt alle rcräf

täglichen Lebens zu
dass man nach dem

die Sorge um das
te auf . (p. 257 )

She noticed this, f,or example, on a visit to an

where she was astonished Manno's perceptionsby

themarks he made regarding works they viewed.

art gallery,

and the re-

Aber er war durch diesen Besuch mehr gereizt als
angeregt; ich bemerkte, dass er sogar darunter
fitt. Die Atmosphäre der Ausstellung versetzte
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ihn in eine WeIt, die im schlimmsten Fa1le volI
Sch8nrednerei, AufgeblasenheiË und Müssiggang
war, die im besten-über der düsteren Vte1t der
entbehrenden, hoffnungslosen Menge stolz und
gleichgültig thronte. Es kam deí geqllalte
Ausdruck in sein Gesicht, der mir ins Herz
schnitt. (p, 257)

When Ricarda saw Manno suffering she also suffered, even

though she didn't quite understand his feelings. It was

evident to Ricarda that they vrere two very different people"

It was Manno's nature to be melancholy, and this became more

profound whenever he saw beauty and happiness around Ïrim,

whereas she thrived on all the good things life had to offer.
Yet, outwardlyr Manno rarely appeared sombre or sad and was

constanÈly full of surprisingly witty observations, When he

sang, his voice did not betray the melancholia nor "Zwie-

"pättigt<"it und Lebensfeindlichkeit seines Wesens: sie war

månnlich, metallisch und hatte einen freudigen, mitreissenden

Klang" (p. 259). Manno could not carry a tune, but his own

renditions were often more beautiful than the actual melodies

of the songs. Ricarda attributed this to the fact that his
creative powers were greater than his receptive ones.

Ricarda loved this complex individual who was so unlike her,

yet also quite like her. He was the darkr pâssionate south-

ern "Lebensmensch" v/ho, although inwardly often melancholy,

wore a cheerful mask in public to conceal his disposition

toward tenderness and his capacity for suffering. He was

compassionate and always ready to help those who needed it.
Ricarda, on the other hand, v/as the happy-go-Iucky northern
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"Reflexionsmensch" who loved beauty and a comfortable, unruf-

fled life. Yet, she was also a complex and passionate indi-

vidual, who constantly tried to achieve balance and harmony

within herself. fhis had occupied her ever since the end of

her affaj-r with Richard. Passion, fantasy and reality com-

prised her and Manno's relationship. "Er lebte in seiner

eigenen Welti" Ricarda explaj-ned of Manno,

was aus der wirklichen in die seinige eindrang,
stðrte und quätte ihn, ausser wenn ãs rnit der
seinigen so weit harmonisierte, dass er es sich
aneignen konnte. (p . 259)

Ricarda also lived in a lit.tle world of her own, but she had

experienced some rude awakenings as well and believed that,

as a result of what sfre iaa learned, she would be able to

lessen Manno's pain. She believed that his world and hers

"einen Akkord gaben, der ihm wohltat, *"rrn auch im einzelnen

Fremdes und Störendes z1r überwinden $¡ar" (p. 259). Each

could benefit from the other in a spiritual and revitalizíng

manner: she would try to bring Ïrappiness into his life and,

in return, she could perhaps obtain some balance and harmony

in hers. She realized the limitations of their relationship,

but she loved him nonetheless: "Wenn er bezaubert war, wie

sehr war ich es. Ich war gar nicht verliebt; aber ich war

belrext, und ich liebte ihn" (p. 259). Springtime brought out

not only Ricarda's passionate Romantic nature but also

Manno's, yet, neither of them was blinded by their emotions.

Their attraction to each other was bewitching, an irrational
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pull of their sensual urges that they hrere unable to re-
sist.l However, both \^/ere realistic and aware that there

were alot of dísadvantages to their relationship with respect

to their different backgrounds, cultures, social customs and

ways of thinking. It didn't bother Ricarda in the least that
she still hadn't ended her engagement to a young man in
Bremen. She would simply end that relationship, assured j-n

her belief "dass Liebesenttåuschung einem Manne nicht das

Herz brichtì er findet jederzeit leicht eine andere" (p.

260). Her fiancé in Bremen seemed much like Manno himself,

and the effect he had on Ricarda was also similar. Obvi-

ously, though, there was nothing of the bewitching quality in

this relationship that there was in the one with Manno.

Ricarda's feelings for Manno bordered on the spiritual and

this relationship, although inherent with many disadvantages,

proved t.o be much stronger and more futfilling.

Ricarda believed that their social and cultural dif-

ferences

ferences

Ricarda

whom she

tunately r

could be worked out in

did not lend themselves

was gregarious by nature

could share interesting

this \¡¿as not possible

time, but their personaf dif-

so easily to solutions.

and easily found people with

conversations. Unfor-

with Manno, who, although

lSanders, p. 31 (sanders
characters in one of Ricarda's

applies this description to
literary works ).
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himself a sociable sort, found Ricarda to be pedantic and

long-winded. Coupled with this was the fact that Manno be-

lieved that a woman's place was in the home, and that a wife

should never go out without her husband. Naturalty, Ricarda

would never agree to this" These and many other such prob-

lems plagued their relationship. What, then, did Ricarda see

in Manno? She saw a goodness, a holiness, in him that no one

else in her life had possessed. It was only through Manno

that she ever experienced "d.as Christliche und CBtttiche in
einem Menschen" (p. 26L):

Er war weit davon entfernt, bewusst lÍebevoll zu
sein, er dachte nicht daran, die Menschen zu
lieben, er beteuerte oft, dass er sie hasste, und
r¡/enn man sah, wie er sie durchsctraute, wie ihre
Schwächen und Fehler ihm entgegensprangen, [. . . ]
so glaubte man es ihm; aber sowie er jemand sah,
der arm und teidend oder schwach und alt oder in
irgendeiner Weise hilfsbedürftig war, riss es ihn
hin, er liebte dann den Betreffenden, und wäre es
sei-n ärgster Feind gewesen. Er dachte nie, wie
ich zum Beispiel get.an trätte: du musst hier
zugreifen, helfen; er tat es von selbst, zarL und
sorgsam wie ein Vater oder eine Mutter. Er war
gleichsam besessen von Gott, und das war êsr
glaube ich, vras mir den Eindruck des C8ttlichen
so stark zum Bewusstsein brachte. (pp. 26L-62)

It was his spiritual quality of unconditional compassion that
drew Ricarda to him and that gave their relationship an

"unearthly" value. Yet, eventually she became so convinced

of the impossibility of a successful union with him that she

returned to Zurich. At first, it seems that Ricarda has made

a rational decision. A rel-ationship between two such strong

personalities would only be a constant battle for dominance.

However, what appears to be an act based on a realistic
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assessment of the situat.ion simply demonstrates Ricarda's

passionate nature: she ran av/ay from the man stre loved be-

cause she dídn't want to become involved in what she con-

sidered a doomed relationship. She didn't want to dirty her

beautiful white dress. There were too many problems in the

relationship already, and she want.ed so much for Ïrer life to

run smoothly. She didn't want this relationship to do to her

what the one with Richard had done. She had decided long ago

to extinguish the flame of passionr âfld no longer wanted to

rekindle it (p. 236). But the spark had ignited. A remark-

able change had takén place in Ricarda. She was no longer

the uninvol-ved, unaffected person she had once been, but

found herself to be very miserable in Zurich. She was unable

to feel the ecstasy and pride that usually resulted from

having overcome a hurdler or having accomplished a feat, and

regained her freedom. She couldn't st.op thinking about Manno

or her feelings for him and, astonishingly, didn't want to be

free of them. Through Manno she had learned to be receptive

toward people once again, and this set the stage for opening

herself up to their sufferings. Since Manno supported his

family, Ricarda decided to pay them a visit to reassure them

that they would in no way lack financially if she and Manno

were to marry. This was not easy for Ricarda, for she knew

that Manno's family was poor and that she would have to face

their hardships and misery. Before arriving in Florence,

where they lived, Ricarda spent a few days in Genoa witti
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some acquaintances. Here, in the climate, lanclscape and

felt at home:architecture of Italy, Ricarda

Die rtickhaltlos Licht und Wärme ausstrahlende
Sonne, die Pracht der Architektur, die r'ìitte, das
unberechnend Reichtiche, verbunden mit einer
vornehmen Strenge von Form und Gesetzlichkeit,
die in rler scfr8ñfreit liegt, schien mir t...1 das
Selbstverståndlichste zu sein; hier, schien es
mir, hatte ich meine eigentliche Heimat gefunden.
(pp.262-63)

Ricarda saw herself and her relationship with Manno embodied

and reflected Trere. It seemed to her that the best parts of

the northern and southern influences \¡/ere combined in this

place. In Florence, however, these impressions vanished as

she arrived in the poor section of the city and met Manno's

impoverished family. Ricarda was deeply affected by the suf-

fering she witnessed there. She finally understood why Manno

was often so very disturbed whenever he encountered beauty.

She saw how "vtesenslos und stumpf" beauty could become in the

face of human wretchedness. His entire life, Manno had

struggled against such misery and failure himself. Because

he had been physically weak and sickly ever since childhood,

he had often found it impossible to maintain the energy he

needed in his struggle. He feared failure so much that he

had even tried to commit suicide once. Outwardly he ?rad aI-

ways appeared a picture of strength, but "er war im Gegenteil

sehr verletzlichr ârn meisten durch alles innerlich oder

åusserlich Hässliche, Gemeine, Kleinliche" (p. 266). Ricarda

was convinced that she had the energy to make their relation-

ship work, even though it would be easy to become discouraged
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in the face of what seemed insurmountable odds. She was

determined, though, to follow through with her decision, and

on July 9, 1898 they were married in Vienna.

Ricarda and Manno rented a small sumrner cottage outside

Vienna. It stood near the main house on a large piece of

property owned by an elderly couple" The granddaughter of

this couple was physically unattractive and, as a result, her

grandmother had decided to at least teach her to become a

good cook. Once, when this girl had inadvertantly ruined a

dish, the grandmother became so enraged that Ricarda simply

couldn't just stand by but actually got ínvolved in the

argument, feeling pity for the poor girl. Ricarda really tras

changed. Just months before, while living in the pension

where she met Manno, Ricarda had felt that it was none of her

business to reprimand two women for the terrible treatment

they gave their dying mother. Another change in Ricarda is

evidenced by the fact that her life with Manno was a happy

and fulfilling time for her, since her impressions of it were

quite positive. She lvrote: "Es ist mir sor als wäre in dem

Garten in der Iglaseegasse immer sonniges Sommerwetter

gewesen" (p. 27O). The weather is a constant theme in

Ricarda's works and tife, and is closely connected to the way

she feels. True, she had been happy to a certain extent

before meeting Manno, but she had also felt unfutfilled.

Nor,v, with the realization of love, Ricarda believed that she

finally had what she'd been missing.
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The offer of a better paying dental position led Manno

and Ricarda to move to the port city of Triest. Ricard.a's

reaction upon their arrival was one of utter disappointment.

Physically, the atmospheríc pressure here caused her to ex-
perience some difficurty in breathing. Mentally, Triest did
not possess the attractive rtalian style and beauty that she

had expected but, instead, looked shabby and neglected. Even

the ocean didn't have the power and strength, "das Eremen-

tarische", that she Ïrad hoped for (p. 27O) " The Scirocco

made the sunmers intolerably hot and dryt but Ricarda loved

the Bora:

Die Bora, den berüchtigten Nordwind von Triest,
liebte ich etwa so sehr, wie ich den Scirocco
fürchtete. Dann erbebte diese brïitende,
verstaubte Stadt, der Sturm raste durch die
faulig riechenden Gassen, und das träge Meer
bäumte sich hoch auf in hohen zackigeñ lVellen,
die schwarz und blank wareni es \¡/ar ein
dåmonischer Jubel in der Luft. (p. 283)

Ricarda's emotions soared with the weather. she was and

always wourd be a child of the elements. Even on the night
of her daughter's birth the weather was in tune with her.
whire Ricarda was "?ralb rasend vor schmerzen [.. . ] rollte
wåhrend der ganzen Zeit ein schweres Gewitter" (p . 27g).

Triest had come to play an important role in the

changes that Ricarda was undergoing. For one thing, she had

become pregnant and Manno, as a result, became much more

attentive and patient. He was no longer passionately jealous

of Ricarda's former boyfriends, because the prospect of a

chil-d made their rerationship so completely different from
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any previous affairs Ricarda had had. Her pregnancy made it
necessary to look for a more permanent place of their own.

Manno surprised her with a furnished apartment one day, and

through Ricarda's reaction the change she has undergone

becomes obvious:

Financially they were not well-off. In fact, Ricarda felt

that they $/ere poor. Yet, she was happy with the little they

had and was determined to make the best of things. Note-

worthy is the joy Ricarda felt in being able to make Manno

happy with her pregnancy and satisfaction with life. Manno

had also arranged for a housekeeper, and it was through

Giovanna that Ricarda came to know and understand what real

poverty and suffering v/ere and how transitory Iife \das.

While the two cooked together Giovanna would tell stories
about her tife, thereby opening Ricarda's eyes to situations
she Ïrad never imagined:

Sehr viel Geld konnten wir nicht ausgeben, also
r¡/aren die t{ð¡et und die Gebrauchsgegãnstände
nícht so gut und geschmackvoll, wie ich sie
gewätrtt nã¡en würãe; aber wenn die ganze l,rlohnung
aucTr nah an das ArmeleutehafÈe grenzter so war es
doch unsere Wotrnung, und ich freute mich, und
schon Mannos Freude uber meine Freude trätte mich
glücklich gemacht. (p. 272)

Durch diese Frau erfuhr das bereits aufgelockerte
soziale cetüfrf der Dichterin eine starkã Stei-
gerung t. . . I Das uitgefühl für das Elend der
Masse wurde um so reger in ihr, als ihr Herz
empfindlich geworden war durch._den eigenen
Existenzkampf. Gleichzeitig fütrtte sie sicl. in
steigende* i'1."se von der büígerlichen Gesell-
schaft unterschieden, der siã entstammte. l

lHoppe, p. 206 ro7



Not only had Ricarda become compassionate, but she had arso

gained a nelv perspective of her own social background. she

was now critical of the bourgeoisie and its rack of under-

standing for the seriousness of life and work.l For

Ricarda, earning money had become a necessity. Because she

and Manno had to get by on a very smarr amount, her writings
had become a source of income for the family and. were not

merely a hobby for her.

Ricarda had always been happy about her pregnancy be-

cause it. had made Manno so happy. Not untit shortly before

the baby's birth, however, did she feel any joy for herself.
when her daughter was finarry born, Ricarda loved her with a

passion that she described as having "eine Art Furor dabei,

etwas vom lvahnsinn der Leidenschaft" (p. 2'79). she saw the

realization of God in the creation of this child and, as a
result, became more preoccupied with thoughts in this
direction. She even undertook a sort of pilgrimmage:

Bei c8rz [... ] gab es einen Heiligen Berg, von
dem ich durch Giovanna wusste, dass man dorthin
wallfahrte, um etwas von Gott und der Heiligen
Jungfrau zu erbitten und für etwas zu danken.
waóhdem ich viel davon geh8rt hatte, setzte sich
bei mir der Gedanke fesi, ich mlisse auch eine
solche !.Iallfahrt zugunsten der Gesundheit meines
Kindes unternehmen. (p. 286)

Ricarda had never been a religious person but, through the

and her maternal concern for its wetl-

to believe in a merciful spiritual force

birth of her child

being, she needed

lHoppe, p. 206
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that transcended the misery of human existence. This betief
comforted her in her thoughts and prayers for her daughter,

but not in other aspects of life. Her exposure to poverty,

suffering and death in Triest overshadowed whatever mercy she

saw this force as having. Rather than long for death to put

an end to their misery, the sick and impoverisheti desperately

clung to life. Because of personal experiences, Ricarda

could understand this. Her desire to experience life,

despite emotional and physical setbacks, was just as strong.

What she didn't understand, however, was v/hy some peopte were

more fortunate than others. Was this transcendental power

that governed divine or demonic? More often than not, she

believed that it was irrational and ruled without regard to

individual guilt or innocence, even though at the back of her

mind she felt that there was sorne connection between the

individual and what fate had in store for him.1 Some

people would always be less fortunate than others. This was

life--fate. Ricarda had always been one of the fortunate

ones, but her exposure to this other side of life had left

its effect on her. However, her thoughts did not develop to

the poínt of desiring a greater interest in traditionat

religion in order to help her understand fate. Ricarda was

in harmony with nature, a child of the elements, and the

Romantics found the Absolute in this nature.

lHoppe, p. 224
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Ricarda had arways prided herserf on her good hearth.
The birth of her daughter, however, which had been an ex-
tremely difficult one, weakened her physicalry to some ex-
tent. rt was quite some time before Ricarda felt reratively
well again. This weakened state had left her defenseless

against an attack of measles and, not rong afterwards, a

virus. Health-wise she wourd never be the same as before,
but this was not as important to her nov/ as it. once had been.

Ricarda was no longer so very occupied with herserf. she was

now a mother, and this rore was very satisfying to her. Her

child had provided her with a bridge, a connection, to life
which she Ïrad not possessed before. Having been concerned

only with herserf in the past, a sort of insuration against
reality had formed around her. Her chird had freed her from

this form of isolation, but she had to make sacrifices as a

result. As a mother, her responsibirit.ies increased and time

for herself decreased. she now had difficulty finding time

to write, but through

that she had not known

her experiences she discovered a joy

before--that of self-sacrifice:

r10

Dass der Unt.erschied zwischen der verwåhnten
Tochter des begllterten Hauses, die sie gewesen,
und der verantwortlichen Hausfrau in beschränkten
Verhåltnissen, die sie geworden, ein schmerzhaft
krasser war, wurde von ihr nicht beklagt. Vleil
die Aufgabe schwer war, Iernte sie viel an ihr;
weil siç Opfer bringen musste, wurde ihr der
ltlert, für den sie diese brachte, recht eigentlich
erst teuer. Sie erfuhr an sich selber, dass die
Famj-liengemeinschaft dem lch Grenzen zieht, die
es lehren, seine egoistischen Triebe ,,t üb"r-
winden, und dass die Einbusse an Freiheit, die
es dadurch erleidet, aufgewogen wird durch die



Beglückung,. die_ es im glückschaffenden Dienst für
andere erfåhrt. I

Ricarda derived happiness from her role as wife and mother.

Because of the sacrifices she had to make, she valued her nev/

role a1l the more. This was her new purpose in life, and she

felt satisfied. Through the miracle of birth Ricarda had

come to understand that there was a higher power that
governed over all. It had provided her with a child that
became a bridge connecting her to life more directly. In

this walr she was able to draw herself out of her ov/n little
world and become more in touch with reality.

The Ceconis decided to move to Munich where Manno would

be able to set up his own dental practice and Ricarda's

business contacts with publistrers would be much better. Life
was not easy for them because of financial difficulties and

the clashes of their personalities. Just as Manno could be

full of conpassion for a human being sor too, could he be

filled with hate for that same person. Inevitably, he would

take his feelings out on those closest to him. Ricarda was

often his target, and one of these occasions is described by

her:

Er kam mir dann vor wie eine Wespe, dJ-e langsam
kreisend an den Punkt fliegtr wo ihr Stich am
sichersten s j-tzen wird t. . .I Meistens qab Eif er-
sucht d.en Anlass, nicht auf Gegenwårtiies, son-
dern auf Vergangenes, oder meine.,leidenschaft-
liche Liebe ãu eusi, an der er filr gew6hnlich
seine Freude hatte, die ihn aber manchmal zum

lHoppe, p.2oB
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Zorn reizte. Einem solchen Anfall qeqenliber war
ich..im Augenblick selbst erzürnt; "ó"i wenn er
vorübergebraust \¡/â.rr war ich beschåmt. Ich sah
dann ein, wodurch ich ihn gere.izt haben konnte,
und dass auch die peinigende Xätte, die ich
seiner peinigenden Hitzigkeit entgegensetzte,
geeignet war, ihn noch mehr zv erbittern. (p.
3oo )

The differences in their personalities, that is, the fact
that they were opposites by nature, plus the fact that they

v/ere also both passionate, often caused friction in their
relationship. Each one possessed quallties that the other

loved and admired, but the basic opposition of the "northern"

and "southern" personality precluded a peaceful relationship.
Even when sucTr conflicts arose, hohrever, Ricarda could not

overlook the constant love and helpfulness she received from

Manno and the compassion he possessed. She was happy despite

their differen."", foc, in truth, she felt much closer to

Iife because of Manno. She also felt more peace within

herself, for which Manno was also responsible. Ricarda had

likened her Iife before meeting him to that of a volcano, her

passions erupting and cooling like lava:

Die feurigen Zungen, die schrecklichen Narben
zogen sich durch mein Leben, bald sichtbar, bald
veischwunden, üb"r*,rnden von unersch8pflichem
Leben am Rande des Vulkans. Seit ich Manno
kenne, Iernte ich diese Nachbarschaft nicht qanz,
aber doch fast vergessen. Die Tage in uünchãn
und Grünwa1d kann ictr als eine zelt von Sonne der
Jugend durchstrahlten Gtücks betrachten und das
unterirdische RolIen vergessen, das ich hie und
da spürte, und die Flammãn, die zuweilen auf-
zuckten. (pp. 31I-12 )

Since knowing Manno such turmoil had become rare. He had

steady happiness to herbrought a good deal of peace and
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life. However, "das Grausige", which Ricarda had always

regarded as a necessary evil in life, found its way even into
this happy environment. At first it occurred in a purely

objective \¡/ay. During her childhood it naa been the outhouse

in her yard in Braunschweig. Now it again appeared as the

outhouse, this time in Ricarda's home in Grünwald: "an

di-esem Tag begab es sich, dass von unten herauf in grossen

Mengen ein kleines schleimiges Ungeziefer kroch, halb Wurm,

halb Schnecke, die auf dem Sitz herumschlichen. Ich war vor

Ekel wie getä.nmt" (p. 305). It also occurred in her life j-n

a very subjective way, fírst with Richard and thenr âs will
be seen, with Manno. Initially, she only alluded to the

deeper problems with Manno. Her life with him was stíl1 a

"hübsche glatte Oberfläche" (p. 305). She didn't acknowledge

the ripples that had begun to appear, preferring instead to
believe thaL all was fine. This sounds very much like the

Ricarda of old, who wanted her life to be uncomplicated and

happy. Had her life with Manno, then, not really changed her

that much at all? Not necessarily. It must be remembered

that Ricarda has undergone changes as a result of marriage,

motherhood and life in Triest. Her desire to feel closer to

life had required her to make sacrifices, but she had done so

gladly. She was much too satisfied with her life now to want

it to change, and perhaps this hras why she chose to ignore

aII the signs that pointed towards an impending dissolution
of this r¿orld:
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wir waren wie in einer glïìcklichen Insel im
weltall schwebend, umgrenzt von den schwarzen
Zackenlinien der tannãnwälder, überrðlbt von
einem lichtblauen Hi-mmel und reiner Hochland-
schaft. Im früf¡fing blühten im Garten Kirsch-
båume, Apfel- und dãnn Birnbåume, es bauschte
sich wolkig weiss ín den Zweigen, ein Duftgewebe,
das die Vlelt überirdisch verzauberte. Es ent-
rückte das Leben und meine Seele aus der !'Iirk-
lichlçeit, ich empfand zuweilen nichts als das
beglilckende Stillestehn der Zeit. (p. 306)

For Ricarda this garden was full of the sights and smells,

the mernories, of Ìrer childhood. It transplanted her into a

world that protected her, Manno and Busi from the real prob-

lems and pressures that existed around them. Here, time

stood still. No wonder she didn't want to give it up.

Ricarda is forever the Romantic, living in a world of her own

creation because the real one \¡/as too painful.

Although Ricarda was happy in her role as wife and

mother, she had suffered professionally while in Triest. In

Munich she could more freely be l'rerself and more fully real-
ize her artistic potential. Here, it r¡/as easier for her to
satisfy the needs of her mind as well as her heart. Being a

gregarious individual, she quickly met people who shared her

interests and with whom she and Manno could enjoy a social

life. They also occasionally attended a literary group in
Schwabingr just outside of Munich.l Ricarda, however,

never really felt herself to be part of this group. She not

lneinrich Stefan
literary circle.

George was the focus of this
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onry disagreed with certain principres they considered im-
portant, but the pomp and ceremony with which they conducted

their meetings she found to be eccentric and ridiculous. rn

fact, it seems that the onry thing she had in conìmon with them

was their respect for individual_j-sm. In her opinion, though,

they went about maintaining individuarism j-n the wrong way:

Mir widerstand die Geheimnistuerei des Kreises,
dei Absonderung von der Menge durch ein feier-
Iiches, weihevolles Verhalten t...I Mír mj-ss-
fielen die jungen Leute, die sich durch ge-
ziertes, aufgeblasenes Betragen als Georgejünger
auswiesen, und es missfiet mir sehr, dass George
sich auf geschmacklose Art wie ein Hohepriester
oder Halbgott huldigen liess. (p. 372)

Ricarda had become a practical, straightforward individual who

never considered herself to be above anyone or any group of

people. fhis was basicalty due to her innate sense of

equality, which had been enhanced in Triest. As well, she had

always been ä leader instead of a folrower, but remained open

to ne!{ ideas and trends. Because she was one of the few women

in Germany to have studied at the university level and to Ïrave

a career, Ricarda was a trail blazer. By some she may have

also been viewed as being an advocate of the womer¡'s liberation

movement, but she stated that this was not the case:

Auch als ich studierte, hatte mich die Frauen-
frage nicht tief berührt; ich war durch persän-
Ij-che Verhåltnisse zum Studium gekonmen, freute
mich, dass auch andere studierten, und genoss den
Geist des Aufschwungs, der die studierenden
mädchen beseelte; aber ein sehr tiefes Interesse
für die Frauenfrage ím allgemej-nen hatte ich
nicht. l{enn ich um ein allgemeines Geschick
besorgt war, so war es das Geschick der Arbeiter;
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das zu verbessern, hätte ich gern beigetragen.
(pp. 37r-72)

Ricarda was only interested in developing her intellectual and

creative potential and in helping other women to do the same.

Writing and lecturing h/ere her means of achieving this. In one

of the papersl she wrote during this period she expressed her

views concerning the positive effects that a higher education

and a career could have on women. These views h/ere a direct

result of her personal experiences. University Iife had made

it possible for her to more fully develop intellectually and

socia1ly, through contact with new people and unfamiliar ways

of life. It had been responsible in part for creating a com-

plete, unique individual out of a you.ng woman who had formerly

only been an extension of a family group. A university ed-

ucation had helped her cultivate strength of mind. However,

the special attraction of the entire university experi-ence had

been that it had given her the means to enjoy life to the

fulIest.2 Careers had become possible as a result, although

some of them had repressed her rather than expanded her

horizons. Nonetheless, the positive aspects had far outweighed

the negatíve ones. She hoped that by sharing her knowledge and

experiences other women would also be encouraged to strive for

intellectual and creative satisfaction in their lives.

IRicarda Huch, "iiber den Einfluss
Beruf auf die Persönlichkeit der Frau, "

vom Studium und
Ricarda lluch.

Gesammelte !,Ierke ( t<ðtn: Kiepenheuer & Witsch, L974) , V.

^ lr¿uber den EinfIuss, p. 749
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Ricarda had arways been slightly superstitious, but as

she grew order, and especially after Busi's birth, it seemed to
pray an increasingly important role in her rife. For exampre,

they had not bought a baby carriage untir after Busi's birth
because it wourd have brought bad ruck to do otherwise. A1so,

after the birth, Ricarda decided to go on a pirgrimmage to Görz

to pray to God and the virgin Mary for the health and welr-
being of her daughter. rn Grünwald the nauseating episode in
the outhouse was seen by Ricarda as a foreshadowing. she and

Manno had been awaitÍng a certain amount of money that Manno

had inher j-ted. on the day that it was to be paid out the bank

crashed, and this was the same day that the traumatic outhouse

incident took prace. Rj-carda saw this coincidence as a sign

that their marriage was failing:
Mir war zumute, da es grad an dem Tage war, wo
der Bankkrach bekannt wurde, durch den der Ver-
lust'des erwarteten Geldes drohte, ê1s wåren
Risse in die hübsche slatte Oberflåche des Lebens
gekommen und ich såhe mit Schaudern in das
Innere, das Eigentliche, voll Gewürm und Abscheu-
lichkeit. (p.305)

There were also other incidents that pointed in this direction.
On one of the upper floors of the house that they had rented in
Grilnward, there rived a sick erderry woman. Her only wish had

been to live out the remaining days of her life in her apart-
ment. Since Ricarda and Manno did not want to deny a dying

woman her last request, they trad agreed to let her stay. When

the woman became weII, and it was apparent that she would

continue to live for a long while to come, they asked her to
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Ieave. Shortly thereafter she died. This caused Ricarda to

question whether stre and Manno had done the right thing, and

her superstition is again revealed:

Nachher fragte ich mich oft, wie es mðglich war,
dass Manno und ich etwas so Grausames taten. Es
lassen sich Entschuldigungsgründe finden, aber
sie haben mein Gewissen nie entlastet; es war ein
Zeichen des Unheils ü¡er unserem Einzug in das
Haus. (p. 308)

Ricarda's superstítion was in part related to her fatalistj-c

nature. Although she had learned to take control of her life,

there \¡/ere things which she realized she couldn't or perhaps

didn't want to change. She had sensed the impending failure of

her marriage but had chosen to pretend all was we1l. Her

lÍmited knowledge and understanding of religion \¡/ere contrib-

uting to this dilemma. Ricarda believed that there was a

higher pov/er that governed over all. She had experienced this

in Triest. However, she was not clear about how this force

worked. As a result, she felt unable to do much about her

coming divorce except pretend that it wasn't happening. If it

was meant to ber ês all the signs seemed to suggest, she

couldn't do much about it anlrway.

There were also some very concrete signals that indicated

that their marriage was coming to an end. The opposition of

their natures had been a drawback from the very start, but

Ricarda had been determined to make their marrj-age work. V'ihen

it failed she placed the blame entirely upon herself. She had

seen herself as the stronger of the two natures and thus re-

sponsible for the relationstrip's outcome. However, instead of
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acting logically and rationally, she reacted passionately. Her

feelings about this time in her life are expressed in truly

Romantic terms. Gottfried Keller Ìrad been a great influence,

and she oft.en thought of his poem: "Ich kenne dich, o Unglück,

ganz und gar" (as cited on p. 3I2). Ricarda had truly suffered

to the depths of her being. Her analogy of the end of their

marriage is ful1 of Romantic elements:

Einmal fiel t. . . I ein Blitz aus der Wolke und
zerriss den heiligen Bund, verwüstete den Garten
mit den rosigen rrllrrtingsblumen, verschìlttete die
rauschende Lebensquelle: Nicht mehr Mannos \¡/arme
Stimme, nicht mehr Busis lachende Augen. (p. 3f2)

Nat.ure was important to the Romantics and Ricarda, being a

"Kind der Elemente", made liberal use of it with her references

to a thunderstorm, flowers, springtime and a garden. Her pas-

sion is evident through the verbs "zerriss" and "verwíìstete"

and the adjective "rosigen". The colour red actually repre-

sented passion to Ricarda. The Romantics lived through their

senses, and the words "rauschende", "i/arme" and "lachende",

whj-ch Ricarda used in her description, bear witness to this.

Thus, even though Ricarda had felt satisfied with her marriage

to Manno, she did not feel fulfitleri enough to continue it.

One day, after Ricarda and Manno had already separated,

Manno came to Grünwatd to ask her if she would change her mind

and decide to stay with him after all. Ricarda, although

deeply affected, remained steadfast. She knew that her con-

stantr 1ret often unconscious, inconsiderateness toward him had

been one of the major causes of their problems and that she

probably would not be able to change herself:
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[es ] kam mir t. . . I meine Genusssucht und meine
Gewalttätigkeit zum Bewusstsein, in einem solchen
Grade, dass ich mj-ch vor mir selbst entsetzte.
Es ist merkwürdig, dass ich noch viel Schlimmeres
getan habe r o-hne dass mir der Gedanke daran
dauernd gequått fråtte, wenn ich auch meine Schuld
einsah. Es rnag sein, dass grad bei diesen
kleinen arrtägiichen vorfålÍen, die nicht das
Gewicht einer Leidenschaft mit entschuldigt, das
Unbändige mej-ner Selbstsucht mir erschrekend
auffiel. (p.313)

Ricarda was constantly strivJ-ng to satisfy her o\dn desires.

One particular incident stands out. Ricarda loved the opera

and, to please her, Manno had accompanied her one evening even

though he had not been feeling wel1. Ricarda had been so in-

volved in the music that she had attributed Manno's worsening

condition to the fact that he was simply in a bad mood. After

ttre concert, Ers they v/ere leaving, he nearly collapsed, and she

suddenly reali2ed that he had endured and suffered the entire

evening because he had only wanted to make her happy. Although

she felt guilty about this and other such events, and coul-d

never forget nor forgive herself for them, Ricarda could not

change. True, she had learned to sacrifice as a wife and

mother, but this had also been in order to fulfill a need with-

in herself. She had hoped to find harmony and a purpose in her

life, to grasp the real meaning of life through Manno. For a

while she Ïrad felt successful and happy, but this was not to

Iast.

Two other factors also contributed to Manno's and

Ricarda's decision to divorce. Richard's daughter xäte naA

arrived in Munich to visit some acquaintances, and Manno took
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it upon himself to show her around. Ricarda did not see much

of either of them because she was in Grünwa1d with Busi, but it

gradually became clear to her that Manno's infatuation with

räte was a sign that their marriage had weakened. Käte was

very attractive and much younger than Ricarda, and this age

factor troubled Ricarda:

Immer hatte es mich bedrücktr dass ich um sechs
Jahre älter war als Mannor gerade als wåre das
eine Schu1d von mir. Ich hatte, trotzdem ich
wusste, d.ass Manno kaum volles Genljgen in unserer
Ehe fand, doch das sichere cefürrt eitter untðs-
baren Verbundenheit mit ihm gehabt; diese ti¡"r-
zeugung war nun erschüttert. Da diese Verbunden-
hei[, nlcht bestand, hielt ich eine Scheidung für
das Gebotene. Ich war zv stolzr urn einem Manne
Iästig fatlen zu wollen, der nach einer jungen
Frau verlangte. (pp. 377-78)

Moving back to Germany had perhaps been the best thing

that Ricarda could have done for her mind. Marriage to Manno

and motherhood, Ïrowever, had only partly satisfied the needs

of her heart. Thus, when Richard once again wrote to her

that he was now divorced and free to marry, she instantly

reverted to the passionate and spontaneous woman of her

Zurich days:

So wollte mir dieses h8chste cIück, auf das ich
hatte verzichten müssett, an das ich nicht mehr
gedacht hatte, von selbst aIs ein Geschenk unver-
sehens in den Schoss fallen. Dieses Geschenk
zurückzuweisen kam nicht in die Frage. Diese
Liebe war inmitten einer unsicheren Welt das
Gewisse. Es handelte sich nicht darum, 2r., wåh-
len, was ich tun wollte, alles \¡/ar schon getan,
meine Liebe hatte immer bestanden und bestand,
und es handelte sich nur darum, das, was sie so
verschijttet hatte, zv entfernen, damit ihre
Flammen sich frei entfalten kånnten. (p. 378)
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Ricarda's love for Richard had never died. How could she

have ever stopped loving him? He had been her first love,

and the harmony she had once felt with him and within herself
had never been duplicated in another relatiorrship. At last,
the Romantic Ricarda was to be fulfirled: she was to be

united with her one true love. No longer would she feer the

isolation that resurted from being unable to furfill a union

that brought such harmony to her life and being.

even Manno, had ever been able to replace Richard

No one, not

and the

relationship she had had with him--an absolute love:

indem der Geliebte einen nicht auswechselbaren
und nicht wiederholbaren, einen einmaligen und
absoluten lVert für sie darstellte, fünf[e sie
sich durch ihn und mit ihm in die metaphysische
Region erhoben, hingerissen z\r dem Grenzenlosen
und Unendlichen, das zLr erreichen ihre tiefste
Sehnsucht war.l

The need to satisfy thÍs most important desire of her heart
ended her marriage to Manno.

In her youth Ricarda had lived in a dream worId, Iet-
ting fate and her emotions guide her. Through Richard she

had experienced love "in seiner naturhaft ,rr"ptürrglichen

Konstellation".2 For years it was to be her whole life,
the reason for her existence. when it ended because of
Richard's decision to stay with his family, Ricarda had been

lHoppe, pp. 588-89

2Hoppe, p. 46
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crushed, but her desire to experience 1ife had roused her to
action. Determined to get to know herserf better and to find
another purpose, another reason, for her existence she had

turned to her writj-ng. No matter what tragedies were to

befalr her in life, now or in the futurer she would be abre

to maintain a positive out.look because of her belief that she

wourd always find something to make her life worth living.
she was determined "to continue seeking positive values in
life even at the darkest hour". l

Ricarda's greatest desire became t.o recapture the

harmony, both physical and spiritual, that she had expe-

rienced with Richard. rt was not until Manno, however, that
the possibirity of achieving this presented itself. Arthough

she did not find this harmony with him, her emotions did

experience a steady peace which they had not known before.

Through her marriage to him and the birth of a chird, Ricarda

also discovered the purpose of sacrifice. As a wife and

mother she encountered experiences which put restrictions on

her, but these served to make her realize how truly varuabre

her sacrifices were. Her chird also became a bridge, a means

of connecting Ricarda to life and, at last, to reality. Her

love for her child had made it possible for her to recapture

the joy of living.2

lsanders, p

2sanders, p

7L
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In the autobiographical writings so far, two sides to
Ricarda's nature have been presented: the Romantic and the

Skeptic. Through her disastrous affair with Richard she Ïrad

become the Skeptic, having lost touch with the world and her

emotions. Unable and unwilling to bear such pain again, she

never once became honestly involved with a man during her

years in Swj-tzerland. She had buitt a shell around her

emotions and created her own world as a means of protecting
herself from reality. However, her eventual desi-re to regain

conÈact with life led her to attach herself to Romantic types

who were filled with "Lebenskraft".l With Manno's help she

was able to develop into "der lebensgläubige und lebens-

tråttige Typus"2 that was the Romantic side to her nature.

fhrough Manno she again experienced love, although quite

different from the one she had known with Richard. It was

love, nonetheless, which she needed in order to feel alive
and, when her marriage with l,lanno did not provide her with

the harmohlr the true love, that she required she was only

too ready to recapture it with Richard.

This polarity within Ricarda "macht die Struktur ihrer
Pers8nlichkeit aus."3 Although she suffered greatly as a

result of being unable to unite these two poles, this dualism

lHoppe,

2Hoppe,

3Hoppe,

p. 304

p. 306

p. 3L2
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\¡/as also "die Geburtsståtte ihres Sch8pfertums"l, providing

her with the inspiration for many of her writings. However,

through all the changes that the portrait has undergone,

Ricarda's image has remaj-ned egocentric and a "Kind der

Elemente " .

lnoppe, p. 3L2
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Shattered lllusions: The Never-Endinq

Search for Harmony

Fate had always played an important role in how Ricarda

perceived her life and the world. Basically, she believed

that fate was fíck1e--that it governed. without regard to what

an individual did or did not deserve. However, she did admit

that her failed marriage to Manno had in large part been her

fault:

Ungesehen folgen Engel oder Furien unseren
cäágen, je ttactt unsãren guten oder bðsen Taten.
lVie sich ein. Glied folgerichtig ins andere
schliesst, eåfft uns nicht auf, aber plåtzlich
halten die Rachegåttinnen uns n8rrniscñ ihre
Rechte hin, die uns erdrosseln soII. (p. 377)

It was this same fate that now gave her and Richard the

opportunity to actually fulfill their true love" Her time

with Manno she now salv as simply having been a warm and happy

interlude--a world that had been his reality, but not her

or¡/n. Her reality, her purpose in life, was to love Richard.

She had been snatched out of her world into another's, but

now she was back where she belonged

Richard and Ricarda moved to Braunschweig, but without

Busi for the first little while. Understandably, Richard

would want this period to be alone with Ricarda but, although

he was prepared to acknowledge Busi as a part of Ricarda and

to love her as such, he was jealous that he would not have

Ricarda's attentions entirely to himself. Ricarda was
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convinced, however, that after the three of them trad tived
together for a little while Richard and Busi would grow

accustomed to each other.

Ricarda was forty-three years old and Richard fifty-
seven when they married. Not having to concern herself with

housework or Busi for the first whire, Ricarda had plenty of

time for herself. This cTrange in routine made her feel an

emptiness, which Richard's love alone could not fill. Sub-

merging herself in her writing, ttrerefore, helped to filf a

part of this void. It fulfilted not only her need for crea-

tive expression, but was also a vehicle for keeping in touch

with her feelings, especially those that she had for Richard.

To all outward appearanc€sr Ricarda's new life seemed ideal.
Not only had she marrj-ed the man she had longed for most of

her life, but she also had the opportunity and the time she

needed to devote herself to her own creative endeavors. Un-

fortunately, complications arose. Although Ricarda was sat-

isfied in matters of love and work, there was still that

emptiness inside her. Ricarda missed Busi so mucTr that
Richard fínally agreed to have her come live with them much

earlier than had originally been planned. In Braunschweig

Busi had lots of cousins and friends her own age and was

heartily welcomed by all. Even Richard made efforts to show

her some affection. Although he was not overjoyed with this

arrangement, he tried not to let Ricarda see that it upset

him.
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Ricarda had always loved Busi passionately and showed

her feelings toward her daughter openly. Now, however, this

tenderness was considered to be excessive by Ríchard, and so

Ricarda tried to hide it. Richard was of the opinion that

Ricarda was only spoiling her daughter by such a display of

affection. Manno had always enjoyed seeing this love between

a mother and her child, but with Richard it. was ttre opposJ-te.

Ricarda couldn't even kiss Busi without generating disap-

proval. Therefore, whenever there were other people around,

Ricarda would try not to show any tenderness toward her

child, but this caused Busi to cling to her al1 the more.

Ricarda resented the fact that she, a mother, was made to

feel guilty about giving affection to her child. Richard's

displeasure manifested itself in another way as well. It was

his custom to play piano after the evening meal. However,

since the piano was close to Busi's room, Richard's playing

prevented her from falling asleep. It became obvious to

Ricarda that she would have to approach him about this, but

this v/as not an easy thing to do knowing

about her feelings for her daughter. In

this sj-tuation and Richard's jealousy of

believed that fate had given her what she

how sensitive he was

her turmoil over

Busi, Ricarda

deserved:

nun tåhmte mich das Bewusstsein dessen, wie
dieses Kj-nd nun durch uns Schaden gelitten tratte
und noch litt. Meine Schuld war êsr dass sich
die Menschen, die sich am meisten liebten
auseinanderreissen, und dass ich das Unfassbare
und Abenteuerliche zum Alltäglichen und Richtigen
machen musste. (p. 384)
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Not only did Ricarda's rove for Richard require her to deny

her love for her daughter, but her rove for her daughter

wourd be interpreted as a deniar of her love for Richard. rt
became increasingly apparent that Richard wished to be rid of
Busi, and Ricarda was forced to make a choice. since she

berieved that she had found her purpose in life in roving
Richard, she sent Busi back to live with Manno and his second

wife. Ricarda suffered as a result of this, though:

in mir war ês r als ob mein Herz zerrj_ssen wäre.
Ich war gegangenr meiri Kind fortz!_rgeben, weil
mein lrfann seine Eifersucht nicht überwinden
konnte. Er hatte mich wåh1en lassen zwischen ihm
und meinem Kinde (p. 385)

Naturally, this made her feel extremery angry and bitter not

only with Richard but also with herserf. she had been made

to feer that she was responsible for Richard's unhappiness,

but she wasn't strong enough to fight against the manipu-

ration she was experiencing--and a shocking rearizat.ion came

over her:

Ein entsetzliches
das, v/as ich für
hatte, die Liebe
glückselige war,

. (p. 386 )

Yet, she couldn't belie her love

decision she believed to be the

Richard's jeatousy of Busi

He was also jealous of Ricarda's

which she spent a great deal of

necessary for her to be aIone.

cefi,ifrf beschlich mich, dass
etwas vorübergehendes gehalten
zrJ Manno, die eigentlíche, die
die mir beschieden gewesen war

for Richard, She had made a

right one.

thewas not

devotion

time and

This she

to

during

could

problem.

writing,

which it

only

her at

lVAS

not change.
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nür den schðpferischen Menschen ist in Zeiten der
Produktion er selbst unvermeidlich das Wich-
tigste, weil er nur aus sich selbst schaffen
kann. Sich in Stimmung zr7 erhalten oder zv ver-
setzen, ist nicht. Egoismus, sondern die Voraus-
setzung für sein weite erzeugendes Schaffeni er
muss Vérständnis dafür von "ãittet Umgebung er-
warten. I

Richard had no understanding for this situation. In fact, he

resented it. As a man of his time, he had expected his

wife's tifestyle to adjust to his, and her love for him to be

the centre of Ïrer existence. Ricarda's devotion to her

writing and her daughter did not allow for this. Her work

also made her somewhat financiatly independent, and she would

not give this up. It was Richard, therefore, who had to

adjust his life to suit Ricarda's schedule. Ricarda was no

longer the young girl whose love and life he could have

molded to suit himself. Her maturity and independence nolv

made this impossible.

After having sent Busi back to Manno, Ricarda was faced

was a mother who had

her child. The bitter-

with deating with the fact that. she

deliberately chosen her husband over

ness and guilt 
"1" experienced as a result of this was

naturally carried over in her demeanor toward Richard. This,

coupled with the fact that she was no longer the ideal that

Richard had expected, resulted in his becoming interested in

a muCh younger v/oman, Someone Over whom he had a great deal

more influence. Ricarda st.ill loved Richard, however, for he

lHoppe, p.572
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continued to repiesent the true love that she had experienced

with him. Yet, she couldn't ignore her daughter either. To

say that Ricarda suffered because of this arrangement wourd

be an understatement. During the return journey from a hoti-
day that she and Busi had taken together, Ricarda had a ner-

vous breakdown. White recuperating, she had t.ime to take

stock of alr that had happened to her, and belj-eved that once

agai-n she ?rad gotten what she deserved:

Gescheitert \¡/ar ich. Auf was ich gebaut hatte,
v/ar zusammengebrochen, v¡as ich bessessen, hatte
ich verloren, verscherzL. Ich hatte das G1ück in
den Hånden und erkannte es nichtr gab es hin für
ein lrrlicht, das mich ins Verderben lockte. Ich
sah es allein ein, sah ein, dass ich erntete, was
ich gesåt hattei das machte mich nicht weniger
elend. Es machte mich auch nicht gerechter gegen
Richard. (p.387)

Ricarda had finally won what she had so long hoped for--
Richard and his love--but instead of nurturing this, by being

devoÈed to Richard rather than to her work, she had ignored

the warning signs of failure perhaps in much the same v/ay as

she had done during her marriage to Manno. For this, she

believed, fate was nov/ punishing her. Ricarda had wanted to

be so many things: a toving wife and mother, dedicated to

Ïrer work as well as to a happy and successful marriage. When

this lvas impossible, she suffered physically as well as

emotionally.

It was toward the end of that summer in 1910 that
Ricarda ful1y realized how much Richard wished to be rid of

her. Whether thi-s was the outcome of her nervous breakdown
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or his jealousy of Busi, Ricarda was certain of only one

thing: he was more interested in the young woman than in his

own wife. Being a proud individual, she moved out of

Richard's home. She did not want to create an ugly scene

between herself and the man whom she had loved so deeply and

for so long. Since Richard no longer seemed to love her and

sÏre wasn't able to change this, Ïrer love for him also came to

an end:

Das war das Ende meiner Liebe, deren Allgewalt
mich vor Schuld entlastete, zv der sie mich
getrieben hatte. \¡Ienn das mich entlasten konnte,
was ich an Qualen qelitten habe: ich ?rabe diese
Liebe als nðllenfeúer gerüntt. (p. 387)

directly contributed to the

demise of their relationship. V'Ihatever problems

their marriage, therefore' \¡/ere always the fault

over which she had no control, such as Richard's

arose rn

of something

jealousy.

for someoneAccording to Else Hoppe, this

like Ricarda:

attitude is typical

What is noteworthy of Ricarda's

once considers that she may have

Niemals aber, und das
die stark subjektive,
Pers8nlichkei€r macTrte
wie ihr Wesen auf den
k8nnte. I

reaction here is that she not

ist charakteristisch für
von sich selbst erfüllte
sie sich Gedanken darüber,

anderen gewirkt haben

Richard trad expected Ricarda to adjust her lifestyle to suit

his, and vice versa. Neither was too willing to undertake

such a sacrifice, although they may have had good intentions.

lHoppe, p. 57o
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Even though this was not a comfortable situation, Ricarda

apparently had not wanted the marriage to end:

der Wunsch, das langersehnte Gliick *ðg" nicht
trügerisch sein, *.i in Ricarda Huch viel z\t
gewgltig, als dass sie nicht mit der gewissen
Érnijcrrtãrung fertig geworden wåre, diã sich
einstellte, al-s ihr Leben mit dem geliebten Mann
nicht mehr in leidenschaftlichen Augenblicks-
begegnungen bestand, sondern in das Gleichmass
des Alltags ünerging. So war es denn auch nicht
sie, von der der Wunsch ausging, die Ehe aufzu-
geben, zumal nicht, nachdem ein Punkt, der ernst-
liche Schwierigkeiten gemacht hatte t zt) ihrer¡t_ _ .völligen Zufriedenheit geordnet war t. . . I dass
Mariette Ceconi ein halbes Jahr beim Vater in
MlTnchen, das andere halbe Jahr bei der Mutter in
Braunschweig sein sollte, und damit war Ricarda
Huch durchaus zufrieden. I

It seems that Ricarda possessed a rather naive and romantic

notion that true love would always retain its passion. When

this initial passion faded and day-to-day living took its
place, Ricarda became disenchanted. She had been content

with this durJ-ng her marriage to Manno because at that time

she had believed that this v/as love. With Richard, however,

she found it hard to accept, for she had believed their pas-

sion would last. forever. As well, Ricarda did not want to

accept that she couldn't be a successful mother, career woman

and wife all at the same time, and her failure to keep such

control over her Iife caused her to experience great turmoil.
If she wanted to fulfill her emotíonal needs through Richard,

she would have to give up wríting and if, instead, she de-

cided to fulfill her creative needs, she would have to give

lHoppe, p. 569
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up Richard. This was complicated by the fact that because

Richard could not tolerate Busi, Ricarda would arso eventu-

ally have to give up her daughter if she wanted to be happy

in her marriage. This last option was reinforced by a friend
who had written and advised Ïrer that Busi would have a happy

life of her own with her father and his second wife and that
Ricarda should, therefore, and without guilt, think of making

herself happy by sharing her life with Richard.l Ricarda's

maternal instinct was too strong, though, to give up her

daughter in this v/ã1lr and she realized that her creative

drive could also not simply be suppressed. Ricarda, there-
fore, Ieft Richard and moved. to Munich. The three short
years that their marriage had lasted ended in divorce in
191I .

In Munich Ricarda once again delved into her writi_ng

body and soul in an attempt to overcome her pain. Here she

began writíng historical works such as Der grosse Krieg in
Deutschland. If wars bored her, why did this one capture her

attention? In this \¡/ar, she explained, she saw parallels to

her o!ün life, especially in the element of tragedy. To over-

come this tragedy within herself she had to express it in

writing. It was a form of therapy for her. If she could

become objective about her pain, she would be able to deal

with it much better. During the years lgto to LgL2 Ricarda

lHoppe, p. 573
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also regularly corresponded with her childhood friend Anna

Klie. In her letters to Anna, the fulI depth of her pain is
illustrated by the fact that she appears to ?rave totally
become the skeptical character type of trer writings, who

suffers from and fears life:

In dem leisen, beherrschten Ton der Briefe t. .. ]
vibriert ein qeheimes Beben und verrät d.ie
vollkommene niscfrütterung der Seele [. . . ] Die
Berührung mit Menschen wLrd geflohen. weil sie zv
schmerzhãft ist fi.ìr das verwundete cemüt und die
gereizten Ngrveni nur in der Einsamkeit kann der
Schmerz bekå.mpft werd.en, den zu ertragen die
ganze Kraft aufgeboÈen werden muss. I

Just as she required solitude in order to workr so too dicl

she now requJ-re it. to come to terms with the pain she was

experiencing. Beíng human, though, she also welcomed the

emotional support offered by her girtfriends, but this did

not lessen her suffering. She inew that she had to overcome

it. in her own way. Rather than actively searching for a new

value to give her life meaning, as she had always done in the

past, she no\¡/ chose to use those qualities within her "die

dem geistigen Menschen im Lebenskampf zvr Verfügung stehen:

Stolz und Humor, und keiner von beiden versagt auch nur einen

Augenbli-ck und sei es der denkbar dunkelste."2 These were

her weapons no\¡/. Because of her pride, Ricarda was deter-

mined not to let Richard know how badly she had been hurt.

She would hold her head high, for she wanted it to appear as

lHoppe, p

2Hoppe, p

575

579
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though the decision to end the marriage trad been hers. This

would make it. easier for Trer to deal with people. As well,

her ability to continually see the positive aspects of her

life also helped her to carry on.

fhis new approach to dealing with her life was not the

only change that she underwent at this time. In the letters

she wrote to Anna, one trait appears again and again: "ein

ausgesprochener Hang zum Aberglauben, ein lVunsch zur Schick-

salsergründung, eine leicht zu weckende Angst vor Unglück und

Tod. "I Ricarda had always been fearful and superstitious,

but became even more so now. She had also become more con-

scious of the fact that she was growing older and that she

was no longer the active participant in life that she Ïrad

once been.2 In her depressed state, Ïter wish was to re-

treat from life so that no one could witness the pain she was

feeling. As such, her view of life also underwent a change"

In the past it naa been her desire to live life to the ful-

Iest., usually by living it through an ideal or person, es-

pecially Richard. When this finally failed and caused her

utter emotionat turmoil, she realized that it was up to her

alone to regain harmony in her life, not through active phys-

ical contact with life but through active mental and

rHoppe,

2Hoppe,

p. 577

p. 578
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spiritual participation.I Writing, therefore, became more

important to her than ever. It was now not only a vehicle

for regaining her perspective on the world but, in her view,

the means through which stre would live Ìrer life. In the

past, her writings had always been either directly or in-
directly influenced by her feelings for Richard. With him

goner so too were these writings that had been connected to

the physical aspect of her love for him" I From nov/ on no

person would ever be more important to her than herself, not

even those who were closest to her. These people were for

her now only companions,

denn in den Mittelpunkt ihrer Existenz rückt
f. . . I sie selber, ihr" eigene sch8pferische
Persðnlichkeit. Das heisst: es wurde ihr
bewusst [. . . ] dass sie dazu berufen sei, ihr
Leben im schðpferischen Werk aufgehen zu lasse
und d.ass sie iür diese Auszeichtrúng den unerlä
lichen Tribut zrt zahlen Ìratte. z

fI¡
ss-

She was to live her life creatively, but in a different vein

from the one slre had followed previously:

Menschen ihrer Art *ü"""n sich vor einem Zuviel
der Eindrücke und Einwirkungen schützen. Der

-ttschöpferische Mensch ist von gesteigerte
Erlebnisfåfriqfeit. Er muss das Mass, was er auf-
nímmt, beschiänken, um d,en entgegengesetzten
Strom, der aus seiner Innerlichkeit der WeIt
entgegendrängt,-.nicht zu hem¡nen. Nur im jugend-
fictren stadiüm lìnerwiegt das rezeptíve veitrãrten.
Im Stadium tätiger Wir[samkeit aagegen st8rt die
Berührung mit dãr Umwelt leicht mehr, als dass
sie anregte. Wichtiger erscheínt die einfach
naturhafte Beziehung zum Leben, wie sie Ricarda

rHoppe, p.589
2Hoppe, p. 591
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Huch in dieser Spanne ihres Daseins
Kind und durctr die schlichte Ordnung
lichkeit hergestellt sah. Um so int
wird der seliene Ej-ndruck ausgesch8p
schðpferisctre Mensch an sich ñerantå

durch
ihrer

ihr
-- lrHaus -

aber
der

ensiver
ft, den
sst. l

Peace and solitude, not direct experiences, were no\¡/

prerequisites in order for her to live and express her life
creatively. Harmony, she believed, would come through ob-

jecti-vity, and this possibility had presented itself through

her historical writings.2 These writings embodied

Ricarda's own constant internal struggles. Through these

struggles she had learned that diversity and conflict in the

world were necessary in order for a society t.o develop. An

ideal example of such a development had occurred in Germany

in the Middle Ages, and Ricarda's entire historical works

illustrated this society. 3

After having complet.ed Èhe first volume of Der grosse

Krieg in Deutschland in L9L2, Ricarda had written to Anna

Klie informing her of this accomplishment.4 In this 1etter
she again expressed her belief that fate wasn't always fair
or right.. Her experience with Richard had confirmed this

lHoppe, p. 583

2Paul Fechter, "Ricarda Huchr "
(March-May L948), t0-Il.

The GaLe, 2, no. l,

3Re j-nhard Buchwald,
Dichterbildnesse. Ricard

Bekennende Dichtung. Zwei
a Huch und Hermann Hesse ( Stuttgart:

S Hirzel Verlag, 1949), p. 25.

4Hoppe, p. 585
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and, despite her efforts at tempering her subjectivity with
objectivity, she had arso been unsuccessful at achieving the

harmony she longed for through her historical writings. Her

historical view, fortunately, was not limited to only a pas-

sionate subjective interest in the events but arso made room

for a theological interpretation of them, even though this
interpretation was often outweighted by her intellectual
reasoning. I She was not a religious person who believed in
the t.eachings of the Church, but she did belj-eve what she

read in the Bible:

Sie findet, dass sich die Kirche auf das Gegen-
Ëeil von dem gründet, was die Bibel lehrt:
üneretl in aei neiligen Schrift erkennt sie die
vers8hnende Umfas",rtri t...1 von Natur und Geist,
wåhrend die Kirche ¡eiae auseinanderreisst und
die Natur als gottfeindlich verdammt. I

fhis "vers8hnende Umfassung t. . . ] von Natur und. Geist" \das

precisely in tune with Ricarda's own ideas and desires for
harmony within herself and her life. Although she did not

possess this within herself at that time, these beliefs
helped her regain a more positive outlook on life. True, she

was growing older and death was inevitable, but she even-

tually shook this fear in the realization that she was alive
and could st.ill enjoy life.2 Ricarda was only able to feel
this way when she fully accepted the existence of a higher

compassionate power. The end of her marriage to Richard had

lcitlischewski, p. 95

2noppe, p. 586
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not, therefore, been the

new period of development

of her life but the start of a

it:

end

in

Man müsste wohl alles durchgemacht haben, h/as ich
d.urchgemacht haber un mein õrüct ganz tlitrten z:l
können. Nach jahrelenger Zerrissenheit war ich
ganz frei. Der Unglücksfaden, der eine unheil-
volle Leidenschaft begonnen hatte, war ganz und
gar abgesponnen, ein Stücf Leben ausgelebt, das
wie ein Fe1sblock auf meÍnem Wege gelegen hatte.
Das Leben fing für mich frisch, moigenñe1l, voll
von ungeduldigen xräften noch einmai an. Ich
hatte nur sehr wenig GeId, war jetzt ganz auf
mich angewiesen; aber ich hatte die Zuversicht,
dass es gehen würde, und es ging. (p. 315)

Ricarda had gained a new outlook on lifer ârrd when world war

r broke out she wanted to share it. she wanted to give back

to the people their lost faith and hoped to approach this in
her book Luthers Glaube (1916), in which she illustrated her

personal dictum: "Mut machen, Spiegel sein, Wegweiser

sein. "I This book, and other personal philosophical

writings that followed, v/ere. much more than lectures and

personal confessions. They were her philosophy about

humanity and nature, based on an acknowledgement of God, and

were directed at the entire society and nation.2 yet,

Ricarda was not a deeply religious person, for during the

happiest times of her life she held a reserved attitude
toward christianity and the church: "Persänliche Freitreit,
nicht Straffreiheit, sondern Verantwortlichkeit und

Schaffenskraft, das ist t...] das Wesen des Christentums."3

lBuchwald, p. 19

2Buchwald, p. 24

3citlischewski, as cited on p. 94
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When war was declared Ricarda, true to form, had not

been the least bit interested in this poritical development.

she believed it would be over in a short time and that
Germany wourd be victorious. Ttrese expectations, arthough

commendable in their loyalty, were naive. Ricarda had ab-

solutely no interest ín politics and couId, therefore, make

no reasonabry factuar or intelligent deductions about the

outcome of this v/ar. This situation merery serves to stress
that Ricarda stírl lived in a world all her own, where the

problems and pressures of the reality around her had no

prace. she was happy again in her existence and wantecl it t.o

remaj-n so. Her happiness was augmented by the fact that in
l9l5 she had finally been able Lo have Busi live with her

permanently, since Manno and his wife had moved out of
Germany. What more could Ricarda ask for? Having with her

the person she most dearly cared for in the world made her

feel like the happiest person alive.
Although Manno was married and now lived in Italy, he

and Ricarda kept in touch. They had a special relationship
that could not be affected by distance or ottrer people. It
embodied the most genuine love between a man and herself that
Ricarda had, or wouldr êv€r come across, and her description
bore witness to thís:

Manno betreffend hatte ich nur den einen lVunsch,
dass er lebt.e, dass er da warr ês war nicht
n8tig, dass er bei mir war. Dass er mích liebte,
wusste ich, und. wenn er selbgt mir gesagt hätte,
er liebte mich nicht mehr, hätte icti es nicht
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geglaubt. Das, was uns verband, sass so fest in
uns, wie die Persänlichkeit in einem sitzt; dies
Bewusstsein allerdings hätte ich nicht missen
kännen. (p. 324) -

Noteworthy is that Ricarda refers onty to the fact that Manno

loved her, and not vice versa. This was typical for her,

though. Being the type of person she was, it had always been

necessary for others to adjust themselves to her, not she to
them. Ricarda needed to live in an atmosphere in which she

felt loved in order to live and work, and in which she didn't
need to declare her love for others constantly. This was

what she had with Manno, and the reason they didn't need to

be together physically. Each was secure in the knowledge of

that love--a love which transcended not only physical but

also temporal limitations. This particular aspect is ex-

panded upon as Ricarda continues her description of their
relationship:

Mir ist manchmal der Vers von Goethe eingefallen:
"Ach du warst in Zeiten die versansen--Meine
Schwester oder meine Frau"i aenri, Jo nätte ich
mir denken k8nnen, wir wären in verflossenen
Jahrhunderten in anderer Daseinsform und -art

t gev/esen, d.ass wir überaIl wie ein
riges uns immer wieder fj-nden
. 324)

Although this takes into consideration the idea of rein-
carnation, Rj-carda's intention was only to illustrate that
they were inseparable, that they belonged together naturally

as much as he lovedand unquestionably. That she loved Manno

her cannot be disputed. It must be remembered, though, that

the most important person in her life was herself, and that

other people--even Manno and Busi--were merely companions and
L42
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not her reason for living, although she roved them both very

much. fhis attitude is obvious in trer description of a small

trip she and Busi took to celebrate her fiftieth birthday:
Busi war damals, \denn auch den Jahren nach fast
noch ein Kind, noch nicht sanz fünfzehn Jahre
alt, reif genugr rfrTr ein ceãährte z\r sein; wir
waren wie zweí Freundinrêrrr die dem Gefängnis
entsprungen sind und nun wieder ein Abenteuer-
Ieben beginnen. (p. 32L)

It may be that Ricarda used the words "Gefåhrte" and

"Freundinnen" loosely, with no intention of indicating that
this described her feelings for and relatj-onship with her

daughter. However, no matter how much she loved someone,

their main purpose in Ricarda's life was to be a companion.

This is reinforced when Ricarda and Busi set out for Switzer-

land, where they planned to live during the war: "Wir waren

nicht wie Mutter und Tochter, mehr wie zwei Abenteurer, die

in ein Gefångnis geraten r¡/aren und eben die Freiheit
wiedererlangt haben" (p. 326). Another noteworthy point in
these last two quotations is Ricarda's reference to prison

and freedom. She does not use these terms lightly. They

are, in actualj-ty, symbolic and representative of her

emotional state of the last several years. The passion and

emotional turmoil in her relationship with Rj-chard had been

an "Unglücksfaden", a "Felsblock". Finalty she had becorne

free of this "prison", and with this freedom she had gained a

new life full of happiness and adventure. This freerl.om, how-

ever, is quite different from the "wiedergewonnene Freiheit"
(p. 2L6) that she had felt, for example, upon ending her
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engagement to a young man she had known many years earlj-er in
switzerland. The freedom she now fert was the resurt of
finally coming to terms with herself and with a way of life
that suited her emotionally and creatively. This freedom

gave her happiness, the pursuit of which was as important to
her now as her need t.o pursue experiences in life had been

many years ago.

There \¡/ere two main reasons for Rícarda and Busi moving

to Switzerland. First, the war made it extrememly difficult
for them to exchange letters with Manno. In Switzerland they

wouldn't have this problem, and it would also be possible for
Manno to visit them. Secondly, Ricarda would be able to look

after Ïrerself much beLter there than she could in Germany.

Ever since Busi's birth she had had problems with her health.
In 1916 she obtained her doctor's permission to go to

Switzerland for health reasons. One of their first major

stops was in Winterthur and, in a diary that she and Busi

kept, Ricarda mentioned how happy she was not to hear German

spoken: "das ist aber etwas rein Phonetisches, nichts

Politisches", she wrote (p. 405). As a Romantic she found

the Swiss language to be much more musical and pleasant to

hear. The natural beauty of the area--the rolling hills and

many trees--also captured her nature-loving spirit. Using

Winterthur as their base, they made a couple of trips to

smaller towns nearby. These were Heustrich-Bad and

Oesch-tnensee and, from the descriptions in their "Notizbuch",
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these trips seemed rather unexciting. About Heustrich-Bad

Ricarda wrote:

es sitzen alte Leute und Kinder herum und essen
andauernd oder \^tarten aufs Essen. t...] Ich werde
auch essen und verdauen und mich besinnen und
träumen. (p. 406)

Busi 's description of their activities in Oeschinensee also

appears boring, such as borrowing a book from a v/oman at the

hotel, making sandwiches for a picnic lunch, drinking tea.

It seems from these descriptions that there is nothing more

exciting than this to do. Perhaps the purpose of these

excursions was simply to relax, and nothing else. After her

divorce from Richard, Ricarda's only desire had been to be

left alone so that stre could have the peace stre needed to

heal emotionally and to write. She no longer sought

experiences to supply mat.erial for Ïrer projects for she had a

wealth of material within herself:

Selbst wenn Ricarda Huch nur durch H8rensagen von
Ereignissen.-erfätrrt, die sie interegsieren, so knüpft
sich eine r'üffe von Assoziationen für sie daran, und
¡t-überraschend wird das sche
allgemeiner Betrachtungen.

nbar Kleinste zum AnlassiI

fhe trip to Switzerland was, therefore, ideal for Ricarda.

Experiences, per sêr htere not important, but gaining nev/

impressions were. Ricarda also seemed to believe more in God

and less in superstition, according to Busi:

MIima] sagte, sie sei nicht mehr abergläubisch,
und ich erklårte das damit, dass sie jeLzL allen
Aberglauben und alles auf den lieben Gott

lHoppe, p. 583
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gev/orfen hat. Ach, ich wollte, sie hätte ihren
lieben Aberglauben wieder, d,enn was für eine
Plage diesei ewige liebe Gott für einen vernünf-
tigen Menschen wie mich ist, kann man gar nicht
beschreiben. (pp. 406-07)

Busi found Ricarda's philosophy of relating everything to God

to be extreme. However, Ricarda had not stopped being super-

stitious but had become even more so. The morning that they

had planned a trip to Oeschinensee, Busi had found a spider.

This \¡/as a bad omen for Ricarda. upon meeting their travel-
Iing companions, they discovered that their trip would have

to be shortened. "Mima war etwas enttåuschtr " Busi wrote,

"aber gar nicht überrascht, dass etwas passiert war wegen der

Spinne" (p. 4O7). Ricarda had expected a disappointment

because of the omen of that morning.

From Winterthur they continued their trip by train, and

Ricarda mentioned every little place they stopped, had their
lunch, changed trains, and so on. Even thunderstorms and

rain are mentioned. This account may appear tedious but

every detail, even the smallestr corljured up a wealth of

impressions and images for Ricarda. Their next stop was

Aeschi, where they had the good fortune of finding todgings

that suited them perfectly. Ricarda was totally satisfied:

Wie glücklich wir waren', das tåsst sich nicht
schildern. Ich war zusalnmen, mit dem Menschen,
der mir am liebsten auf der Welt war, dem Kinde,
das mir viel mehr als Kind war, mir innigst ver-
wandt und docTr fremd und neu, ein Ton, der mit
mir wohllautend zusanrmenklang. Und uns umgaben
die gel-iebten Berge, die efü;fisalp schimmernd am
Horizont wie ein breiter, silberner Schild;
zwischen den griìnen Matten lagen die einzelnen
kleinen Häuser verstreut, wir waren weitab von
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Krieg, Ì"lenschentrandeln und Menschenwirrsal'
(p. 326)

In her description of their happiness, the Romantic elements

of music, nature, colour and movement are sharply evident'

This is the context in which Ricarda feels trerself at her

best, both physically and emotionally. She and Busi would

spend hours reading here, especiatly biographies and

autobiographies to which Ricarda could relate: "Der Mensch

in immer neuer Gestalt fesselt sie, und am Menschen dies, wie

er den Kampf des Lebens und die besonderen Aufgaben, die es

ihm stellt, besteht. "l From behind the house which they

occupied, Ricarda could see the Blümlisatp and an old small

church with a graveyard and towering linden-trees. "Als ich

das alles sahr" she wrote in her "NOtiZbuCh", "bekam iCh ein

Cetütlt, wie wenn ich nun endlich in der Heimat *å.t.. Ich war

vollkommen glücklich" (p. 4L4). She was also completely at

peace, living a fairy tale existence with Busi, far removed

from reality. Life in the outside world now hardly

interested her at all. As far as sþe was concerned, the war

did not exist.

One Sunday, as she

a sudden

sat watching PeoPle going to the

urge to do likewise: "Ich hatte

dieser Predigt sollte mír ein omen

because Busi considered going to

be sacreligious, Ricarda absconded.

church, she felt

mir ausgedacht,

sein" (P. 4f5).

church for this

der Text

However,

reason to

lHoppe, p. 582
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Besides, she wasn't religious in the general sense of the

word. In her com¡nents about the minister and religion as a

wholer she stated that she disliked the dogmas and rigid

organization of Christianity. What she had found most ap-

pealing that Sunday morning had been the beautiful natural

setting of the church, the luxurious parsonê9€, the wonder-

fully situated village--in short, everything but religion

itself.

Toward the end of their

evening was

small detail

by a group

during the

Ricarda 's

put on

arose

stay in Aeschi, a variety

of French ,orisoners of war.

course of this évening that

utter apathy for the war and

A

once again stressed

politics:

Als am Schlusse die lularseillaise gesungen wurde,
stimmte ich unwillkilrfich mit ein, bis ein Herr
[...] mir zuflüsterte, ich möchte das lieber
unterlassen, es k8nne mir von anwesend.en Deu-
tschen verdacht werden und ich kðnnte Unannehm-
lichkeiten haben. Das war mir nicht in den Sinn
qekommen. Ich war ganz in meinem G1ückstraum
Éefangen, fütrtte miõrr weit fort von Kriegsver-
wicklung, ja ich hatte den Krieg eigentlich
versessen [. . . ] Mit Politik ]ratte ich mich nie
¡esõrråftigi, und..zwar hauptsåchlich deshalb, weil
ich wohl iie¡e für das deütsche VoIk, aber keine
Sympathie und kein Interesse für den deutschen
Staat hatte. (p. 327)

This disinterest made it possible for her to remove herself

physically and emotionally from the realities of the war and

to continue living in a dream world. Controlling her envi-

ronment in this way was now necessary in order for her to be

able to create. Ricarda was genuinely happy and fulfilled.

In Switzerland, she had the physical advantages of not
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suffering the ravages of war and of being able to better care

for her healthr ês well as the emotional environment of peace

and Busi's love that she needed to write. This was her life

for a little more than two years, years which v¡ere, fot her,

"Jahre des G1ücks [. . . ] ein Geschenk" (pp " 328-29).

A great part of Ricarda's and Busi's stay in Switzer-

land had also been spent in Bern, which had occasioned

Ricarda to become reacquainted with the works of Jeremias

Gotthelf. She had disliked him very much during her Zurich

period (1887-96) ¡ut now found a sort of soul mate in him.

She delivered a lecture on him in Bern during the winter of

L9L6/L7 entitled "Jeremias Gotthelfs Weltanschauung". In him

she saw her own philosophy confirmed: "er ist ihr eine

Persðnlichkeit, in der die lVeltanschauung der Bibel noch

einmal packenden Ausdruck gefunden hat. "I The basic ele-

ment common to both Ricarda'S and Gotthelf's works and phi-

losophies was that of struggle. "Nur im Kampfer " Ricarda

stated in her lecture, "nur in freier l'iirksamkeit und

t¡eetätigung erwirbt sich die Pers$nlichkeit ihren Char-

akter. "2 Both had illustrated this struggle in their

writings by contrasting the roles of Ïrusband and wife as set

down by Divine Ordinance. The husband, who was the repre-

lHoppe, p

2Ricarda
Ricarda Huch.

. 705

Huch, "Jeremias Gotthelfs
Gesammelte 'vrlerke ( rðtn:

Weltansctrauung, "
Kiepenheuer &

Witsch, L974), V, P. 758.
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sentative of the world, v/as superior because of his social

and lega1 status. The wife, on the other hand, hras God's

representative on Earth. Her role was as mediator between God

and nân. Since she did not enjoy the same independence as

men, she relied on her Ïrusband to provide her with a home and

security. In return for this she would serve him, although

God was her true master. Her piousness would become obvious

only when the situation demanded it, and at these times she

exemplified what Gotthelf referred to as Christian: "Bei

jeder Sache, die man tut, mit ganzem Herzen und ganzer Seele

dabeisej-n, das ist nach Gotthelfs Auffassung christlich."l

This opposition between men and women had to exist, Ricarda

stated, for this was what inspired Lífe.2

Although the status of women had improved socially and

legally by Ricarda's time, she was of the opinion that this

had occurred only because women had become more "masculine"

by developing their intellect through an education and by

working outside the home to help support the famíIy. Ideally

and naturally, according to Divine Ordinance, the man v/as

meant to be head of the family unit because of his gender and

superiority in age and social status. This had been

Ricarda's first experience v/ith a man (Richard) and had been

extremely positive for her. This was, therefore, the

rii¡.r den

2Ü¡"r den

Einfluss, pp.

Einfluss, p.

7 62-63

766
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perspective from which she had always viewed male-female

relationships, and which she no\d again found reiterated by

Gotthelf. However, she believed that Gotthelf had been

unsuccessful in illustrating the superiority and wisdom of

Divine Ordinance over mankind's independence from God. This

independence, Rícarda now suspected, would bring about the

destruction of the indivídual as well as the group, and woul-d

necessitate Ïrumani-ty to again search for a Ïrigher value in

life. Ricarda hoped that through her own writings she would

be able to illustrate that this higher value already existed

and was to be found in Divine Ordinance and the nature of

things. Not only is the change in Ricarda since her Zurich

period obvious in the fact tTrat her "Weltanschauung" has

changed but also in her reason for writing now: she is

concerned wLth proclaiming her personaf philosophy.

Since her marriage to Richard, Ricarda had experienced

three periods of harmony in her life. The first period oc-

curred during the early part of this marriage. With Richard,

stre experienced the physical and emotional harmony of "per-

fect love", which in turn enabled trer to fulfill her creative

needs as weII. Thj-s harmony lasted only a short time, and

the marriage soon ended in divorce. After overcoming the

upheaval that this loss created in her life, Ricarda even-

tually found another type of harmony in Munich: a calm,

emotionally peaceful day-to-day existence with her daughter.
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This led the way to even greater harmony when she moved to

Switzerland, where physical comfort and the inspiration of

nature added t.o the feelings of emotional happiness and

creative fulfillment.

fhese three periods make the changes Ricarda has under-

gone quite clear. Her physical love for Richard Ïrad become

transplanted by a scheduled orderliness in her Munich envi-

ronment and, later, physical comforts in Switzerland, which

she so much appreciated and needed. In the area of emotional

development, Ricarda no longer required an ideal or person in

order to give Ïrer tife meaning. She was able to find ful-
fillment within herself. Although the object of her af-
fections was now mainly Busi, people had become only com-

panions to her in life. Perhaps the greatest change occurred

in the area of creative expression. In the beginning, she

had always needed experiences to provide her with material

for her writings. Her love for Richard had provided a great

deal of inspiration for the most part of her life. However,

emotional turmoil caused her to seek solitude, for direct

contact with tife and people had become too painful. As a

result, impressions rather than experiences became enough to

bring forth a multitude of creative ideas. The writings that

evolved as a result of this change were proclamations of a

new personal philosophy.

It is the third type of harmoñ)¡r in the achievement of

emotional well-being and creative fulfillment through her own
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self' that Ricarda found lasting happiness. A1r the changes

and developments she had undergone only served to make her

stronger personarry and creatively, but especialry in her

reassertion of her "self".
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Reliqion versus Supersti-tion: The Struggle with Fate

Toward the end of the war Ricarda and Busi returned to

Munj-ch, totally unprepared for what await.ed them. Not only

was the general condition of Germany in a very bad state but

Ricarda had suffered some personal, albeit relatively minor,

losses. A number of irreplaceable items had been stolen from

her apartment during her absence, Trer rent had skyrocketed, a

less expensive apartment was impossible to find, and food was

scarce. Undaunted, Ricarda carried orr¡ determined to make

the best of things. Instead of wallowing in self-pity and

feeling frustrated over the fact that she had very little

control over her physical environment, she concentrated on

the positive moments. After what she had already been

through in her life, she was not ready to give up. It was

these positi-ve moments, "die schðnen Augenblicke" (p. 330 ),

which made tife bearable despi-te the tragedy that surrounded

ttrem. Concentratj-ng on these moments helped protect her from

realities that didn't fit into her own litt1e world. How-

everr orrê cold rainy day she saw the beaten German troops

march into Munich. This sight., combined with the effect the

weather undoubtedly had on her, jolted her into a reaction.

She could no longer pretend the war didn't exist. The fact

that Germany had been defeated didn't concern her as much as

did the contempt with which the German people were now being
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treated. She had viewed the German nation as "ein Volk von

Heiligen t...1 und die ünrigen wie Heuchler und. Teufel"
(p. 331). Considering that Ricarda had never been interested

in the politics of any war, including this one, her reaction
is a purely emotional one. One would expect such a reaction

to affect a change in her, perhaps bring her back to reality,
but it did not alter Ïrer stance. She had merely become aware

of the human element of this b/ar, an element that she had

never associated with it in the past.

On a particularly beautiful February morning Ricarda

and Busi had gone for a walk. Ricarda had the intention of
running some errands, but also she wanted to find out what

lvas going on in MunicTr, "die Stimmung des Volkes belauschen"

(p. 42L). From treir description of the events that had led to

Kurt Eisner's assassination that day, an event which st¡e had

not directly experienced, it is obvious that she is not ac-

tually involved with life around her. She did not, for ex-

ample, feel in any way associated with the crowds that day,

with the people and their reasons for demonstrating. She had

no desire for any such experiences. She derived enough stim-

ulation from hearing others telI her of the events that had

occurred. She was completely detached emotionally and physi-

cally from what was going on. True, she had considered

various possible political reasons for the assassination, but

her interest in it was purely philosophical. Fate entered

into her rationalization as to why such things occurred when
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all seemed to be going so well:

Merkwürd.ig ist ês r wenn man die Geschichte einer
Revolution liest, [. . . ] wo es scheint, als sei
jetzt das Gleichsewicht hergestellt und die
grosse Katastropte tðnne veimieden werden. Dann
aber geschi-et irgend etwas Unvorhergesehenes:
eine unbedachte Husserung wird verbreitet, eine
Zei-tungsnachricht aufgegriffen, ein Beispiel in
einem anderen Lande reízL, eine Kugel fällt, man
weiss nicht auf welcher Seite, und zerreisst die
trligerische StiIIe. Da spürt man die Gewalt des
Schicksals. Die bewusste Umsicht der beteiligten
Menschen wird durch etwas Unberechenbares, viel-
leicht Tðricht.es oder Abseitsliegendes ü¡et den
Haufen geworfen. (p. 423)

Ricarda had experienced this same aspect of fate in her per-

sonal life many times, and its irrationality applied equally

well to the world as a wTrole. Since fate was as much within

one's control as it was outside of it, she believed that. one

should surrender to it as well as fight against it. lfhether

right or wrong, the important thing was to stand up for one's

beliefs: "Unsinn und Irrtum wirken und verbrei"ten sich

ebenso måchtig wie die Wahrheit. Kåmpfe jeder für seinen

G1auben" (p. 425). Life, after all, was a struggle.

Since the war was now over and Manno was divorced from

his second wife, it was easier for Ricarda and Manno to visit

each other. This result.ed in Ricarda's adopting a unique

lifestyle in order to compensate the diverse needs created by

her polarities. As an artist and intellectual she required

creative solitude, and as an emotional human being she longed

for loving companionship. To fulfitl these needs she decided

to spend half the year in Munich and the other half visiting

Manno in ltaly. She thus had the f reedom and peace neecled to
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write, without the total isolation that would normally be the

cost of creativity. In addition to this futfillment v/as the

joy of reinstating the Father-Mother-Child bond that made

them inseparable, a bond which, for Ricarda, v/as "die erste

und natürliche Ganzheit, in der die Einzelpers8nlichkeit

wurzelt. "I This lifestyle suited Ricarda perfectly and

illustrated "das die Pole sich leichter im Nacheinander

auswirken, ai" in der Gleichgewichtsspannung des Nebenein-

anders".2 The harmony that she had been unable to attain

through simultaneous declaration of her polarities sl.e no\'Ù

found was possible by allowing them to be expressed consec-

ut'ively

on their first trip to Padova after the war, Manno had

been unable to pick Ricarda and Busi up.at the train station

because he was il]. Ricarda's impression upon arriving on

the street where Ìte lived was one of gloom, a reflection per-

haps of Manno'S condition as weII aS of the general state of

affairs just after the war. Nonetheless, she concentrated on

the positive aspects about her, such as the warmness with

which they were received by Manno's family, and ?rer happiness

with simple everyday activities. Life in Padova was quite

different from that in Germany. Socially, men and women

rarely mixed in Italy. After a day at work the men would

lHoppe, p. BB4

^ --zHoppe, p. 573
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gather in cafés. The

other in their homes

womenr on the otÏrer hand, visited eacTt

or travelled for entertainment. The

auch die Kinder v/aren dann dort r Ílêrl
fte ein bibita oder ein Eiss. (p. 338)

Italians also generally viewed life in much clearer and

simpler terms than the Germans, according to Ricaroa:

Die ltaliener beobachten gut und sind medio-
krisch, im cafá belustigen sie sich damit, Witze
ü¡"r das Publikum zu machen;..ist das, v/as sie
erleben t zu philosophisch, fältt ihnen nichts
ein. (pp.337-38)

This was unfortunate for Ricarda, for sl're realIy enjoyed in-

volved and stimulating conversations. It was not easy for

her to adjust, but she did begin to feel more at home here

when she decided to accept the principles of their social

norms. As the saying goes: when in Rome do as the Romans

do.

Die Frauen sassen daheim und betrieben mit den
Mågden das Hausgescnäft, oder wenn es sich um
grosse Damen handelte, hraren sie aucþ wohl auf
ñ.eisen, in Paris; die Månner sassen über tag in
güros und am Nachmittag im Café. Im Sommer
sammelte sich nachts das Leben auf einem Platze
t...
scïrI

l
taur

All of this was quite contrary to that with which Ricarda was

familiar, and was mediocre compared to Trer lifestyle in

MunicTr. What was important, Ïtowever' $/as that she and Busi

were together with Manno. Eventually, she learned to sit

back and enjoy what Padova had to offer: "die sanfte Luft,

das im Freien sich entfaltende Leben" (p. 339). Here she was

surrounded by peace and nature.

From time to time Manno also visited Ricarda and Busi

in Munich, and Ricarda remembered these as being especially
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festive and happy occasions. "Es r¡/ar alles 9ut, der Riss

geheilt, der natlirriche zustand wiederhergestellt" (p. 340 ).
Ricarda's life was supremely harmonious at tTrese times.

Manno, too, enjoye,l these visits very much, especially when

they !{ere in erllnwald where he trury felt at }rome. Hov/ever,

he only stayed a few days whenever he came, fot his work was

his rife. when he wasn't working he became depressed. work

was his "Lebensatem" (p. 341) as much as it was Ricarda,s.

Despite the fact that their individuar tifestyles kept them

apart most of the time, however, Ricarda and Manno belonged

together. They were one soul. Even the fact that they rived
in different countries couldn't change this. As Ricarda

exprained it: "wir hatten eine Kette des schicksars, die uns

band, geknüpft, aber sie wieder aufzutäsen konnten wir nicht"
(pp. 340-41). Fate had destined them to meet, fa1l in love,

marry and have a child. Although divorced, thi-s bond could

not be broken. Fate intended them to maintain this close

bond, and, indeed, nor¡e of them could have done or even de-

sired otherwise. Ricarda and Manno had finally reached a

stage in their lives in which each felt fulfilled and com-

plete. Both had found a great deal of fulfillment in their
respective careers, and the ensuing feelings of personal

worth enhanced their emotional relationship. They had

reached a stage of harmony and success in their individual
and mutual developments. Once, Manno was injured in an auto-

mobile accident in ltaly and, although anyone wishing to
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travel outside of Germany was required to pay a large sum of

money, Ricarda rushed to his side. Nothing would have pre-

vented her from doing so. Of utmost importance at that

moment was to be with Manno. Their close bond is again

illustrated in another example. Since Manno's hip injury

required him to remain immobile, an open carriage had been

rented so that he could get outdoors into the fresh air and

sunshine. Ricarda remembered these excursions as traving

"einen unvergesslichen Reiz" (p. 342). Most of the time they

merely read to each other and watched the scenery go by.

What made this time especially happy for Ricarda was that she

v/as at harmony and peace with herself and. was with one of the

two people she most dearly loved in the world. She no longer

required the adventures of youth to make her feel stimulated

and fulfilled. The simple activities"she undertook with

Manno at this time took care of all her needs:

Dazu fuhr der lrlagen durch die immer gleiche
sommerlictre wårmã; durch die immer gleiche Ebene,
und mir war zuweilen zumute, als sei ich in ein
verzaubertes Land geraten, und es war mir unge-
wiss, ob wir eine Stunde oder I00O Jahre so durch
die NachmittagshLEze fuhren. Wie schnglJ- ging in
wirklichkeit ãi."" glì-Tckliche ZeLE ,torübe.l (pp.
342-43)

I¡Ihen Ricarda was with Manno, they were again in a world of

their ohln, far removed from the realities around them. Time

stood still, enabling them to savour the moment. Not only

v/as the time they spent together natural and comfortable in

all its aspects, but so was their relationship, which was

reflected and enhanced by these excursions. Their relation-
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ship, their bond,

any point in time.

reference to "eine

together, not in the physícal sense

but in the fact that their spirits

She

of

Er wusst
verlor i
entschlo
rufen, w
neben mi
war ich
(p. 345 )

fact

for as Iong as

createdremarks

v/as meant to be and would Ïrave existed at

This was what Ricarda meant with her

Stunde oder 1000 Jahre " .

that she

were one,

They belonged

and Richard had

inseparable

through time:

Das Cefüfrf--er, der mich liebt und kennt, dieses
tief beseligende cefünf--hat mir nur Manno einge-
f18sst, obwohl doch auch andere mich liebgehabù.
haben und vielleicht mehr von mir wussten.
Manno spürte meíne Wåfre, wusste, v/as ich dachte,
half, wenn ich Hilfe brauchte, nicht wie ein
Freund, sondern wie ein Zwilling meiner Seele
t...1 Das ganz Unmittelbare unserer Zuneigung,
das sich auf keinerlei gemeinsame Interessen
stützte und also ganz uñgesichert gewesen wäre,
wenn es nicht auf den tiefsten Tiefen der persbn-
lichkeit. beruht nåtte, war et\¡/as unvergleichlich
Schänes. (p . 344)

felt so safe and secure with Manno that the mere thought

him made her lose her fear of death:

e immer Rat. Wenn ich an Manno dachte,
ch sogar die Angst vor dçm Tode. Ich war
ssen, v/enn ich ãter¡en müsste, Manno z1J
enn wir etwa zusammen wåren; und wenn er

This fear, however, often prevented her from seeing the

obvious. From time to time Manno had made references to the

much longer. He had done this

remember and, therefore, his

that he would not live

r "å""e und
überzeugt,

mich in seinen Armen hielte,
das Sterben würde leicht sein.

Ricarda could

no great cause for

his melancholy

concern. She simply

After Busi's

but Ricarda

attributed them to

riage, these

not take them

references to death

nature.

íncreased,

mar-

díd

seriously even then. For her Manno had always
16r



been "wie die Luft oder das Licht, er war da und würde immer

dasein" (p. 347 ). To Ricarda he represented life, not death.

Even the fact that he was frequently ilf didn't cause her to

suspect anything. Orr perhaps, she didn't want to suspect

that there was something wrong, just as she hadn't wanted to

see the problems that trad developed in their marriage.

Ricarda was afraid of death and, therefore, didn't want to

face it. She could not imagine her life without Manno. It

was not necessary for him to be with her in body, but to

simply be alive so that she could feel his presence. To lose

this security would have been intolerable. Her misunder-

standing of Manno's increased references to death is doubly

surprising in light of the fact that Ricarda felt that she

and Manno were soul twins. That Manno believed he would die

in the near future, and. Ricarda not realizing the seriousness

of his remarks, illustrated her great fear. If she didn't

think about death, then it wouldn't exist for her. She even

took offense to seeing coffins in a display window of a shop

in Padova. Soon thereafter Ricarda did have to face death.

Her friend Emmi Reiff was dying of cancer, and Ricarda de-

cided to visit her in Zurich. Shortly before this visit,

however, Ricarda had received some Brazilian good luck

charms. These charms, Ricarda believed, would be helpful to

her in Zurich. Unfortunately, they did not make the visit

any easier to bear. She feared death, but now that it was

about to become a reality and she could do nothing to prevent
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it she v¡as prepared to face it, for only in this way would

she ever be abre to deal with it. she had decided long ago

in her youth to face life head ortr no matter how difficult it
wourd be. This she did so now, "vorwårts treibend mit den

Worten: du musst" (p. 353). The few days she spent with
Emmi were very sad and agonizing ones, for Emmi did not sus-

pect the seriousness of her condition" Ricarda¡ ês had be-

come usual for her during times of stress, tried to act as

naturally as possible although she was deeply upset.

From Zurich she travelled t.o padova, to see Manno once

more before moving to Berlj-n to rive with Busi and her new

son-in-law Franz eðhm. Manno, who awaited Ïrer at the train
station, was in a bad mood. This seemed odd to Ricarda.

True, Manno had a bad temper but she had never known him to
be moody. upon questíoning him, he explained that he had had

some business problems, but Ricarda did not believe that he

v/as telring her the truth. she attrÍbuted his disposition to
the fact that he had had a nagginE cough for quite some time

and that this contrj-buted to his ilr-being. True to form

Ricarda either didn't, or didn,t want to, see the obvious.

"Mir schien sein Husten nichts schlimmes zLr sein" (p. 353),

she remarked about her impression of his health. perhaps it
was easier for Ricarda to feer this walr since Manno didn'-.
make much of it himserf. Nonetheless, Ricarda could not

ignore it a short tj-me later. she and Manno had been invited
to the home of a couple who displayed an interest in the
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occult. Durj-ng the course of this evening the woman read

Ricarda's fortune and predicted the occurrence of fear and

death in her life. Ricarda stated that she did not believe
in the occurt, but the predícitions did disturb her. A short
time thereaf ter the fi-rst of these came true: l"lanno coughed

up blood. characteristically, Ricarda had not been witling
to believe the obviousr that is, that Manno was ill, but was

only too willing to berieve in superstition when the first
prediction came to pass. No matter how often she stated that
she wasn't superstitious, the contrary was true" T'his was

due to her conception of fate as being unpredictabre and not

always fair. Vlithout a more solid and steady belief on whi-ch

to base her refrections, a different approach to life's dis-
crepancies was, therefore, not possible for her. Manno, how-

ever, despite his coughing fits, \¡/as the picture of heatth.
This gave Ricarda the hope that his illness \,vas not arl that
serious:

Es musste ja nicht so sein, das letzte Wort war
noch nicht gesprochen. Manno war da, lebendig,
ganz..so aussehend wie sonst, unerschðpflich an
einfällen, so konnte kein Todgeweihter sein.(p. 3s6 )

This \das a natural reaction. Anyone faced with the pos-

sibility of losi-ng a loved one would cring to tTre slightest

shred of hope, and this is exactly what Ricarda did, even

after Manno's condition worsened. As wellr €v€n under all

the emotional strain, Ricarda tried to appear cool and col-

lected. "Ich gab mir Milhe, " she wrote, "unbefangen zv sein,
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nicht merken zu lassen, wie trostlos mir zumute war,'

(p. 359). Whether she did this for Manno's benefit or her

ov/n is uncrear at this point. This did not mean, however,

that Ricarda didn't experience the event as untraumatic. rn

fact, she was so devastated by it. that she did something

quite out of character: "Zuweiren ging ich in die offen-
stehende :<iif¡fe Kirche und betete, verzwei-feltr um den Himmet

zv zwingeni aber ich glaubte nicht daran" (p. 359). Knowing

Ricarda's views on organized religion, her action was one of
desperation. The only other time that she had done anything

like this r¡/as when Busi- was born and she had undertaken a

pilgrimmage for Ïrer daughter's werl-being. Her reasons for
doing so back then had been based on supersti-tion. Now, how-

ever, she did so out of confusion. she"was unabre to accept

fate's decree and hoped to be able to arter the outcome

through prayerr êvên though she didn't berieve in the valid-
ity of this christian practice. she also refused to be pres-

ent when, from time to timer ârr o1d German missionary who

visited Manno undertook certain religious practices with him.

Her abêence was never discussed, for Manno understood how she

felt. Perhaps Ricarda's rejection of religion was due in
part to its uselessness for her. Prayer did not hetp l"lanno

get better and neither did the religious ministerings of the

missionary. Religion didn't offer her any comfort, either.
This hopelessness resulted in bitterness toward religion and,

therefore, she would have nothing to do with it. However,
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she noted that Manno did derive some sort of benefit from it
all. whereas in the past, he had been more rigid, he now herd

a relaxed attitude toward religioni in fact, he seemed to

enjoy "die kirchlichen Gebråuche" of the hospital which he

eventuarry entered (p. 360). Rj-carda stilr praced more hope

on superstition, for she remembered to mention an incident
that occurred while Manno had been en route to the hospital.
Angelina, his sister, had accompanied him on this trip and

later told Ricarda what had transpired: "sie .rråhlt" mir

nachher, ihr lVagen sei unterwegs einem Buckligen begegnet,

was als glückliches Omen galt" (p. 361). This ray of hope

was more than religion had given Ricarda and was the reason

she now, as previously, placed so much importance on super-

st ition.

Although Ricarda tried to maintain a natural and posi-
tive attitude whenever she was with Manno, she knew that she

wasn't very successful. Her despair was something she

couldn't hide easily. Even her reaction to the news that
Manno would not live much longer caused her to avoid him, so

that he would not be able to see the utter depth of her

despair. This characteristic of Ricarda's, of trying to hotd

her emotions in check, outr¡/ardly made her appear not only

distant but also emotionally cold. The cool northern

"Reflexionsmensch", however, longed to break out of her she11

and give fu1l reign to her passions and emotions. Instead of
immediately rushing to be with Manno as Busi did when
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given the bad news, Ricarda wanted to be alone so that she

could come to terms with her feelings. She had found this
method of dealing with her pain and sorrow extremely hetpful
ever since divorcing Richard. It helped her now, too, aI-
though she longed to be able to express her emotions. She

loved Manno as much as her daughter did, but was sad that she

v/as unable to be as spontaneous and expressive about her

feelings as Busi was. Just because her misery wasn't obvious

didn't mean that she didn't feel miserable. In fact, Manno's

impending death was taking so much out of her, draining her

emotionally and physically, that she wished it would soon all
be over. T'he night that Manno hemorraged Ricarda's only

desire trad been "Iaut zu weinen und zv rufen: 'Manno, Manno,

verlass mich nicht!"' (p. 364). On the one occasion since

her youth thaÈ she would have reacted spontaneously and

emotionally she was prevented from doing so by Angelina, in
order that Manno not become aware that he was on the verge of

death. Hours later he died. Ricarda, physically exhausted

and emotionally numb, went home to sleep.

After divorcing Richard, Ricarda had been successful in

achieving harmony in her life in the areas of emotional well-

being and creative fulfillment. In order to accomplish this,

she had had to create her own little world of peace and

happiness and to exclude anything negative that tried to

impose itself from the real world. Although she continued to
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develop and find harmony in her life, some aspects remained

unresolverf. One of the major conflicts during these years

was presented by her view of fate. With her theological
works of this period--such as Luthers Glaube (f9f6) and Der

Sinn der Heiliqen Schrift (1919-22)--she had hoped to restore

to the masses their lost faitn. She believed that there was

nothing more necessary for mankind than "Seelsorge"l to get

them back on the right track. Ricarda herself was a be-

lieverr let she did not accept the Christian practices and

rituals. They had been of no help or comfort to her in her

life. Superstition was occasionally still more powerful than

religious faith in influencing how she viewed life. Manno's

impending death had done nothing to resolve this conflict

within her, and thus she maintained an ambiguous and ambiv-

alent attitude toward religion.

Another major unresolved conflict in Ìrer life was the

fact that total harmony of all the polarities within her was

impossible. Yet, she continued her search for a workable

solution. Eventually, she discovered a way that allowed all

her discordant aspects fulI expression, but without the

desired total harmony: she simply arranged to express them

in turn rather than exhaust herself in her efforts to have

them coexist. Ironically, this did give her life an added

lwittt"Im Grenzmann,
(Frankfurt am Main: Hans
p. L47.

Deutsche Dichtung der Gegenwart
F. I,lenck Verlag, 1953 ) , as cited on
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dimension of trarmony. Emotionally she became even more en-

riched through the close bond that had again developed be-

tween her and Manno. In truth, she didn't really feel

"whole" without him. The two, although very different from

each other in their way of thinking, were very similar in

their innermost feelingsr so much so that they instinctively

knew what the other thought or felt. When everything finally

seemed to be working out for Ricarda, in every possible

respect, a good part of it was taken a$/ay from her with

Manno's death.
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"Tag in Jena L945" ¿ The Completion of an Individuality

After Manno died

daughter and son-in-Iaw

in L927, Ricarda went to live with her

in Berlin, and later also lived in
Heidelberg, Freiburg andl Jena--wherever Franz g8hm's work

took him. Dur:ing these years Ricarda maintained the dual

established for herself. The two

longer followed a parallel course

Hoppe, began steadily diverging so

Iifestyle that she had

directions, howeverr oo

but, accordÍng to Else

that there was now

ej-ne Bewegung von der Zeit weg und eine Bewegung
auf die ZeLL zu. Der Gegensatz, den Ricarda Huch
zwischen ihrer Weltanschauung und der modernen
Zivilisation empfand, bewirkte, dass sie sich in
steigendem Masse von der Gegenwart entfernte i
gleighzeitig aber wuchs ihr Ruhm und zog sie
ãf f*äf'tf:-.tr in eine repråsentative RoIIe hinein,
die sie zum Exponenten eben dieser befehdeten
Zei-t machte.l

As a public figure in

birthday was grandly

Munich, for example, her sixtieth

celebrated and she was

city's University.

even though Ricarda

This honour

v/as highly

honoured by the

every five years

In I93t she

became the first female

-lttur Dichtkunst and also

lras repeated

against this.

the Preussische Akademie

woman ever to receive the

member of

the first

Goethepreis. In 1933

she left the Akademie

she brought

because she

attention to

did not share

herself when

in its

rHoppe, p. BB6
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support

toward

of the nationalsocialist government or in

it. She made her political f ee1J-ngs known

to Max von Schillings, president of the Akademie, in which

she officially resignedr ân exerpt of which follows:

"Dass ein Deutscher deutsch empfindet, m8chte ich
fast für selbstverständlich haiten; aber was
deutsch ist, und wie Deutschtum sich betätigen
soI1, darüber gibt es verschiedene ttteinungeñ.
Was die jetzige Regierung als nationale Gesin-
nung vorschreibt, ist nicht mein Deutschtum. Die
Zentralisj-erung, den Zwang, die brutalen Metho-
den, die Diffamierung Andersdenkender, das prah-
lerische Selbstto¡ frãtte ich für undeutsch und
unTrei-lvoll. Bei einer so sehr von der staatlictr
vorgeschçiebenen abweichenden Auffassung halte
ich es für unmSglich, - in einer st.aatlichen
Akademie zu bleiben. "I

It is obvious that the policies of nationalsocialism deeply

disturbed Ricarda. Was her resignation from the Akademie,

therefore, an indication that she took an active interest in
politics? Ricarda had always maintained that she was a born

republican. Added to this were her experiences of diversit.y

and freedom of individuality that she had come to know during

her years in Switzerland. These elements had once also

exist.ed in Germany during the Middle Ages and were what

Ricarda considered t.o be her "Deutschtum". Since the poli-

cies of the Akademie \¡/ere no longer independent of the

government and, therefore, did not represent Ricarda's views

of the Akademie's purpose, she found it necessary to resign.

Ever since she had become a member in I93t she had energeti-

lHopper ðs cited on p. Bg2
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calIy advocated that the only conclusive deciding factor in

voti-ng members ínto the Akademie should be artistic achieve-

ments. I After aIÌ,

rür den sch8pferischen Menschen si-nd die Lebens-
wund.en, die är empfångt, oft die st.årksten
Antriebe, die Selbstheilung durch objektive
Leistungen vorzunehmen. I

As such, Ricarda believed that politics had no place in the

function and operation of the Akademie. She would not com-

promise her principles. Her experiences with fate had taught

her Lhat life was fickle and that the only constant in one's

Iife was one's beliefs. Her resignation, however, was only

the beginning of her resistance against an ideology she

didn't accept. She also undertook the writing of a three-

volume work entitled Deutsche Geschictrte ( 1937 ), in which she

expressed her beliefs. fhis outspokenness caused her various

emotional and financial hardships, for she found it increas-

ingly difficult to get her works published. Yet, she refused

to compromise. Her resistance was, therefore, not an actual

politicat act against the government but, instead, a way of

standing up for her principles.

Ricarda's private lifer orl the other hand, revolved

more and more around her daughter and grandson. Without

them, Iife would not have meanL much to her. Although her

last autobiographical work was conceived during the Second

lHoppe, p

2Hoppe, p

89t

892
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Wor1d hlar, it concentrated more on the people in her imme-

diate circle than on the actual events around. them. "Tag in
Jena L945" begins with Ricarda mentioning the sirens fore-
warning an air raid, and the necessity of taki-ng shelter in a

neighbour's basement. After this opening sentence, Ricarda's

attention turned to the beautifut spring weather. This was

more natural for her, the Romantic, to do than concerning

herself with the seriousness of their situation. The beauti-

ful spring day caused everyone in the group to feel strangely

happy and optimistic that things would now begin to improve.

Spring, after all, was the reaffirmation and renewal of life

in nature. Riearda's description of the puppy, Struppi, and

his unrestrained frolicking reflected not only her own spon-

taneity and reaction to influences around her when she was

young, but also symbolised the renewal of life and the hope

for a better future. In contrast, the white cat, old and

experienced, "machte nicht viel Wesens, sondern strich mit

Iangen, behutsamen Schritten abseits auf Abenteuer" (p, 428).

The cat symbolised the mature Ricarda. Older and more

experienced, neither was as affected by the world around them

as they had once been in their youth. Both had reached a

stage where they \¡/ere able to attain excitement and adventure

through less direct means and contact with life. Ricarda had

also come to accept whatever fate had decided to throw across

her path, She had especially found that contact with people

was comforting to her, whereas at one point in her life it
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had only caused trer pain. fhis is particularly evident in

her description of the realization that the basement they had

been using as a shelter was not even underground but was

built into the side of a small hill. They vrere as safe in

this basement during the bombings as they would have been in

their own homes, where they were probably also more comfort-

able. Aber "zu Hause waren wir unter ullsr " Ricarda wrote'

"bei Frau von Haller !ì/ar immer ein Häufchen t"lenschen

versammelt, und die gesellschaftliche Haltung, die das nit

sich brachte, \¡/ar wohltåtig" (p. 429).

T'he human companionship during the air raids was im-

portant to Ricarda. Just as necessary, however' was the

observation of social etiquette at these gatherings, which

helped maintain some semblance of. control and sanity while

insanity raged about them. Ricarda and Dr" Horstmar, another

member of the group, tried to remain as calm as possible,

preferring to perceive the deadly noise outside simply as

much too loud dinner music. In suctt a situation, Ricarda is

in her element:

Die gesellschaftliche Haltung vor a1lem, in der
geistvolle Konversation gemacht wird, aIs sei das
éeråusch der Todesmaschiñen nichts als begleit-
ende Tafelmusik, charakterisiert zugleich die
Dame, als welche Richard Huch sich im Umgang mit
anderen stets erwies, wie auch die starke Persön-
lichkeit, die weiss, dass sie mit solcher Haltung
den Schwächeren eine Hilfe bedeutet. I

lnoppe, p. 905
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That Ricarda viewed herself as someone responsible for set-
ting an example for others is especially significant, for it
illustrates part of her phirosophy that appeared in Luthers

Glaube: "Mut machen, Spíegel sein, Wegweiser sein."I This

belief, and. her practice of it, reinforces that she was still
very much a part of this worrd and that her consideration of

others reflected Ïrer desirer ês weII as need, for companion-

ship. What did not interest Ïrer, however, was whatever oc-

curred in the world outside of this realm.

Ricarda and her famity and friends had experienced

several severe bombings, but none as terrible as the one on

March 19 that destroyed the ent.j-re inner core of Jena. At

eleven- o'clock that morning the warning sirens sounded.

Ricarda and her daughter made their way to Frau von Haller's
basement, while her grandson made his way to the first-aid
station where he was on duty. On this particular day

Ricarda's description of her parting wj-th her grandson is
especially poignant: "Mir schnürte sich die Kehl-e zusammen,

ich wagte nichtr rneioe Tochter anzusehen" (p. 430). This

description is reminiscent of several othárs in which she

described her feelings regarding certain people she had

deeply cared for in her life. However, it also reinforces an

especially strong characteristic of Ricarda. Outwardly, she

never seemed. to be affect.ed by peopte or events, belying her

lBuchwald, p. f9
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tendency toward profound and passionate feelings. Not even

to those people who were closest to her could she show cer-

tain emotions. Only through writing could she express them.

In writing, Ricarda had found an activity that took into con-

sideration her entire being. Not only did she derive great

pleasure and satisfaction from i-t, but it was also extremely

therapeutic for herr so much so that she preferred

real one:

Lo live in

Ïrer creative world rather than in the

Aus jener Welt des schöpferischen Traums [... ]
bracñte sie eíne Atmosphäre, einen Duft, einen
K1ang mit, der sich selten nur ganz verlor und
sich wie ein leichter Sctrleier zwischen sie und
die Umwelt legte, ihr gleichsam eine Spanne
schuf, die jederzeit die sctrleunige Flucht in die
inneren Bezlrke erm8glichter so dáss sie, obwohl
sie qanz da zv sein schien, doch wieder nicht

ta- - ; - lvol. I rg da hrar . r

Because she could never completely express Trerself to people

in the real world, but could do so creatively, she found her

imaginative world much more preferable to live in. Her per-

sonality, her experiences, Ïrer age all contributed to her

withdrawing from reality, from life.

The weather on that disastrous day of March 19 had

again turned cold and wintry. As the small group gathered in

the basement as usual, Ricarda was especially glad that Dr.

Horstmar was with them. He had a calming effect on everyone,

including Ricarda, and was a good conversationalist. He was

also an excellent story-teller and began to relate how he Ìrad

lHoppe, pp.88r-82
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learned to emulate the call of the cuckoo. As the planes

drew nearer all conversation stopped, and in the next moment

the bombs dropped mercilessly. The noise was deafening and

became louder sti11. Ttrroughout the terror Ricarda's

thoughts revolved around ?row they would all escape from the

basement if it caved in, and that she would Ïrave been much

happier had she sought shelter "draussen in freier Luft, im

Walde" (p. 432). As a "Kind der Elemente" she would have

felt safer in the midst of nature than in the questionable

protection provided by ttre basement. Although calm on the

outside, she was undergoing enormous stress" "Wenn nur das

fürchterlicher ên den Nerven eerrende Get8se der Flieger eine

Minute, einen Augenblick aufh8rte" (p. 432), she thought to

herself. When the noise finally did weaken, Ricarda, as calm

and composed as everr asked Dr. Horstmar to continue tris

storyr ês if the trorror of the bombing had only been a minor

interruptionl Shortly thereafter the bombing began again,

yet, everyone remained relatively ca1m. Busi's fright

brought back memories to Ricarda of a happier time when Busi

had been sma1l and scared of thunderstorms. Back then

Ricarda had been able to comfort her, but now she could think

of nothi-ng that would help:

War ich denn ganz ausgeliefert an diese un-
würdige, entnervend.e' entmenschende Angst? Ich
bin alt, dachte ich, ich mïlsste ein Gebet
sprechen oder etwas Erhebendes sagen; aber mir
fiel nichts ein, was mir natllrlich und angemessen
vorgekommet wär". Anstatt dessen bat ich Dr.
Horstmar, der sich schon råusperte, denn das
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Fliegergeråusch wurde schwåcher, seinen Bericht
zu vollenden. (p. 433)

Ricarda, because of her ãgê, wisdom and experience, had hoped

to think of something calming to say not only to Busi but to
the group as a whole. She could think of nothing but re-

mained calm outwardly, perhaps as an example to the others to

do the same and maybe find some comfort through her display

of calmness. Fortunately, Dr. Horstmar was also a model for

the group and together he and Ricarda were able to maintain

the appearance of sanity. Surprisingly, Ricarda mentioned

that normally she would. have been able to think of a suitable

prayer. Years before she had not placed any value on prayer

or other Christian practices. Perhaps with her advancing

years she had altered.her philosophy. In view of Dr.

Horstmar's story this is quite possible. Obviously he had

told a tall tale about a giant cuckoo, but it had reminded

Ricarda of a time in her childhood when stre had becorne lost

in the forest and encountered a frog the size of a calf.

Naturally, no one had believed her then, but the enormous

frog had been quite real to her.

Dr. Horstmar nickte verståndnisvolI. 'Wohl
l¡ -'mogrr-cn', sagte ê:.t 'Reptitien k8nnen ein hohes

Alter erreichen. Die Menschen sind zv einseitig,
sie glauben nur, was sie selbst gesehen haben.'
(p. 434)

Perhaps for the same reason Ricarda had shown reluctance to-

ward religion practically all her life. Although a believer

in her own interpretation of fate and God, her personal ex-

períences had never led her to a more traditional view of
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religion and an acceptance of it. With age she became more

tolerant, as well as open to viewpoints which would have

normally been contrary to her own. Her increased under-

standing, resulting no doubt from new inner perspectives and

rationalizations, led to the development of a personal phi-

losophy that embraced the Divine, and perhaps also some of

the more traditional religious practices such as prayer.

Ricarda may not have come face to face with the Divine, but

the Romantics believed that nature embodied it and, as such,

it became very real to her. Ricarda had not always held this

beliefr or perhaps wasn't. conscious that she did, but she had

now reached a stage where she embraced it.. With death being

a possibtitiy at any moment, an individual's thoughts are

automaticatly drawn to his own beliefs regarding Iife and

death. Ricarda's preference for being outdoors in the forest

during the bombings, where ironically she would have felt

safer, illustrates the connection she sav/ existing between

God and nature. Her advanced years also influenced her in

considering ideas and practices of religion.

As the planes retreated, the group's thought.s once

again turned to everyday things, such as a dinner that had

been left on a stove. Ricarda's house had withstood the

bombings, sustaining only minor damage and, therefore, giving

her a feeling of "vertrauter Geborgenheit" (p. 434). She

remarked: "Es war wie sonst, nur dass mir alles weit \deg zv

sein schien und eíne feierliche Unwirklichkeit hatte"
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(p. 434). Four short sentences follow, endj-ng the "Auto-

biographische Schriften". They are void of emotion, simply

stating facts. Ricarda no longer felt herself part of this

world. She seemed to be withdrawing even more, becoming all

the more unaffected by her surroundings. As an observer of

life she was now viewing it from behind a transparent cur-

tain. This feeling remained with her until her death in

November of L947. She was eighty-three years old.

In this last essay in the "Autobiographische

Schriften", Ricarda's personality becomes compLete. Not only

does she no longer have the desire and-energy to experience

anything nev/, but her development has also reached a natural

closing point--like a circl-e that has been completed. This

circle began with the dream world of her youth. When this

world was shattered, Ricarda reacted by throwing caution to

the wind and living every moment as if it were the last.

Eventually a new life opened up for her--one in which she

believed she had found reality. lfhen this, too, carne to an

end she was once again strattered, but her reaction this time

was the opposite: she gradually withdrew from life until

once more she lived in a dream world. This was not the same

dream world of her youth but was, nonetheless, a world she

created for her needs and in which she preferred to live.

Although Ricarda is detached from tife in this final stage of

the portrait, she viewed this as a natural progression for
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mythischen Måchten

been full and it was nov/ complete. She nov/

imagined every person over the age of fift.y felt:
[Sie] kann nichts Neues mehr erleben, da Iihre]Entwicklung abgeschlossen ist und eth/as and.eres
aIs diese [itrr] nicht zum inneren Erlebnis wird,
Isie] kann nur noch anderen helfen, ihre Entwick-
lung zv vollenden, indem [sie ihrel eigene Ent-
wicklung a1s ein Beispiel aufrj-chtet, das die
ünrigen befolgen, mit dem sie sich messen, an dem
sie ihr Anderssein klären kðnnen.1

Her entire being was now there

she believed "dass man im hohen Alter immer

nachzuforschen" (p . 447) .

dazu neigt, den

Her life had

felt the way she

helping others, whether through

or through her writ j-ngs:

Es bezog sich auf das Ganze, war Ausdruck der
Liebe des vollendeten Menschen zu "Gott und
Natur, das ist aber aIles", und das Einzelne war
davon zwar umfangen, wurde aber nicht mehr mit
der Leidenschaft ergriffen, die es zvvor erregt
hatte. I

Ricarda enjoyed the companionship

grandson and a few neighbours, but her

quite separate from them, remaíned more

reality. Her detachment from the real

see it. through veiled eyes, her close

mythischen Mächten" not only indicated

for the sole purpose of

acting as a physical example

of her daughter,

dream world, which was

important than

world, her tendency to

bond with "den

the extent of her

of her acceptancewithdrawal from reality but also the extent
of a tife hereafter.

lHoppe, p. 87g
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The picture that has emerged in the "Autobiographische

Schriften" reveals Ricarda's development from a small and

innocent child to a mature and emotionally complete adult.
This process was a long and often painful one for her but, in

the end, she triumphed and attaíned what she had been search-

ing for all Ïrer life. Being a Romantic at heart, her fondest

wish Ìrad been to reconcile all the opposing forces within her

in order to achieve inner peace and harmony. This, she be-

lieved, hlas only possible "durch äusserste Steigerung des

blillens und der Empfindung"l through the Romantic idea of

"Liebeser1eben", "die sich t...] zu"einer sch5nen Synthese

von Sinnlichkeit und GeisÈigkeit bekennt, die alles X8rper-

liche als Ausdruck des Seelischen ansieht".2

' Many books and articles have been written about Ricarda

Huch. The "Autobiographische Schriften", however, are'unique
j-n that they portray the influences and changes in her life

by Ricarda herself. Apart from Else Hoppe's thorough biog-

raphy, Gunter H. Hertling's book Wandlung der Werte im

dichterischen lVerke der Ricarda Huch3 proved to be an ex-

cellent work with which to compare the outcome of this

lcittischewski, p. 31

2citlischewski, p. 38

3cunter H. Hert1ing, Wandlung der Werte im dichter-
ischen Werke der Ricarda Huch (Bonn: H. Bouvier u. Co.,
r966 ) .
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thesis. Hertling's treatment of Ricarda's development

involved the use of her poetic, historical and theoretical

works to illustrate her changing values, whereas this thesis

used the "Autobiographische Schriften" exclusively in order

to do likewise. It was a pleasant surprise, therefore, to

discover that the views in both the book and thesis coincided

frequently. Because of the sheer number of examples that can

be given to support this claim, only ttrree choice, sub-

stantial ones wiIl be presented. These comparisons mâ1rr

thus, provide an appropriate conclusion to this thesis on ttre

"Autobiographi sche Schriften" .

The first example refers to the time between Ricarda's

childhood and trer first marriage, during which she lived in a

dream world. Through her life with Manno and her experiences

in Triest she confronted certain realities. This made her

a\¡/are of true suffering as well as sensitive to the needs of

others, but it also emphasized her realization of the fickle-

ness of fate. Her desire to control it, yet failure to do so

totatly, had often made her bitter, but through her expe-

riences in Triest she eventually accepted that there b/ere

things in life that she couldn't change. Hertling used

Ricarda's novel Triumphqasse to mirror these same experrences

and changes in her, and expressed the same conclusion re-

garding the outcome of Ïrer opinion of fate at this time in

her life:

Das
und

Schicksal, das zwar wie in Ricarda's Züricher
novellístischem Triestiner Werk immer noch
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unbarmherzig und dåmonisch ü¡er seinem Mensch-
enopfer lugte, wird auch jetzt bitter ange-
fochten, schliesslich aber anerkannt und. al-s
unwandelbar hingeno**en. I

The importance of fate in Ricarda's life cannot be

stressed enough. Therefore, a second comparison with

Hertling's book wil-l take this aspect especially into con-

sideration. When Ïrer marriage to Richard ended, Ricarda Trad

t.o re-evaluate her personal philosophy. St.ilI searching for

harmony, she hoped she could achieve it through writing ob-

jective historical works, for they required 'merkliche

Straffung in St.il und zunehmende Ausdruckskraf E' .2 She

hoped she could attain similar control over tter emotions by

taking charge of fate. This same opinion is held by Gunter

Hert I ing:

Geschichtliche Tatmenschen wie Garibaldi,
Confalonieri, Gestalten aus der Reformation und
Gegenreformation wie Friedrich Speg, Wallenstein
und Gustav Ado1f in Ricardas Arei¡ånaiger Dar-
stellung des dreissigjåhrigen Krieg€sr auch der
Mörder Lju in ihrer Briefnovelle Der letzte Som-
mer, sie alle widerselzen sich erstarrtef Staats-
ffi"L¿;¿";i;i*".,. sie alle sreifen das Ïj¡erlief-
erte ârrr das der organischen Entwicklung des
Menschen innerhalb seiner Gesellschaft im Wege
steht. Die Welt der geschichtlichen Vergang-
enheit wird der Dichterin immer interessanter,
denn hrenn die romantische Ferne ihr letzten Endes

_llkeine Lösung bot zu den dringenden Fragen nach
den Gründen menschlicher Leiãen¡ so glãubte sie

lHertling,

2Hertling,
p.98

p. L77
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sie im Leben und in den_ Handlungen historischer
Gestalten zv entdecken.r

The third and final example chosen for comparison with

Hertling deals with Ricarda's acceptance of God. True love,

she believed, could only occur through a bond that incor-

porated one's physical nature with spirituality. fhis she

had achieved in Trer relat.ionship with Manno. Her acceptance

of God also made it possible t.o see the necessity of using

Ïrer talents as a writer, mother and companion to help those

who also searched for ans\¡/ers to their questions, by inspir-

ing them, guiding them and acting as an example herself.

These views are also expqessed by Hertling in reference to

Ricarda's book on Martir, '"uan"t,

In ihrem Luther sowie in ihrer Kritik am modernen
Menschen @-l-gt Ricarda zLtr festen tjb.tr"rlguoÇr
dass die wahre Liebe nur im Glauben an Gott
reifen, sich nur in reliqi8ser Zuversicht auf die
Gerechtigkeit Gottes stäiken kann. Religiositåt
aber wird dem Menschen nur dann zuteil, wenn er
sich als Werkzeug Gottes für den Mitmenschen
einsetzt, und auf sein Heç2, auf seine Ptrantasie
und seine ceriìhle horcht. 2

fhe reasons for writing one's autobiography were

discussed earlier in this thesis. These reasons, especially

the need for self-revelation, do not reveal themselves only

through

lHert I ing,
2Hert ling,

pp. L78-79

pp. L96-97
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autobiographies of every sort, confessions,
apologias, or simple narratives, but also
[through] the works which a creative writer
brings forth out of himself as something ob-
jective, such as Shakespeare's sonnets, or the
lyrics of Goethe, or even Dante's Divina Com-
mãaia. These works exist independenTi.y offie
ãûffir's person and have no need of reference to
his own life in order to be understood, and yet
they are self-portrayals in the sense that in
them the personality of the poet or thinker is
preserved, that his "spirit" is "objectivated" in
lnem" I

Thus, all of Ricarda's works--including those that are

poetic, historical and theological--are, in a sense,

autobiographical. After all, "lrlelcher Künstler schüfe im

Grunde jemals etwas anderes als sein Ebenbild, wenn auc?t in

unendlich vielen, immer neuen Gestaltungen" "2

lMisch,

2Hoppe,

p.9

as expressed by Ricarda Huch on p. I
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